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Editorial Note
It is indeed a happy realization that the department
has now successfully completed its first decade and very mach
looks ahead for further growth and exoansion. The institution
that started 10 years ago with only 50 students now boasts of
over 500 enrollment and. as a further indication of the growing
interest in the new disciplines. the teaching of sociology and
anthropology has been started in six other campus at the B. A.
level.
Unfortunately. the full potential of the department and
the discipline has been some what restricted by the chronic
shortage of funds and physical facilities. The burgeoning
student number has meant that such basic necessities as class
rooms and furnitures etc. have become seriously insufficient.
As the two disciplines most concerned with the totality
of human culture and society. sociology and anthropology can
provide unique insight into the issues of poverty. change and
development- the major processes Nepal is trying to grapPle
with. If the concerned authorities could make use of the
findings and expertise of sociology and anthropology in the
planning
and implementation of various
development
programmes. not only would better results be ensured but it
would also promote the emergence of Nepalese sociolo~y and
anthropology. Similarly. the inclusion of sociological and

J

anthropological work by institutions like the Royal Nepal
Academy in their regular activities would be highly fruitful in
this regard.
The attempt to make the publication of the "Occasional
Papers" a regular feature in the department"s academic calendar
was hampered by both lack of funds and contributions of
papers. Henceforth. efforts will be made not only to regularise
this pUblication but also to further develop it into a professional
journal that will reflect and promote the emerging field of
Nepali sociology and anthropology.

in the "mainstream" American

anthropology from different

perspectives and indicate its relevence for Nepal.
While hopiog that the present collection of papers
rOve academically stimulating, We look forward to receiving
quality papers for the next issue which is tentatively

~any

slated for this summer.

The editorial board
March 1. 1993

In line with the present concerns of Nepali society, the
various papers of this issue cover a broad range of topics and
interest. This is also an indication of the gradual maturation of
the discipline in Nepal. While Upadhyay's work deals with the
question of indigenous patterns of forest management and its
significance for the modern forestry planning, Pyakurel looks at
the deeper processes of development and underdevelopment
drawing from the examples of local resource management
structures. In a similar vein, Pandey dwells On the salient
aspects of state policies that affect the poverty and productivity
of the peasantry.
On the other hand. Regmi looks at the process of
ageing in Nepal and the particular Problems faced by the old in
respect to the changing socia-cultural norms. Likewise. Shah's
paper. using case studies. aHempts to describe the condition of
child domestic servants as a reflection of the poverty of rural
peasant families and irs consequences.
Pant, Bhandari and Gurung have broken new grounds
this time. While Pant's paper deals with
the unique
characteristics of Nepali folk religion and its cosmobiological
nature. Bhandari and Gurung attempt to depict the problems
and prospects of national integration. Two foreign scholars
Mikesell and Cox in their respective paper point out the lacunas
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Forestry and Farming System
In the Mid.Hills Of Nepal
Kiran Dutta Upadhyay*
"What is common to the greatest number gets
the least amount of care. Men pay most
attention to what is their own: they care less
for what is common"

Aristotle
"Small farmers are held responsible fur environmental destruction ,{S if they had a choice of
resources to depend on for their livelihood,
when they really don't. In the context of i)asic
survival. today's needs tend to overshadow consideration for the envirollmental future. It is
poverty that is responsible for the destruetion
of natural resources, not the poor."

Geoffrey Bruce
We have had a plethora of articles and analyses about
what we are doing and where wa are going in the name of sus-

• Mr. Up "dhyay is alaclurer allhe Cenlral Dept. of Sociology/Anthropology,
U., Kirtipur, Kalhmandu, NepBI.
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tainable development and conservation. Which has become
only official policy. We have to look. inspite of several sincere
attempts. why we could not diffuse this notion at grass-roots
level. ~ore specifically, we have to look at how rich our people
can be In terms of their use of natural resources.
.
. Out of the total land area of the country only 18 per cent
IS agrlcultu'al land and only 37 per cent is forest land. Paradoxically, where agriculture is the major SOurce of livelihood
for Nepalese, the growth in agriculture production has remained
far from being satisfactory. It grew at the rate of I.S per cent
per ~nnum during the period 1970{71 to 1984{85, which was
relatively lower as compared to the population growth rate
of 2.66 per cent per annum for the corresponding period, This
has resulted in the decline of per capita availability. Because
ofsuch phenomenon, encroachment on forest, forest firing and
shifting farming ale gradually increasing, leading to 'environmental dagradation. Excessive deforestation in the Hills and
Mountain is aggravating the loss of life and proparty by
IIoods an.d landslides, Fertile soil is being washed out by small
and big rivers. People from the Hills are migrating to Tarai
because of denudation, floods and landslides there and forest
in the Tarai has been also depleted very fast during the last four
decades.
Farming is practised under different conditions in the
Hills, Crop production is practised in valley bottom land small
plateau along the river banks, and on terraced slopes: about
80 per cent or more of which consists of rainfed upland terraces
ane 20 per cent or less of partially irrigated valley bottom land~
along the river banks. Climate and soil vary over short distances
because of topography. The aJricultural production is characterised by a high man-land ratio. Tha population pressure on
actual cultivated land is around six people per hectare in the
Hills. Other characteristics include a great disparity in land
ownership, a system of sharecropping which inhibts the motiva
tion of tenants, absentee ownership, high rentals, a large number of p:>orly fed livestock with low productivity, inadequate
knowledge of new technologies, ineffective extension services
.
,
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lack of timely availability of inputs and, finally, traditional
method of cultivation with cultural prejudices in some cases,
This has resulted in keeping the farmers in low income and in a
vicious circle of poverty. 'Therefore, Hill agriculture is mostly
of a subsistence nature and is in a dilemma.
Forest covers some 37 per cent of Nepal's land area and
stretches from the lowland's tropical <;leciduous, riverain forest,
below 300m elevation to the Abies forest found at 4500 m in
the Himalayas. The total area under forest in the Hills is now
estimated to be approximately 2.5 million ha. or less (out of
5.6 million ha· of area covered by forest in the country). Natural
forest types rellect the dissected topography of the country
and the variability of its climate. Forests between an altitude of
about 2.600 m and the limit for trees at about 5000 m, consists
mainly conifers (fir, spruce, blue pinel with some hardwood
(oak and hemlock). 'The forest of the Hills lying between 300 m
and 2,600 m varies considerably in composition and is scattered
in patches throughout the area. In general, at higher altitudes,
fir and oak predominate, gradually giving way to chir pine,
and species of prunus, Alnus at medium elevations and Sal
(Shorea robusta) at lower elevations.
In the Hills, the pattern of settlement and forest use
is more fragmented and intermixed. It implies a reduction of 25
per cent in forest area over the past decades. Increasing
demand and declining supply of fuel wood has serious ramifications for agricultural productivity.
The mountain ecosystem, once dominated by dense
forests. has rapidly deteriorated in recent years because of the
interaction of a number of interdependent factors affecting
life and agriculture in the Hills. Forest in the Mid-Hills has
been converted into bush land. Trees are overcut, lopped and
forest IIoor is overgrazed. The situation is, in fact, worse than
what available figures suggest, because many areas of the Hills,
now classified under forest, are in fact degraded waste-land
with few or nO slanding trees.
The Seventh Plan recognized the critical nalure of
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Nepal's declining forest. It notes that in order to keep pace
with curret consumption, reforestation should be carried out at
the scale of 100,000 ha. annually, but, in fact, just 50,000 ha. in
total were reforested in the past ten years.
Inspite of several national and international efforts, the
forest resources is in dicline with more dilemma.

An overview of the N~tur~1 ~esource Trends
rorming System in the ~ills

~nd

Farming systems in the Hills go hand in hand with elevation as proxy for differences of resource availability and resource
use. Mainly, I am describing two types of farming systems
in the Mid Hills - one at the lower elevation (below 1500 m),
and the other at the higher elevation (located in - between
1500 m. and 2750 m.).

FARMING SYSTEM AT THE LOWER ELEVATION:
Villages on the bottom of the Hills and near the bank
of the river have relatively more irrigated flat as well as level
terraced lands usually cut into the valley side slopes. The
land which is more flat and large in size is known as ''tar',
while irrigated, re/atively alluvial flat terraces having irrigation
facilities during the dry season are known as "Khet". rice is
grown in both the types. They are located below 1500 m. In
the Hills very few Tars can be located. Virtually, small airports
in some of the Hills can be seen on such Tars. Three of such
airports are "Rumjatar", "Phaphlu" and "Tumlingtar" located
in the Eastern hill districts.
In such surroundings fewer livestock are seen which
tend to be tethered and grazed within the vicinity of the households and farmers make compost with animal bedding and
forest litter. One can see the fodder trees on the edges of the
terraces, in a tew cultivated holdings and also on the edges of
the terraces in their courtyard. Overgrazed pastures and
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shrub/ands can be seen. Rotations in the cropping pattern
which have two to three crops per year are found and there is
little access to forest (intact). One of the remarkable features
that one finds here is "Goth" (huts for livestock keeping).
The area near the ponds. rivers and streams are allocated for
"Goth". Its surroundings is called "Besi". Some rich farmers
having more than 1.75 ha. of "Tar" and "Khet" lands take
their livestuck to "Besi" (low elevation) for winter grazing.
During this period herders live there. Because of the concentrated agricultural holdings, settlement patterns are also dispersed
accordingly.

FARMING SYSTEMS ON THE UPPER ELEVATION:
In the high elevations villages have few irrigated lands.
known as ' Khet", but more widely oi,per;ed rainfed terraces,
known as "Bari". The "Bari" terraces, in most of the instances,
are outward sloping not properly leveled and relatively mOre
slopy rainfed terraces suitable only for maize and millet. Every
year farmers grow two crops of maize, millet, barley, wheat,
and a variety of other crops on rainfed Bari below 2300 m. In a
very small scale. wheat can be seen in a tew Baris. However,
wheat even in the "Khet" is found only in a few instances,
because wheat farming in the Hills is relatively a recent phenomenon.

There is a fourth type of agricultural slopyland (30' to
35' slopes) known as "Pakho" sometimes "Pokho-Bari" which
is suitable only for maize.
Farmers usually plant one crop of potatoes or barley buckwheat in the fields above 2300 m. because of the cooler climate.
steeper slope. stonier soils. Here, as compared to lower elevation.
agriculture is more marginal. Here terraces are often scattered,
fragmented, having more parcels and are located at a distance
of three or more hours of walking from the farmer's house. Area
(surroundings) located above 2500 m. is known as "Lekh", as
it is covered by monsoon cloud and has broad leaf evergreen
forest.
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Higher villages have a larger number of livestock which
they keep away from the village for significant period of the
year and are more mobile with household members. Farming is
accomplished by keeping livestock on harvested fields for several weeks prior to planting the new crops. Thus, they can
deposit dropping to be used as manure and urine in their crop
land. Most of the households keep their herds of cattle, water
buffalo, sheep and goats in the forests during the time when
the fields have crop. During these times and when the animals
are on agricultural field. the harder lives in the "Goth". Even
when livestocks are in agricultural fields. crop residues are
supplemented by fodder cut from forest trees. Fodder lopping
(illicit cutting) gradually kills forest trees and grazing browsing
prevents regeneratian of the forest trees.
Villages on the upper elevation control large areas of
forest (1000 10 - 2500 10). Here, most of the areas have been
converted into agricultural and grazing lands. However, some
slopes and steep lands have still preserved forest. Most of
tha temperate and SUb-alpine forest above 2700 m. is being used
and gradually converted into shrublands. Herders take livestock
to the forest or alpine pastures.
A few households of upper elevation are transhumants who first move their herds to summer alpine pastures and
then bring them back through the forest to lower elevation
winter pastures in an annual cycle.
Farmers from the lower elevation also collect firewood,
fodder. forest materials for cottage and small scale industries,
wood for shingles and roofing together with other roofing
material, and timber from higher elevation forest.
Here we may find a mixed type of settlement as well as
different ethnic groups having their own clusters (Tibeto-Burman ana occupational, untouchable caste).
As we proceed to higher elevation representing the
ridges descending from the high Himals, agriculture is supplemented by pastoralism and trade. These villages ate inhabited
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by Tibato-Mongoloids, viz. Sherpas (Bhotes). Tamangs, Aals.
Magars and Gurungs, having their clustered settlement patterns.
The size of forest, Tar. Kh81, aar;, and Pakho, and degree
of agricultural intensification are the determining factors of the
farming system.

LIVESTOCK
Livestock ralsrng is an integral part of the household
economy and of the farming system that supports and supplements crop production and is an addftional source of
household income. It is also an important source of nutrition,
especially for the HIli dwellers. and is closely associated with
social prestige and religion. Almost every farm family maintains
livestock: cattle. buffalo. sheep, goat, pig and poultry. However.
the types of livestock raised vary in terms of ecological belt.
ethnicity and the elevations in the Hills. Livestock is a specialized activity of the mountains, while in the Hills it is subsidiary.
Nepal has one of the highest per capita livestock per household
in the world and thus has one of the word's highest livestock
population per unit of land. A very large proportion of the
livestock is found in the Hills with about 60 per cent of all
livestock concentrated in the middle Hills. Livestock statistics
in Nepal are variable and not sufficiently accurate to judge
trends in animal population changed with any degree of
accuracy.
Forest is also getting declining due to excessive pressure of livestock population. It is observed that more than 40
per cent of the total fodder consumption for livestock in the Hills
is from forest. Thus. the decline of forest is also directly related
to pressures of growing livestock population. But due to the
most pronounced fodder deficit and overstocking. ruminant
livestock generally have poor nutrition and are susceptible
to diseases. causing the cattle to be unproductive, and resulting in considerable wastage through sickness. Animals are
continuously scavenging for a green bite. Inputs into the animal
component are straw and fodder, cereal grains, human labo!.
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tools and facilities, for grazing. This is how the rural family
ecosystem operates; however, it is a neglected aspect of recent
socia economic analysis.

LIVESTOCK AND FARMING SYSTEM:
The farming system in the Hills continues to be a traditional one evolved over centuries. Crop production, livestock
and forestry have been closely integrated and interlinked in the
farming system, each supporting the other. Livestock are a
means of collecting, concentrating and breaking down a large
amount of plant material to provide food for the huusehold
members, heafs, kids to the farming hou;ehold and also
dung for composting and recycling, and of income to the farming households Earlier than 1950's sufficient areas of pasture
and forest were available and an increasing number of cattle
were expected to supply greater quantity of compost to maintain
soil fertdity Unfortunately, this situation has changed in recent
years. Pressure from rapidly increasing human population has
resulted in a general direction in the forest areas, as trees have
been cut for luelwood, and more forests cleared to provide
additional land for cultivation. With a dwindling away of the
forests many trees succumbed to fodder production-the animal
feedino fallen down. finally reducing the livestock productivity.
As a result, it has led to decreased availability 01 compost,
reduced crop production, fewer crop residues for feeding animals
and finally ill the lowering 01 their productivity, thereby affecting the agricultural productivity and gredter encroachment on
the forest areas Thus, the vicious spiral has further accentuated
the already existing critical situation.

FOREST AND THE FARMING SYSTEM; AND THE
NATURE OF FOREST RESOURCES USE (CAUSES OF
NATURAL RESOURCE DEGRADATlON):
Nepalese population is dependent on agriculture in
which forest sector plays a vital role. The contribution of foresI'v to agriculture has given birth to the concept of agro-forestry.
Forest provides fodder for livestock.

In Nepal, rural paople (94 per cent) are dependent oh
forest resources. The forest supplies fuel to villagers for heating
and cookin]. Wood has even now rem'ined a dominant domes'
tic fuel for rural Nepal. Fuelwood at present provides nearly 87
per cent of the energy in Nepal and 97 per cent in the rural
areas. About 540 Kgs of dry wood Is needed per year and per
person for cookin~ and heat. This means about 1 Kg. per day
per person for cooking, and in addition 1 Kg. extra for heating
per day per person in winter time. The increasing demand for
bio-fuels from forest can be attributed to the population
growth, viz. 266 per annum.
Timber is another use of forest. Wood for construction
is taken carelessly, and the depletion is extremeThe leaves and wood of trees also play a ritualistically important role, i. e. many Hindu rituals can not be fulfilled
without the use of tree leaves and wood for burning.
Irrespective of the form, deforestation, in fact, has
not only increased soil erosion, affecting directly crop productivity, but has also made the availability of fuelwood, fodder,
timber and other forest products more and more scarce every
year. Farmers spend more time and energy to collect their daily
requirements.

. Inspite of several national and international efforts, the
status of rural populace and ecological balance in Nepal seems
to be at decline.
The long-term objective of the eco-system related to
maintaining the ecological balance should be to protect the
environmental degradation ard to maintain the balance in the
demand for fuel, fodder, and timber with the ability of the ecosystem to supply these products on a sustained basis and finally
to raise the agricultural productivity. Hence, it would be
necessary to understand the main features of farming system of
the Hills. Most of the farming system in Nepal as described
ab)ve is the interaction as between human resources, livestock,
cultivated land and uncultivated land and forest.
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Grassland
Given the place of livestock in the Hills' agricultural
system, the availability and condition of grassland is very significant, Poorly managed grassland can very easily degrade and
give rise to serious resource management problems.
Land classified as grasslands consists of:
heavily degraded forest converted to grassland;
abandoned cropland used for grazing;
community grasslands; and
highland pastures (often seasonal).
Most sources indicate that grassland suffers from
mis-management and increasing degradation.
Grasslands are prone to overgrazing. severe reduction
in vegetative cover, compaction of soil and serious soil erosion,
The range of types of grassland includes abandoned
terraces prone to uncontrolled grazing, especially by small
ruminants. overgrazed degraded forest lands converted into
unprotecled grazing areas and seasonal pastures at higher altitudes. The information available on grassland is rather inadequate.

SOCIO-ECONOM IC FACTORS FOR NATURAL RESOURCE
DEGRADATION:
The most direct socio'economic influence is simply
the size of the population in the Hills and the migration trends
that account for net population growth. Obviously. increasing
population affects the number of mouths to be fed. the number
of meals to be cooked and number of non-farm activities that
might consume natural resource commodities.
The second most obvious socia-economic factors that
influences the resource use are incomes and price (forest resource-use falls within the cash economy). A more complex
and varied set of socia-economic factors govern the decisions
about natural resource management use and how spEcific
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demands fOlr resources are met. These include cultural determinants among different ethnic groups. the role of women in rural
decision -nna king and property rights.
It c an be assumed that these factors and incentives are
also the factors of the natural resource degradation. The other
socio-econo mic factors responsible for degradation include:
a) forest dependent local household based cottage industries
as well as other small industries and manufacturing processes in the Hills;
b) tourism. and
c) Hill-Tarai and Valley-plains linkages.
This can be illustrated by dealing briefly with two of
the socio-e conomic factors responsible for natural resource
degradation _

INCOME PRICE AND MARKET:
The Hill economy is that the villagers' cash income is
extremely low and in some cases to supplement their household
expenditure natural resourca commodities are traded in for
cash. A major source of cash income in the Hills is known to be
re!T1ittances from overseas or pensions and salaries from services
in the British or Indian armed forces. Thus. this source is supposed to contribute substantially to the Hill economy. In addition,
sale of firewood also constitutes a major source of income to
supplement the household expenses of the weaker section of the
Hills. It is also evident that nationally, fuelwood prices rose
by 15 per cent in real terms in the I970s.

PROPERTy RIGHTS AND LAND TENURE:
Property rights and land tenure are also the significant
factors that influence the decision of the villagers about using
the resource-base to meet their requirements. These are relevant
to decisions about private and public lands. Community property
rights in some areas continue to be exercised. However, in
many areas the result has been that in the absence of proper
community management, the forest has become an open access
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resource in which neither individuals nor communities exercisa
exclusive property rights. Much grassland is ol'.<ned by the
government, but treated more or less as open-access property.

J 'STITUTlONAL
TECTIO :

DEVELOPME T rOR FOREST

PRO

Because of the growing problems of protection and
management of forests. governmental and institutional efforts
were introduced to supplement traditional conservation practices. Because they were often too ambitious, these agencies
did not always allain the stated objectives. Nevertheless, there
are many example of success. One of the first major initiatives
towards institutionalizing natural resource conservation was

undertaken in 1934 with the establishment of "Ban Janch
Adda". forest office for protection and harvesting Tarai forest.
This office continued until 1956 when it was replaced by the
Office of Chief Conservator. This was the beginning of forest
management and development in terms of demarcating and
harvesting commercially valuable forest stends in concert with
afforestation programs and construction of fire lines and forest
roads.
In 1951, the Ministry of Forest was formed, which ten
years later, became the Ministry of Forest and Agriculture (now
known as Ministriof Forestand Soil Conservation). The ForestrY
school was established in 1950 under the aegis of the Department of Forest to commence the training of forester's at the
technical level. With the passage of the Forest Nationalization
Act in 1957, the traditional forms of resource conservation (as
mentioned above) ceased to function.
In 1971, the Forestry school became the Institute of
Forestry under Tribhuvan University. During the 1970's, Intergrated Rural Development Programs were undertaken all over the
country. In some cases. though with varying degrees of success,
these programs were addressed to conservation issues. In 1976,
the National Forest Plan was prepared by His Majesty's Government. The plan gives emphasis to the need for conservation,
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with specific reference to controlling landslides and soil era·
sian. Perhaps most significantly, it speaks of the need for
community participation in the development and protection of
forests. The Department of Soil Conservation and Watershed
Management, as it is now known. was established in 1974 as
the Department of Soil and Water Conservation. One of the
resource conservation initiatives established to date is Community Foresty Program. The basic philosophy underlying the
program is to encourage the active participation of villagers in
forestry and related conservation project. In 1987, the Division
of Environment and Resource Conservation was established
within the Planning Commission. A master plan for the forestry
sector was prepared in 1988 setting out targets for bringing
Nepal's forest under sustainable management to meet demand
for forest products and reverse the trend of overusing the productive stock.

ADVERSE EFFECT OF THE GOVER MENT PROGRAM:
The 1957 government legislation of nationalising the
fo;est removed people's responsibility for preserving and managing the forest resources· in the eyes of the public the forest
ceased to be owned property and this resulted in the increased
destruction of forest resources. A few years ago. the publicised
motto was "Green forests are the wealth of Nepal" but now
this has become obsolete. People recognize forests as cornman
property and free goods. They think they are entitled to enjoy
the benefits of the forest, but they do not realize they have to
put efforts to sustain the forest, Therefore, heavy consumption
of firewood, use of fodder to sustain excessive livestock population and the practice of uncontrolled and unsupervised
grazing, illicit cutting and other associated activities have been
fully responsible for the disappearance of forest resource. The
statistics available indicate that with present usage and increased demand due to growing population, accessible forest in He
Hills may disappear within 14 years.
Government policies regarding better forest resource
mlnagemenl date back from 1957 when the first "Forestry Act"
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was enacted and implemented. Under this Act. the Nepalese
government nationalized all the forests. Prior to that. in most
of the villages there existed a few traditional rules for forest
management and protection. However, govarnment nationalization of the forest had adversa impact. Unfortunately, the Act
was misunderstood by the people, who balieved the Government
had deprived them of their right to free access to and use of
forests. Gradually, the traditiona' rules regarding forast management and protection began to fade away and people did not
feel any responsibility for themselves towards maintaining the
forest. Then, firewood, fodder and timber were collected
indiscriminately and tha rate of destruction was significantlY
accelerated. Legislation of the government became entirely
ineffective because people's attitude changed. They started to
think forest as everybody's property is nobody's property.
The National Forestry Plan of 1976 Was the first
attempt to innitiate comprehensive forest development in Nepal.
The plan emphasized the importance of improving the productivity of the rorest and stressed the need to initiate the Community Forestry Program to meet the local demand of forest
products that supposedly managed the forest resource as well
as supply the community needs. In order to supplement the plan
and to involve community (local people) in the protection and
regeneration of the forest, "The Forest Act of 1957" was amended in 1977. This amendment allowed private forestry and
community sanctions against practices alfecting the forest.
Among others, the national forestry policy aimed at preserving
and maintaining forest.

APpEARANCE OF COMMUNITY FORESTRY PROGRAM
(A RADICAL APPROACH):
In fact, the high rate of forest destruction and negligible rate of afforestation made the government realize the need
to manage forest through community participation. Since the
nationalization of forests was unsuccessful, a radically new
approach has been started with the objective of returning
ownership of the resources to the peopla o! the communities,
14

Commanity Phnt,tion and Comlnunity Forelt are the community
owned and mlnaged fJrests. The new p~licies concentrated on
planting on bare land and bringing existing forest under better
management through community participation. Community
forestry is the forestry for the people and by the people. Satisfying basic needs of the forest products, conserving fuelwood
by introducing improved wood burning stoves. promoting selfreliance in the local forestry and reducing environmental degradation have been the basic objectives of community forestry.
This project began in mid-1984. Now it has its program covering 37 Hill districts. Financial support to HMG/N for CF
activities is provided under World Bank IDA credit. Technical
assistance at the centre is provided by FAD through UNDP.
Here it is impottant to explain some of the operational
guidelines for implementation of the Community Forestry
Program of the government for the local people.

DEFI ITIONS AND WORKING PRINCIPLE:
COMMU ITY PLANTATIO :
Any government forest land, devoid to trees or in
which only scattered trees or shrubby vegetation are left and
which HMG has notified for forest development through reforestation.
Barren land, or any public land of which at least two
thirds of planting can be awarded to the local community for
community plantation at their request. Each Village Development Committee henceforth VDC, a revised name of the past
Village Panchayat after the abolition of Panchayat System. and
which is the lowest administrative unit of several villages with
a total population of 2.000 - 5,010 persons. Community Forestry
activities. carried out mainly at this level. are entitled to up to
125 ha. of community plantation. While most community plantation products are distributed free to the participating
community. income from any sales goes to the treasury of the
local VDC,
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COMtvlUNITY FOREST:

National Forestry:

It refers to any government forest which HMG has
notifie d for management and conservation. Government forest
land needing the protection or enrichment of planting can be
provided as Community Forest at the Community's request.
Each VDC is entitled to acquire up to 500 ha. of forest land
for Co(1lmunity Forest. Seventyfive per cenl of income from the
sale of timber goes to the VDC. and Ihe remainder to the Government. All other Products such as fuelwood. fodder. leaf litter
and otflers are made available free of charge to the participating
local communities according to the epproved management
plan.
Even degraded forests of Nepal show remarkable potential for natural regeneration. The greatest challenge to the
project now is how to tap this potential through the use of an
eppropriate management.

OPERATIONAL PLAN:
It refers to a formal agreement between the users. the
Forest Department and the VDC. which specifies all aspects
relatin~ to the management of a specified area of community
plantation or COmmunity Forest. including the regulation of
utilization and the distribution of benefits. An operational
plan is legitimised by the endorsement of the representatives
of the (Jser group committee. the VDC, and the District Forest

It includes all forests except those designated other-

wise.
User Group:
The group of people. generally defined on a settlement
or household basis, which is entitled to manage and utilize e
community plantation or Community Forest. is called user group.
Generally a user group would include those households Which
have long since been utilizing a specified patch of forest to
meet their forest product needs.
User Group Committee:
It has an executive committee representing all segments of the user group formed by popular decision. The duties,
responsibilities and power of the user group committee will be
specified in the operational plan as agreed between forest
department staff. VDC and users' committee. Preferably one
third of the members of the committee will be women.
Seme Bottlenecks in the Process of Implementation:

Of/ice.

The following are some of the possible hindrances in
the process of implementing government program in the sector
of Forestry.

MANAGEMENT PLAN:

a)

The legal basis under CFDPs consists of
Plantation and Community Fora.trv rules.
amount of land that a VDC may ecquire for
fixed regardless of the VDC area. population
within the VDC.

b)

The field visit supports that majority of the farmers prefer
forest species which produce good quality firewood and
forage. The species which are seen most successful in
reforestation are "Chirpine" at the lower elevation and

District Forest Controllers (DFe's) and Community
ForestrY Assistants (CFA's) provide technical guidance on good
forestrY prectices, but people decide what trees to plant. when
and where to plant them, the organization of planting and
management of forest outpulS and others. The management
plan thUS bacomes step to the villagers' plan and is formalized by
a contrect signed by the VDC's representatives. the Chairman of
the Forest Committee and the D FC;.
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the Commuuity
However, the
CP and CF is
and land use
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'Patula pine" at the higher elevation. The desired broadleaved forage and firewood species have had limited
success. The planting of pine which' is more likely to
happon may have adverse effect on the villagers. Even today
it can be heard from farmers that pine trees are good for
the government. but not for them.
c)

There has been faHure on the part of line-agencies and
project administrators to recognize the necessity of assisting in the implementation of multi-sectoral population
programs and effectively involving women in Forestry.

d)

There is lack of an adequately coordinated effort at the
ministerial, departmental, project and local leval communities.

e)

f)

Inadequate institutional and organisational capacity at the
regional, district and village levels for delivering and administering the programs and follow-up services on a regular
basis.
Forest management in the Hills is universally hampered by
poor communication and extension services.

g)

Community Forestry Development Program has set a precedence of paying for plantation establishment cost and the
salary of watchers. This has the disadvantage of reducing
the level of Community participation. In other words, it
decreases the degree of community participation, and
supports people's attitude that "it is a government
program."

h)

Though it is tha women whose daily activity centers on
the use of basic resources - wood, water. land, fodder, crop
and livestock. the production of food, shelter, energy and
clothing and the concern for human health and family wellbeing, almost without a few exception, the line-agency
staff at the village level is a male. As women are the main
collectors of firewood, fodder and water, it is obvious thaI

the National Conservation strategy, to be successful. must
clearlY involve rural women. To accomplish this task, it will
be necessary to reach women at the farm household level
and this is lacking.
The link between conservation and population is direct.
Unchecked population growth will seriously undermine conservation as well as development strategias. Hence efforts should
be made to extend literacy to the maximum among the rural
Nepalese and, thereby. change their attitudes towards the process of torestry and development.
Existing Private

Group and

Their

Resource Management

Practices:
A

Case Studies on Community Forest and Irrigation Management.

Case No· [
In the Hills of Dang District (Mid-Western Hills of
Nepal), approximately 10 km. northeast from Ghorahi, lies Saiga
Village In ward No.2 of this Village Development Committee
there are 60 households comprising several different ethnic
groups. Magars (Tibeto- Burman Mongoloid) are in majority.
There the local people by themselves are protecting their nearby
forest. The exact area of forest land is not known. The users'
committee (comprising village dwellers) have formed an organization ·to carry out the work necessary for forest resource
management. The committee is headed by the Chairman
(Adhakshya), chosen by the villagers. They have contributed Rs.
20,00 annually from each household. With this money, they hire
a Katwal (watchman) for the protection of the forest. The forest
has been providing fodder and fual to their household. Based
on social sanctions, if someone tries to violate the forest
committee management rules, the forest committee immediately holds a meeting and the guilty farmer is fined.
The fine is fixed by the committee. Money thus collected is
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deposited in the village school's treasury and is used for the
school.
Case No.2
In Dubidanda Village Development Committee at
Jaspur village of Rolpa District (western Nepal). a similar
community forest management scheme is in existence. In this
village there are 250 households. The population is composed
of Magars, Brahmins, Kshytriyas and occupational caste Kamis
(untouchable). The villagers here collect paddy and rice from
the households to pay the forest watcher renumeration for his
services. The watcher is employed by the village users' committee. The users committee is headed by a chairperson. who is
chosen by the villagers. There is a well-established sanction
according to which if someone tries to steal forest products.
he/she is fined by the committee. This amount is also deposited
in the village school's treasury. Depending on the nature of the
offence, a person can be fined up to Rs. 150.00 at mast.
Case No.3
Rampur Village Development Committee is located 12
km from Ghorahi (western Nepal) in the eastern part of Dang
District. The •• IIm Khola (river) irrigation project covers ward
Nos. 4, 6 and 7 of Rampur Villag.e Development Committee,
The project area is linked by a seasonal dirt road to Ghorahi
the district headquarters of Dang District. The project area i~
bounded by the Babai river in the South, the Bhote Dhaha and
Balim Khola in the North, the Chepa Khola in the east and the
Balim Khola in West. The command area has north to south
facing slopes.
The total estimated command land area of the Rampur
irrigation system is 253 hectares, of which 136 hectares area is
lowland and the remaing 117 hectares upland. The average land
holding size is 1.125 hectare per household. Persons of the
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Brahmin casie own about
per cent oi the land. and thG
Tharus. the (Tharus are Mongoloid). the first settlers of Dang
valley, own about 15 per cent. The remaining is divided among
various other castes with the smallest per cent (Jess than I per
cent). e. g. to the Kamis (blacksmiths; also untouchables).
The rehabilitation of this irrigation project was undertaken in 1985 bY the local irrigation users' committee with
assistance from the Agricultural Development Bank of Nepal,
under its SFDP program, and technical assistance from CARE/
Nepal under the phase I Rapti Project (A USAID funded Rural
Development project). The assistance from CARE/Nepal paid
approximately 50 per cent of the total project cost. This was
primarily in the form of construction materials, tools and equipment, logistic services, technical and managerial support (this
amount is funded 80 per cent by Rapti IRDP and 20 per cent by
CARE). The ADB/N has provided a loan for 30 Per cent of the
total project cost and the remaining 20 per cent was provided by
irrigation Use'" Committee through local peaple's participation.
People's Participation:
The Rampur Irrigation System uses a system of labor
contribution. locally known as Kilimi. The Kalami consists of
the following four categories of labour contribution by the
farmers:

Ind

4 Kattha

3

3 bighas
6 big has
9 big has

6
9
12

bighas'
bighas
big has
big has

=

-

=

I labor/day;
2 labor/day;
3 labor/day;
4 labor/day.

If the allocated laborers do not come during their turn
for the assigned work they pay a fine at the rate of Rs. 15-20
per day. per head. However. when emergency maintenance is
needed all farmers have to come to repair the damaged canal.
Regular rotational work is maintained for day·to day operation
*1.5 bighas ~ 1 h•.
20 lopani = 1 pa.
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01 the canal. Emergency work is necessary during the monsoofi
when heavy rainfall with flood occurs and damages the intake
dam and canal.

holds a nieeting and the offending farmer is liable to a fine fixed
by the committee.
Forest Resource Management:

Local Management

Groups

(Water Management):

The Rampur Small Farmer Irrigation System is a good
example of existing community-managed irrigation which has a
formal organization to carry out the necessary works for the
irrigation system. The organization committee has a chairman
(adhyakshal. vice-chairman (upadhyaksha). three members and
one watchman (kotwal) nominated by the village meeting which
is held once a year.

Farmers of the Rampur irrigation command area have a
forest of about 40 ha. of land area located near the main canal
intake and is managed by the water management committee. It
was observed that the cash income from this forest in 1985 was
about Rs. 2.200. This money is used for the repair and maintenance of the canal. Forest grass are sold by the committee
to farmers every year. It is the main source of income from the
canal. This forest has been under the control of the same water
users' committee for the past 10 years.

The chairman and the vice-chairman are responsibla
for the allocation of water to the fields. arranging meetings.
resolving co!)flicts. managing and supervising the works at the
canal. whereas the members keep the attendance record of the
farmers at work. the accounts and the minutes of the meetings.
The Kotwll is responsible for patrolling the canal every day
during the monsoon seaSOn· He informs the ch3irman and
vice-chairman and calls the people for repair and maintenance
work. if the canal has been damaged. The Kotwal gets Rs. 1800
per year from the villagers as his renumeration. The existing
canal was constructed by villagers many decades ago. The rules
pertaining to water allocation are based upon the availability of
water in the canal. If the water is not sufficient in the canal,
farmers use it on a rotation basis. The whole command area
has been divided into 3 blocks (Tols).
Dispute Resolution:
A few farmers have tried to steal water due to the
insufficient supply of irrigation water at the tail end of the
command area. This has led to conflict which has arisen because
of water availability differences among those at the head and
those at the tail end of the canal. In such cases the committee
22

Existing Technology:
Wherever the above groups have evolved appropriate
and efficient management system. they have generally operated
outside the Government support structures and had nO access to
modern production technology. The observed irrigation projects
lacked in modern technology for crop production. Local institu'
tional support is weak; as a result. farmers cannot get access to
improved seeds. chemical fertilizers and improved technologies.
Applying The Lessons of Traditional Group Management:
These case studies of different groups provide some
insights' into group behaviour which can be used for project design. From these case studies. it is evident that traditionallocal groups are in existence in the Hills of Nepal. They
use traditional methods for managing a variety of ectivities.
Since those groups provide a model for local organization and
common resource management. projects & HMG/N need to
recognize their importance and support them by providing
technical know' how through extension services so that they
can be more effective in their activities. Moreover. as discussed
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above, the existing traditional grOups couldoe incorporated
into Small Farmer Development Program and supported and
strengthened in their traditional fun~tions.
Social Analysis:
The need for development is most acute in the Hills of
Nepal. The population density per unit of cultivable and grazing
lands and number of livestock are extremely high. However,
farm incomes are low and food production is far below the
acceptable consumption level. The low level of per capita
agriculture. forestry production and livestock productivity have
become sO pervasive as to threaten the people's existence.
The use of the females as village extension field assistance in agriculture, livestock and forestry will provide farm
women easier access to goods and services. Women should be
approached together with their male counterparts. Although
women may be reluctant to attending their first meetings of a
grass-root level committees. it can be hoped that they will
gradually come out and start realizing their potentialities to
cope with the new demands of time.
People's participation in planning, implementation,
decision-making, control and in benefit sharing of rural development activities should be encouraged not simply by asking
for farmer's labour contribution (Shramadan). The local private
group may work as an appropriate channel for the technological
dissemination and diffusion process. This Will reduce social
distance and communication gaps between people and the
programs It is equally important to involve the local leaders
and key personnel in the vi IIage to reach the grassrootlevels.
For this, leaders should be chosen as motivators from different
ethnic groups, castes and socia-economic strata for the maximum acceptibility of the program. In this way, the leader gains
encouragement, confidence, recognition and prestige, and
hence, the programs can be easily acceptable to the rural people.
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Conclusion
In the Hills of Nepal, there are several private groups
already managing their community forest resources; these group
need to be identified and incorporated into a government! non
government development program and be assisted in undertaking
further afforestation and forest protection activities. In this regard. emphasis should be given to reinforce the program by establishing contact with the chosen representatives from such local
groups. While supporting community forestry. village leaders
would be a focal point. Training should be provided to such
leaders in community foreStry and forest resource development.
Training is also needed in preparation of Community Plantation
and Community Forest activities. Higher priority should be given
to fodder tree development in collaboration with the Livestock
Department.
Innovation attributed with advantage, simplicity, camp
atibility, trainability and observability significantly influences the
farmer's decision-making process. Moreover, leadership plays a
key role in these issues. It would be worth using the local lead.
ers from the several existing private groupes from different ethnic strata in the region as a channel for the dissemination and
diflusion of the "forest ethic".
The local people should respect forest and voluntarily
keep off their animals from encroaching upon plantation areas.
The success of sustainable development of the forest depends
very much on village people's understanding why forest must be
conserved. Disseminating this information is a formidable task
as it requires reaching a population which is largely illiterate.
The success of the community forestry program has been
largely dependent on the interest of village people and their
motivation to contribute to the program. Hence, efforts should
be made to adapt basic community attitudes to the use and
protection of forests.
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the religious iorests in some areas are in good condition because they are respecled and protected by people in their
vicinity. It has religious significance to them There is a belief
that in such area there is ·'Ban·Kali"' (forest goddess) In many of
such forests people go for worship. If some of the forests could
be channelled towards religious forests by constructing temple
in problematic areas, perhaps forest conservation would become
easier and simplified.
In addition to forestry, there are several other sectors
where assistance is needed. For example, agriculture, livestock
health, family planning education and others are the primary
areas. Even if it is not possible for a project to incorporate some
or all range of these areas, a sound coordination should be
made mandatory for all the other line agencies operating in
villages. The challenges are both interconnected and interdependent requiring comprehensive approaches and popular participation.
. Development means that Nepal has to meet the needs
of quality of life of its people and of the future generation;
hence, sustainable development and conservation must be firmly embedded in indigenous social. cultural, religious and eco'
nomic systems in the society. However, it is not as easy or
straightforward process. Painful choices have to be made.
Therefore. sustainable development must rest on political will
and the capacity of the nation to translate it into necessary
action.
'
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field works in the mid, Hills 01 Nepal
while working for different agencies.

between 1989-1996

I have discussed some of the issues incorporated in this
arlicle with Prof. Gunnar Haaland, Head, Dept. of Social
Anthropology, Universiry of Bergen, who made insightful
comments and helpful suggestions on an earlier draft of the
p3per. I would like to express my sincere, gratitude to him. lowe
intellectual support from the University of Bergen, NOf\vay.
The authors whose work I have frequently Gonsulled
include M. C. Regmi, T.B.S. Mahat, K.K. Pandey. D.O· Bhalla,
H. R. Rajbhandary and S. G. Shah, R. B. Singh, S. C. Jain,
Gro Harlem Brundtland, David Seddon, J. R. Dunsmore, W. H.
Fleming, D. A. Gilmour, D. M. Griffin, K P. Shepherd, Jenkin
and Baired, W. J. H Ramsay, Geoffrey Bruce, Piers Blaikie and
Harold Brookfield, and Garrell Hardin and John Baden. I
express my thanks to them In preparing this article, I have also
referred to the reports prepared by National Planning Commission, Kathmandu, the Central Bureau of Statistics, Kathmandu,
the CFDP/HMG/N. Kathmandu, the APRDSC, Kathmandu. the
Depl. of Food and Agricultural Marketing Services, Kathmandu,
the Nepal Rastra Bank, Kathmandu, ICIMDD, Kalhmandu,
Nepal- Australian Forestry Project, Kathmandu, the LRMP,
Kathmandu, the FAD, Rome, the World Bank, Washington D.C.,
Asian Development Bank, Manila, and Our Common Future-The
World Commission on Environment and Development. New
York.
However, the responsibility for the ideas and the overall
organization in this article lies with me, the author.

The present article is the outcome of a research proposal
On a similar topic I prepared while working at the Department
of Social Antropology at the University of Bergen, Norway
(Aug.-Dct. 1990). in the capacity of a Visiting Scholar from
Nepal. Besides, this article is based on the author's several
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Accordingly, the present paper discusses the problems in its
Nepalese context and perspective.
Nlpallsl Tlldltion in Caring For Aged

Socio-Economic and Cultural
Aspects of Ageing in Nepal

The Pluralistic, multireligious and mosaic culture of
Nep,alese society has adopted and adjusted with the culminating
onslaught of western life styles and culture. The villages are
nO longer beset with old aged cultural and social tradition. There
are signs of transformations in every sphere of social life, be
it of social values, life patterns. customs and usages. The modern
amenities and materialistic development has supprassed outwardly the foundation of spirituality, the basis of our society.

fbi Population Situation

Dr. Rishi Keshab Raj Regmi
Introduction
The problems posed by the aged appear to assume increasing importance of late. The United Nations convened
a World Assembly on Ageing in 1985 to discuss the problems:
There was a move to declare the year 1982 as the year of the
aged. The idea was to focus the attention of the member countries on the problems.
In the developed countries of the west the problems
posed by the aged have assumed serious proportions and theref·
are probably the thinkers in these countries have become aware of
them. These thinkers.have drawn the attention of the other count
ries to this problem area. A problem which is serious in one country may not be regarded so in other countries: they may have other problems which have to be given a higher priority. But
this aspect must be given due importance as Nepalese society too is fast transforming its structure and function and ageing
has become an increasing problems for many.

'Head. Oepartment 01
Kathmandu, Nepal.
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Sociology!AnthropologY, hibhuvan University,

In Nepal around 93 percents of the population live in
rural araas Population has gone up over the years with a proportionate increase in aged segment. There is also a simultaneous
and growing trend of population shift from the rural to urban
areas.
Percentage distribution of the total population by brOod
age-groups. Nepal census 1952/54-81.)
Age

Year

Group

1952/54

1961

1971

1981

0-14
15-24

38.44
18.48

39.87
16.96

40.46
17,45

41.35
17.70

25-59

37.65

37.64

36.47

35.21

60+

4,98

5.19

5.62

5.74

0.45

0.34
100.00

100.00

Not stated
Total

100.00

10000

Out of the total population of 17 millions in Nepal,
children 10 to 14 years and youth (15 to 24) together form nearly
60 per cent of tota I population. The total elderly or aged popula·
lion in Nepal in 1981 is only 5.74 percent.
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One of the outstanding features of the Nepalese population is found to be the nearly static age structure co-existing
with a rapid increase in the size of the population. Even though
the age distribution of population of Nepal has been nearly
static there ware SO'1) sm ,II but notable chages. These changes
are as follows: there h3S been a slow but steady increase in the
proportion of children below 15 years and of elderly persons
aged 60 years and above with corresponding decline of the
proportion of the population in the adolescent and adult ages
particularly in the adult age group (25 to 59 years). The principle
cause of this rise in the population under age 15 was probably
the decline in infant and child mortality and in the proportion of
those aged 60 years and above in the total population may be
attributed to an increase in life expectancy associated with over
all improvement in the mortality situation during last three decades (1952/54-81)
The proportion of older people of age 60 years and
above is higher in rural than in urban areas. Nepal suffers a
heavy burden of dependency particularly at young ages. Today
roughly about 100 persons in the production age have to supp'
ort 89 dependonts in terms of food, clothing. health education
and like. This is in contrast to the situation in the developed countries where there are only about 45 to 65 dependents per 100
persons of the productive groups.
The Terms Elderly, Aged. and Old: An An,lytical Understending
As different from the most indiscriminate use of these
terms to-day, I argue that they have to be attributed to persons
most cautiously since these terms have different meaning to
different peoples and cultures. My primary distinctions are of the
following:
I.
those who show the generally accepted physical characteristics of old age, but who are capable of carrying on
their work, and
2.
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those who are incapable of work, whether they are bedr'
idden or not,

In Nepal, retiring age for a person is 60 years in government service and 63 years in university service. The elderly who
are incapable of doing any work need to be specially understood because of their dependence upon others for physical. emotional and medical care.
The Family: The Man
In the Nepal, by the time a man passes the age of 50,
h. becomes an authority figure, having access to the managerial
tasks of the land and the agrarian resources of the family, having
control over the subsistence of tenants and laborers and having
the authority of a father and grand father incharge of the economic and emotional needs of the prOblems, including those of
the nephews and nices. Maintaining the joint family was the
established practice of the household, the preconditions of which was to have enough agricultrual lands to support several
generations.

The Femily: The Women
The wife gains prestige and recognition with her hus'
band, although, her social mobility is restricted according to
her community position, In all the functions of her lineage and
relaied lineege she holds a highly respectable position, which
gradually increases according to her increase in her age. She is an
authority figure especially to her daughters and grand daughters,
whose needs are met through her direct or indirect intermediary
role with husband. She also manages the -servants who work inside the house and meet the seasonal obligations towards them.
Such obligations include olferings of food during family function of both the master and the servant and help rendered to
the servant's family during life cycle ceremonies. Women in
Nepal receive especial devotion from their male children, whatever may be their personal and social position, This devotion
reaches the point of worship, as if towards a deity, along with
lne old women's increase of age, and wnen tne women becomes
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bedridden, and later dies. III treatment of old woman by her husband is irreligious The woman shows enermous tolerance to
her hushand's misdaeds. including his extramarital adventures.
Usually in higher castes and prestigious people divorce is never
thought of by either partner. A significant outcome of the triangular relationship among husband, wife and children is that
they mutully reinforce the attachment for each other economically and emotionally
The Soci.1 Integration of the Elderly
In Nepal an elderly male is socially active a as leader of
village affairs, including in the settlEment 01 disputes, arrar gement of marriages and supervision of life cycle ceremonies such
as those of puberty, initiation, birthday marriage and death.
The greater the wealth of a person the lerger will be the patrooage that he gives to the local village affairs His social prestige
and recognition become enhanced by the sanity and maturity of
his social behaviour, especielly in rendering help to the needy,
as well as the frequent feasts he holds for tt.e murb., of the
village and the hospitality that he renders to the persons who
visit the village.
The Hindu belief system has important consequences
and insists that a man whether husband, son or even uncle, is
caretaker of the women in the family. This belief is crucial with
reference to the elderly husband's economic and emotional
protection of his life.
Tradition in Caring for the Aged:
The care and honor given to the elderly in traditional Nepal is structured through socialization, Children are
brought up to treat the grand parents as if they are deities.
During auspicious occasions such as during alphabets learning
(Saraswati puja) and for the atonement of misdeeds children
are made to pray to the elderly for blessing and forgiveness.
Children and visiting relatives fall at the feet of the elderly and
pray for blessing•. During Dasain festivals especially elderly
aged persons are revered and are to be respected first,
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ehildren are brought up with the conviction thai nol
laking care of the needs of the elderly, showing disrespect to
them and doing of speaking any thing that would emotionally
hurt them, all constitute sins which may not even be atoned,
In Nepali society the girls are
disciplined to
care for the old because when they get married and are observed
in their husband's households one duty that they have to perform is to take care of the needs of the old father- in-law and
mother-in-law. If a women shows any disrespect to her father
-in-law or mother in-law, her husband, other members of his
household and even neighbors will not excuse her.
The elderly in Nepal play the most active part in the
socialization of children. A good part of the socialization is
done through story telling, of which their life stories and those
of ancestors become dominant. As a result the children are
integrated into the family and society by developing associated
cognitive structure in them.
Children grow with awe for the knowledge of their
grand parents and are deeply attached to them because of the
love and care they give to the grand children, It is expected in
Nepali tradition when people ale old they will be respect~d,
obeyed and takan care of. Even today the old people retort to the
young ones that "they may know much that is in books, but we
know the real things that come only with experience".
In Nepali household when the father becomes older,
more and more family responsibilities are assigned to the oldest
son. Finally, the son inherits the managerial responsibilities of
the family when the father is totally incapacitated,bed ridden, or
dying. It seems to me that the tradition of inheritance is a major economic and political factor that contributes to the loyalty
and attachment of the children to the aged parents, especially
the father,
The Social Honoring of Dying Elderly
When a man or women is completely incapacitated by
illness such a person will be attended at all times by one or
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mole members of the family and will be visited continuouslY by
relatives, friends, and membars of the village. Elderly in traditional Nepal live as an Integral part of the family and society,
and death according to the belief system.

Tha Elderly and Health Caie In Traditional Napal
There is a highly developed indigenous medical system
in traditional Nepal (Ayurveda) that me~ts the health care needs
of the elderly. There are organic medicines to treat senility and
rheumatism, the two major illness of the elderly. Specialized
diet and oil massage are givan regularly. Religious fasts. prayers. and meditation contribute to physical and mental health.
Above all. the harmonious and congenial relationship of the
elderly with the family and the society at large, with honor and
recognition. is crucial for the biological and emotional well being of the elderly.
The traditional Nepalese gerontological model is that of
preindustrial agrarian culture. The old live and die integrated
within the family and the village society, because the management of the economy, redistribution and family organization
are all determined by the infrastructural conditions of the agrarian economy of preindustrial technology.

b/othels lived on the common propelty sometimes It also Inclu'
ded descendants and collateral upto many generations.
In the joint family there was immediate help to tide a
member over illness. there was an increased efficiency of pooled
labour and
economy of a single kitchen Domestic
rites and celebrations are' still practised in joint families.
Each person is seen by others in the rural and urban areas in
the light of his family's reputalion. When a person comes to a
major life transition such as marriage, the reputation of the family weighs heavily in the decisions that are made. He is much
advantaged if his family is large, harmonious and joint thus
demonstrating that its membars are reliable worthy paople.
Age and sex are the main ordering principles in family
hierarchy. The men are regarded as having more decisive authority as compared to women and elders have greater authority
than young. The patrilineal principle defines man to cooperate most closely in a family and lineage group. The family
ideal governs the relation bEtween close male kin. Each male
is entitled to an equal share of the family property from his father. Women, whether in the status of daughter, wife or widow.
are entitied to maintenance by their male kin, but under the
traditional rule they had nO olher vested rights in the family
property.

Nap. Ii Structure of Family
The family in Nepali Society is the fundamental multipurpose organization for many of the principal life function. of
the individual or society. The family is the bearer of virtue and
of public reputation: a mans's reputation is linked with that of
the family and with his Own relationship. Family is also the eConomic unit.

Though the joint family system was a ideal form 01
family structure in Nepalese society it has began to be disrupted
because of job and other income generated activities and shifting of living place to different parts of the country. This has
resulted in the breaking up of joint family which has tremendous
impact on the security and care of aged person in the families.

The joint family system was the familiar system from
ancient times. Though this s,stem has by now shown the sign
of breaking because of modernization and development activities, still in many parts or rural and urban Nepal joint family
system is still alive. In the past joint family system was stronger
and broader Not only the parents' children, brothers and step

Previously the joint family provided managerial persOnnel for the agricultural land holdings and was supported by
the admi(listative system in which the eldest male becomes the
head. In that situation elderly persons maintained the economic
and social power of the family by preventing fragmentation and
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by maintaining continuity. The family has become a mullicompl·
ex institution, included in it the needed religious Institution or
religious affiliations with ancestor worship. The elderly are still
regarded with respect by the family and society in transitional
Nepal. They are taken care of by at least one of the children in
most cases. and they still enjoy favorable recognition, although
not to the extent of traditional Nepal. Seasonal rituals to the
ancestors are still performed.
However, at the same time neglect of the elderly. a
situation that rarely happend in agrarian culture, has begun to
occur.

Action to Strengthen Traditional Value
Traditional adherence to customs, usages norms and
values are still in continuation in many parts of Nepal. But due
to onslaught of Nepali cultural values by western values, obedience, respect and obligations to elderly people are weakening
due to the impact of western life styles and amenities. The proportion of aged people will be increasing over the years in the
future. With age, one's health goes down, physical and mental
capacities may start failing. In short, in the old age (60 ebove
age group) one is likely to grow more and more helpless, and so dependent on others in the day-to' day living.
Usually such help is expected from one's children/spouses.
But many in urban areas and to some extent in the rural villages,
the grown up children have their separate households and may
not be able to give this kind of assistance. The spouses may
themselves be aged and therfore of little help, on the contrary, they themselves may be in need of help. Therefore the society should come forward with succor. The government has to
provide old age pension scheme. The homes for the aged should
be established where aged will be looked after by someone. The
aged should be assured of security, warmth of care and love
so that old people would not feel depressed and deprived. And
in this lies the core of the problem' It is human nature to look
forward to a life of contended repose in a graceful home of love
and affeclion for which one has worked all life. Instead what
the old find is form31 care and loneliness. Their sunsel years
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appear to them as an appallng abyss oi gloomy problems rather than the mellow gloW of hope and peace. The problem
f old age in the modern society seems to defy happy
~olution It is a big challenge to the social scientists and humanists and in the west they have prepared themselves to meet .t
with determination.
As Nepal is ..king some strides towards industrializa·
tion with the consequent urbanization and revolutionarY changes in the political system and in the socia-economic struct.ure
it would be wise to assess the condition of the aged and agelOg
to gauge the nature and propo,tion of the problems that attend
the transformation. Only then we will be able to put the problems in their proper prospective and to find effective means to tackle
them. Full and clear grasp of the whole problem is basic to the
successful planning in this regard. The growing momentum of the
aecelerating progress of development is shaking sImultaneously
from the traditional mooring, all the section of the div.erged
people in diverged ways, and leaves a trail of problem In .'tS
wake. These problems are big, deep and many and each sectIon
insists on the highest priority and quickest action for the problems that affect it in particular. Study of gerontological problems
in Nepal has to start from the base, which should avoid the assumption that it is the same in character and degree as In the
western developed countries tempting analogous treatment.
Institution for the Aged
As life expectancy groWs, the changes in the dwelling
places contribute to the instituitonal care and service to the
neglected old people. These institutions in developed countdes
range from the home for the aged, and the nursing home for
the disabled to mental or geriatric hospitals which have appeared mostly in United Kingdom. But the quality of .Iife in these
centers is poor and rigid limitations. lack of recreatIon and contact with the outside world suggests a cosntant battle with dehumanisation of the environment. It is to be realised that favorable sycho-social environment needs to be created by attractive
envi~onmenl and pe[sonal warmth of the administrative sta!fs.
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Recent research in several countries has conlhmed the favorable effects of thoughtful design onthe physical activity and social
behaviour of the inmates and the visitors. Institutionalization is
less likely where traditional family attitude persist. It should be
the last resort and then improvement should be sought in its
staff, performance and service.
There is a bewildering series of nomenclature for planned housing of different types: council housing, adopted housing. Hongkong housing for the old people and their sheltered
family housing. grouped housing in the U. K; Congregated housing in the U. S. A. and alternative housing. There is danger that
rapid expansion of planned housing may adversely affect the
quality of family life.
Much less research has been done on community relationships Even then, it appears that in the poorer areas or growing cities. sarvices should ba family oriented rather than being
elderly-specific. There is however, one danger to such a policy:
it may exclude the alderly without family and it is they who
really need help
In rural societies the family takes the full responsibility
for its aged members and the community, of the unaffiliated.
The home for the aged with services for mild functional incapacity is the first major age-specific
Ro,id3ntial Altomotivo to Emorge.
The next is the nursing home where medical and
nursing services are available. The young people
who
n,;grate to urban areas, however, continue to feel the
obligation to support their elderly relations. Thus. national
policy cannot be determined by the single conclusion that
intargenerations living is always tha best.
The study of natural history of residential types may help a developing country like Nepal to foresee and modify the future changes. While in rural societies, family and neighbourhood
take the full charge for the aged. hospitals replacing the almshouse are the first mode of C3r1ng for the aged not supported by

family in urban areas. though poverty will hinder insiitutionallt'on in Nepal the usa of institution to house tha healthy old
za I
f I H' om o for tha aged and nursing homes may supmay ba use u .
"
porttha old people with physical problams at lesser expense.
In Nepal, it is urgent to consider more effective alternatives for the care of the aged such as:.
(\) reinforcing the continuity of family care and the organization of low technology social su;oport to supplement family
care, and
(2)

dir&Ctlng labour resource towards service functions.

An option is the state SUPPOlt on a mutual-aid basi~
rather than an institutional basis. Fam'.'y and face-to-face sup_
port may be suplemented by cash disability allowance and atte
ndent allowances. Family income may be enhanced If some member choose to care for the grand parents at home. A second
option is the policy or support for organized low-technology
. 5 that provide mOle humane and cost-effective
h orne serv,ce
k
h' h cannot
eare. If the attractiveness of the wage mar et. w IC
.
absorb all wOIkers can be offset by socially recognized service
I b
families can be aided by government for ,etenllon of the
a our.
.
I g a
task and responsibility. Public funds could encoura~e rura
,ups and family members to live togethe, or close to each ~ther
so tna1 bonds of love are maintained even In urban setungs.
·
I' y can be formulated to stimulate inte,generatlonal
..
h
H ouslng po IC
x incentives to ensure that the families c 0ta
and
occupancy
"1
t y
ose to provide personal care for the elders are worthwlll e to r.
instead of a rapid jump from traditional culture to deperson~"..
of entitlement based social services. Developing
ze d prOVISion
. .
h
country like ours might find out the ~eans of retaining as muc
of the old fabric of human relationship as IS pOSSible.
There is one ethical note to be remembered. The wage
economy gives an individual right to do what he or she chooses,
but obscures the ooJigation attached to freedom. So, developed
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cou ntri es reac t aga inst the tax·
sup por ted soc ial pro visi on ior ihe
help less . The prac tica l dec isio n
in dev elop ing cou ntry like Nep al
wou ld be to buil d on the cari ng
mec han ism tha t exis t in its culture rath er than to repl ace them
acc ord ing to wes tern mec ha-

nism.

Iii,

Existing Organization and Inst itut
ion: A Cas. of Bridhyashrem
For the ege d exis ting org aniz atio
n and inst itut ion see med to
be neg ligi ble. The esta blis hed org
aniz atio n and inst itut ion for the
wel fare of the age d is not fou
nd to be in the prio rity list of the
gov ern men t. The re is a Brid hya
shra m (Se nio r Citi zen Hou sel
at
Pan cha Dew al run by the Min istr
y of lab our and Soc ial We lfar e.
Thi s Brid hya shra m was beg un
sinc e 1975, prio r to it, in this plac
e
ther e wer e also som e men and
wom en,a lon g wit h poo r chil dren
.
The y use d to live here only for
foo d and lodg ing and wou ld go
for beg gin g. Act uall y its hist ory
goe s bac k to the yea r 1870 when late king Sur end ra Bir Bikram
had esta blis hed it for the poo r,
disa bled per son s. But late r on
Ran as and oth er aris tocr ats wou
ld
sen d thei r serv ants and wom en
whe n they wer e una ble to serv
e
them . It was not org aniz ed sys
tem atic ally unti l 1980 whe n this
inst itut ion was take n ove r by
Min istry of Lab our and Soc ial
We lfar e from Hom e Min istry . Stu
dy reve aled that it is bett er
run than wha t it was in 1980. The
re are at pre sen t 170 age d peo ple. Out of 170. ther e are 76 mal
es and 94 fem ales ,
The com mun itie s of whi ch thes
e age d per son s belo ng
are Bra hmi n, Che ltry New ar, Gur
ung , lam a, Giri, Pur i and 3
Bis wak arm as. Mo st of thes e peo
ple belo ng to high er cas tes,
Mo st of the age d living in this
soc ial wel fare cen tre are from
Bag mat i zon e, rest are from diff
eren t dist rict s. H. M. G., Min istry of labo ur & soc ial wel fare
has allo cate d yea rly bud get of
8.3 5.4 75/ - for the yea r 1991/19
92. Onl y 7,00 0/. is sep arat ed for
med icin e whi ch is not suff icie nt
at all. Mo st of the age d livi ng
in the cen ter are sick . Som e of
them are para lyze d, blin d and
disa bled des titu te. Som e SO
bed s are care d by Mo ther feresa 's Mis sion ary cha rity . The
se lots are med ical ly see n and
care d by the sist ers and the doc
tor. whe reas in the. sec tion
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H. M. G. Min isty r of labo ur and
soc ial wel tare , ther e
see n by
.'
d'
)
and
the
care
is not fou nd to be
is only one Kablra] (Ayurve IC
't
.
b
se
Missionary SIS e,s Ileip from wit hin
sati sfac tory . 11 IS eca u
.
see .t from out war d , The livi ng
and gov ern men t emp Ioye es just
.
.
or and sew age sys tem
, at wel l Sam tatl. on 's
po
env iron men t IS
n·
fou nd insi de the cou rtIs wor se. Dirt and pol lute d wat
er was
yard of the cen ter,
'n com ing fina ncia l yea r the cen
tre is. goi.n g to be

shif ted

t~~:~kghamul wheree~ \Sere::~t~~~h:~~~~:;::':e:~ret~da~

con stru cted but the age dn: d a~d
has gre at defe ct. The y view ed,
buil ding IS not wel l plan
t 'llin g to shimos t of the resi den ts of the welf
ar;a
~~~t
pe:t
~r:n
~ry
:' gha t. The y
nea r
ft bec aus e they wan t to stay
.
h' I ceo Mo reov er new bUll, d'
Ing
are reli giou sly atta che d wlt~1 t i'~
~:e side out side , the buil ding
at San kha mul has tod ets ~ in
trou ble. Als o they feel the spa ciso the age d are bou nd tad e ms
are very sma ll whi ch will put
the hut s an roo
ng bet wee n
the
con cern ing auth orit y mus t see ,
them in pro blem , How eve r.
,t
befo re they are shif ted to new plac
es.

The re are suc h cen ters in Bira tnag
ar and in Dhank~ta
are not fun ctio nin g wel l. Som
e cen ers
for the old peopl~ but .
.
are ther e in Raj blla j. Bllg unj, But wal , Pan chk hal wer e only ch,Idren are take n·
'dh
Hig h dem and for suc h all ya"shra m or nur sing hom e is
the cen ter and find
exp erie nce d .In NepaI. Man y com e to VISI t
d
.
bac
k
wit h hop eles sne ss.
l go
Imp rope r man age me .nt and wau
.
. of suc h cen ters and nur sing
The re see ms to be drre nec essi ty
.
hom es or arid hya shra m
F
hom es. or t h'IS thre e typ es of nurS ing
f
or
des titu te, sec ond typ e
can be wel l plan ned . One type
or po h wou ld like to stay by
for ~he peo ple of low inco m: ~i~~
~PO~ n~rSing hom e cou ld aCCpay ing less amo unt . the thlr
I \/Vho are will ing to pay
omo da! e tho se rich and edu catE
d pEOP e
mor e.
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the present situation tells us it is the need 01 the day.
For such development of institutions for aged. existing NGOs
and social workers and their agencies should come forward and
government must help them for strengthening further.
Other Situations in Nepal
Nepal is a poor country. with per capita income being
one of the lowest in the world. This poverty is greater in our
rural areas. The semi towns and cities also have their poor living
copditions. Though the joint family still survives in the rural areas. the chances are that the well being of aged in the indigent
families would be sacrificed first. The social planners have to
take special note of this possibility.
In the cities category of retired person is likely to swell
in number. They will have problems of their Own. Their income
would fall suddenly and steeply with retirement. Pension. provident fund. gratuity received by them on retiremet would not be
enough to make for the loss of the earning while in service
(soodan, 1975). Continuous monetary inflation will further reduce their real-income and add to their hardship. All these presage a mounting economic pressure on the retired age. Destitution is wider and more pronounced in the rural areas. The larger
part of the population is engaged in an unequal struggle with
p~vGrty. and of these unfortunate, the aged are the hardest hit.
The observation and experience tells liS that difficulties
in physical movement, failing of sight and hearing. ~eart ailments, diabetes. arthritis and all that assail the human physique
in the old age. prey upon the aged here singly and more than
One at a time Their ravages Gre promoted and aggravated by
p~verty keeping nourishment and treatment out of reach. Over
crewded hospitals and health· post which again most at inconvenient distances and few and ill-equipped can not offer special
room and care to the aged of the lower and middle groups. The
gelling of medical help is a harrowing adventure-a despair. One
has to travel long and tiring distances. spend weary hours in
unending ques and then on reaching the counter if lucky. meet
an unfriendly and often surly reception. One can well imagine
the plight of an old person and ailing.
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fhe aged lace much worse situation ,n the rural areeS.
When in the cities and towns at least hospital. private clinics
and doctors are within reach. But in the rural villages. hospitals
and health posts are few and far and mostly in neglected state.
To reach hospital or to get a doctor means money and the people are too poor to afford it. So to suffer and die without even the
prospect of a healing hand is the lot of the rural aged.
Health coverage is the responsibility of the government.
But even the minimal achievement in this regard is straining its
resource and efforts. The aged deserve greater health care than
others. This ethical duty is sure to prove to be a big problem as
time passes.

The Silcial-Psychological Problems
In our country. in the past. age was respected and valued. for aged represented practical wisdom born of long experience and maturity of mind. The old also were the depository of
established laws. tried conventions and rules of life. There was
a more tangible ground for the dignity enjoyed by the aged. Agriculture had been the only respectable occupation of the corrmon people. to oWn land was highly regarded. The owoers held
titles till death and by this was looked upon as the ultimate master of the earning of the family. This higher status of Pater familia secured high esteem in the society/community.
School education with modern koowledge coupled with
semi industrialization and the consequeot urbanization htS struck at the rcot of the traditional village society and attitude. The
tr~ditional wisdom is failing to guide in ti,e changed style of
life and the demands of modern economy. Our joint family languishes in the industrial atmosphere of the towns. The children
of the old parents would live away and apart from their old parents. As a consequence. the old. even if in a lesser degree in
the villages than in the towns, do not command any longer ready and willi, g obedience. care and selvices from their children.
This is the general impression.
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With the decline in the standing with the lamlly and sO
with the society the old would be Iiable to be subjected to material as well as psychological depression at the personal level.
'There may also be other contributory factors to add to the misery. One such may be the loss of conjugal partner. frieRds and
other life-long associates. This. along with physical decline.
would deprive person of social contacts he or she been accustomed to the isolation would tend to breed morbidity and frustration. One feels oneself void-lost with no hope for escape from
the gloom. And then there may be the growing scare of death.
closing in upon. All these may culminate into a consuming pain
rendering every thing in life bitter and hostile. So there is likely
to be mental illness among such aged and organized thinking
and allorts should be made in this regard of social problem.
Conclusions
In a subsistence economy like ours, there is hardly any
scope for the majority of people in rural areas to save or invest
for olt! age support as is possibie in the developed world and in
urban areas in this country. Under such circumstances children
of many of them were serving as old age security. 'The lack of
suitable alternatives to children as a source of security in old age
or the difficulties and uncertainties in taking advantage of them
even if they existed is one of the factors for the frustrating
experience of the birth control programmes in the less developed
countries. If the population pressure is to be reduced in the
country the only choice left open is to accept the small family
norm by adopting one or other method of birth control. 'To achieve this it is all the mJre important now to try to reduce the reliance of parents in sons as old age security.

,Ion schemeS can be extended to all the aged, with higher am~'
unts paid to the couples with no son to support tha~ that p~,d
to such as have, it would certainly go a long way ,n redUCing
the parents total reliance on sons in the years to come. Birth
control programme accompanied with old age security schemes
would surely lead to substantial decline in the rotes of populatio" growth.
Suggestions
1.

The need of national attention for the care of the aged
must be viewed with great importance by the society and
concerned government agencies.

'The agad above 60 years after all constitute a mere 5-6 perc'
2. ent of the population. and by far a larger part ~f them are
spread over the wide countryside where the family and the
community still carryon, by and large the old tradition .of
caring for the old. This has helped in obscuring the reality
3.

at least in its economic aspect.
4.

ame and should work in the field.
5.

6

The pension scheme even if introduced in the country
7.

Anthrophlogy. Tribhuvan University lor his comment and inspiring
suggestions regarding tne linal prepartion 01 this paper.

Pension scheme must be extended to destitute. The social
workers may be inducted in the implementation of the sch

will be of a walfare measure for the destitutes only. If the penNote;- I thank Prol· Kailash Nath Pyakurya'. Oep.,tment 01 Sociology and

from view.
Eradication of poverty is rightly a problem of m~c~ greate~
urgency and its solution will solve the problem 0 t e age

The establishment of the homes and nursing homes sho
uld be given priority in the social workers' plannings.. 'The
women. however, should have separate homes, os their problem is of dillerent kind.
Gerontological study must be done first to identify the social problems of ageing in Nepal. by anthropologists and sociologists.
A special medical service for ailing aged should be made in
the hospitals It can also be recommended that it may not
be tOO much of trouble to have special ques for them at the
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out door patient counters, transport ambulance servIce
en distances are great and journey difficult.

who

8,

A counselling programme may be introduced to advise the
aged employees how to adjust themselves in their chan'
ged circumstances.
9. NGOs should be encouraged by every means when they
wish to help eradiCate problems of ageing in Nepal.
10. Social security planning must immediately be done.
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Religion~

Society And State
In Nepal
Dipak Rnj Pant

State of the Religion
Nepalese society is made up of a variety of small,
comprehensive units. Some of these units are "natural" (1).
in the sense that these are composed of members related among
themselves by organic ties. i. e. common descendence. kinship.
marriage, common territoriality etc. Family (Nep. Parivara), clan
or closest kinship group (Nep. Kh.ndan, Kh.lak, Gharana) , caste
(Nep. Thari) and, to some ex lent, ethnos (Nep. Joti) reflect
the natural grouping in Nepal. Among the additional factors for
social grouping religion is perhaps the most important one.

8.

Kapadia, K.M. 1968. Marriaga and Family in India. Calcutta
and London: Oxford University Press.

9.

Marda. D. 1978; Ageing i!1 Eastern Society, In The Social
Challenge in Ageing. D. Hobman (Ed) Croom Helm LandOlt pp.45- 72.
'

The religiousity of a group is determined, in the first
place. by a characteristic subjective (individual or collective)
experience of the mystery (the "unknown" or the "holy"). It is
a basic datum which can not be properly explained in rational
terms and it is certainly not reducible to the influences of any
external (historical or environmental) faclors. In the second

10 Soodan. K.S. 1975: Ageing in India, Minerva Associates Private Limited, Calcutta.

The ,urhor is a previous associ,te pro'essor (on contract). Central Department Sociology a:.d Anthropology, TribllUvan University, K.thmandu.
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place, a group's tradition ($soskr, and Nep. I'srsmpsrs), moie 01
less constantly, shapes the religious attitude and behaviour of
its members.
From the viewpoint of form, religious tradition is a

Cootinuum of belief, knowledge, practices and skills of a group
which is called Psrampsra by the Hindus, Buddhists and Jainas
(2). It undergoes changes and developments due to the influencesof external (historical and environmental) factors and of the
human actors. It is determined by the psycho-social character
(ethos) of the ethnic or social unit, too From the viewpoint of
content, religious tradition is the treasure containing the original
intuitions (religious experience) and their theoretical (waltanschsuung. doctrines, ethics ..) as well as practical (cultus) expressions.
Hinduism, Buddhism and many ethnic traditions (Nep.

loka-psrampsla) are so complexly interwoven in the central Himalayan region that any intellectual inquiry relying only upon the
classical study or upon petty ethnography is bound to mislead;
or, at most, it may olfer only a partial and fragmented picture of
the reality. Empirical study of the cultic practices of smaller
social units (e. g.family. clan, caste group. ethnos, communitysettlement or Basti etc) should not be neglected while focussing
on the over all religious tradition. The ground reality in Nepal
(and elsewhere in and around the Himalayan region) demands a
new. interdisciplinary approach to the study of religion. I would
insist on the combination of classical scholarship with anthropological investigations.
A common Nepalese home laligiosus lives a pluricultic
religious life. Each family has its exclusive cult shared by all the
members known as Kula Davata Ideity of the lineage). Some caste
groups (e g Kami) have their own specific cult along with that
of lineage which is supposed to be the tutelar and guiding deity
(e. g. Vishvakarma of the Kami or blacksmiths). Each compact territory, where diverse communities have settled, has its own local
cult shared by all the families, caste groups, individuals and
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.IMoles d.spite their differences In other cults and even In
their racial or ethnic belonging. Each ethnic group has its own
tradition and major cults of tutelar deities, ancestors, primordial
preceptors etc. (3), Most interesting of all, it is very commOn to
find individual persons being specifically devoted to a particular
deity or superhuman entity of his/her choice. Alongside the cults
of family, caste, locality (B8stil, ethn~s and classical pantheon,
one chooses a god or goddess or a superhuman entity or even a
group of such entities for his/her private and intimate worship,
Such cults are called Ishla Devata ("friend god") (~).
The exclusive cults of smaller units (family, caste. ethnos. locality) help to maintain choesion, identity and the "little"
traditions within the broad frame of the Himalayan sub-civilization. The cults of locality or community- settlements (Basti) provide the meeting ground for the peoples of diverse ethnolinguistic origins, different families and caste groups. The intimate
cults of individual persons facilitate mystico-contemplative realization of the singles. The contemporaneity of all these cults is
the unique feature of the religious culture of Nepalese people,
The larger Hindu (in some areas, Buddhist) identity is not an
exclusive and substantial reality of a certain group or of a certain
majority in the Nepalese context, Especially, the Hindu identity
is that broad frame of reference which links all the indigeneous cults and insulates the whole, but it does neither completely unite nor create a common or unique 'type'.
Most varied traditions have been combined in the
formation of Nepalese religious culture which is unique and
perhaps one of the rarest examples of ethno-religious pluralism.
Majority of the people observe a complex. syncretic and highly
localized religiousity rather than a 'religion' in the conventional
sense. The m.gico·religious tradition of the Nepalese majority,
rural householders with agro-pastoral occupation, has been also
called "popular Hinduism". Magical and shamanic elements of
many ethnic traditions (provenient from Tibeto-Burmese ethnoIinijuistic origins and, in some details, akin to those of central
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end northern Asian people) have Ileen blended with the classical Hindu/Buddhist (i. e. Indo-Aryan) traditions.

environment. The Muslims (2.7% of the population. originally
immigrants from the indian plains). tha Christians (around
30,000. immigrants. expatriates and a few neo-converts of which
the majority belonging to several Protest,nt churches). and the
Thersvadi Buddhists (exact figure unknown, recently introduced in
Nepal) are the extra-indigeneous groups in Nepal; it is also
noteworthy that almost all of them are concentrated in the urban
areas

Local natural environment has played dual role in the
religious history of Nepal First. it has relatively isolated Nepal
from the rest of Indian subcontinent and thus spared the alteration in its spiritual and intellectual climate. unlike in India. due
to alien subjugation and pressures. Second, it has helped in
binding different magico-religious elements and shaping the
over all character of the ethnoses living within the Himalayan
environment·
A distinct organic spirituality reflected through the
cosmobiological symbolism (animals. plants, rivers. mountains,
etc.) is to be found commonly among all ethnoses and groups
despite many differences. Except the Muslims. a few Christians
end The,avadi Buddhists. all socio-religious groups in Nepal
(the Hindus. Mahayani and Vajr.yani Buddhists, and all ethnic
traditional groups) have cosmo-biological symbolism referring
constantly to the natural elements characteristic of the Himalayan area. These "indigeneous" groups share many symbols and
refer to tho same elements found in the local physical environment. It is obvious that a long process of adaptation (amongst
the cultures in the common environment. and between the
single cultures and the environment) has been traversed by
these groups.
There are also groups and traditions which have not
developed within the local eco-system. These have not undergone the long process of adaptation within a specific and
distinct natural environment like that of Himalaya. ThereforE!.
these groups maintain a more or less clearly visible separation
from all the "indigeneous" groups and traditions. Such extraindigeneous traditions do not posses equally vigorou. cosmobiological symbolism referring to the natural elements found in
the local physic.1 environment. Their symbolism is more of an
ethico- personalistic type (5). They refer to celestial. non-immanent and non-figurative realily without any link to the local

so

According to the official sources. Hinduism (obviously.
including most of the ethnic traditions of the Himalayan midlands and plains) is practiced by the majority (89.5%.) Buddhism
(5.3%). Islam (2.7%>. Jainism (0.1%) and others (2.4%) are
also said to be the religious traditions practiced by the Nepalese
populace (6). These data are seriously questioned by many as
not only too inaccurate but also tendentious. Manyethnoses,
Buddhists and the Jainas share the Popular Hindu cults (e. g.
Siva. Vishnu. Sakti. Ganash. Bhairan etc.). It is being objected that
the cultic commonness has led to the inclusion of many socioreligious groups within the category "Hindu" while actually
not being' Hindu" strictly (7).

Rlligion of the Stetl
•

.
Nepal has been big or small, compact or fragmented.
different historical periods (8). The last unification process,
undertaken by the Gorkhali King Prithvi Narayan in mid-18th
century. was the decisive one. It brought together many different
ethnoses and territories never accomplished by any other central
power in the Himalayas before. The Gorkhali unification was a
Politico-military annexation of a number of peoples and lands
alo~g the central mountains. valleys and hills of the Himalayan
reg,on. It was a forceful defensive insulation of a multi-ethnic
area aimed to avert the subjugation by the then alien "high"
Powers (i. e. India-based Muslims and British).
In

The Gorkhali conquerors were not people of a single
ethnic/caste group but the Gorkhali elites. j. e. Brahmins and
Kshatriyas (Nep. Bahun·Clihatri). were a distinctly Indo-Ary<:n
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elhnos and orthodox Hindus (9). So Were most of the conquered rulers of all those reigns in the Himalayas. including the
Malia kings of Kathmandu valley. The Gorkhali campaign had
nothing to do with the so called "Hinduizalion" or "Sanskritization". The Hindu factor did not dictate internal politico-military process but it played the central role in mobilizing all
Nepalase indigeneous groups against the waves of Muslim and
Western conquests which have done so much to alter the spirilUal and intellectual climate of the Indian subcontinerit Due to
th. GlfkhJli pJlilico'military shrewdness, favoured by il3
geographical posilion, Nepal has been the only country of what
one might call "South Asia left to herself. to preserve and develop the tendencies inherent in the region. its cultures and
religions." "(I 0).

the past, many raised their voices in opposition to the Hindu
state. Among the dissenting voices, the most prominent were
the newly organized and self-styled ethno-politicel organizations, some neo'Buddhist groups based in the urban areas and the
far left political circles.
According to the constitutional provision, Hindu festivities
are national, Hindu sa,cred places (also the BUddhist ones) are
national patrimony and the Hindu culture is to be promoted and
safeguarded by lhe state. The religious minorities are free to
profess and practice thair Own cults, but propagation of their
faith and conversion of the others is strictly prohibted (13). This
provision does not make any difference to the majority Hindu
and Budhists who do not practice propagation and conversion
of the others; but it is bound to antagonize the Muslim and
christian minorities for whom propagation ar d conversion are

Numerous ethnic traditions lived together, interacted
and underwent changes following their contacts with the others
and having been insulated by the Hindu regimes. What has been
existing in Nepal could be called a multilateral interactive system of ethno-social organisms. Present-day Nepalese netionstate is a formalized polilicel version of that system. The process of formalization was initiated even before the Gorkhali
conquest, by the earlier Hindu regimes. The Gorkhaliunification
fortified that. Gradually. effective centralization of power and
subsequent Projection of a distinct nationhood started to take
place by the end of last century and proceeded throughout this
century. It has been always accompanied by the Hindu identity
of the regime which left each ethno-religious group to undergo
its own course freely. The projection of Hindu nation-state has
also been a result of the historical compulsion of self-legitimacy
by a small power (Nepal) vis-a· vis neighbouring big powers
(British India and then the Republic of India); and, by a central
regime vis-a-vis ilS ON.' heterogeneous subjects (11).
After the recent political change,

the new constitution

of the Kingdom of Nepal has re'affirmed its Hindu character;
Nepalese state is declared to be a Hindu state (12). Unlike in
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doctrinally sanctioned and pious acts. The ultra-democrats and
the far leftists of Nepal consider this to be a limitation imposed
upon the fundamental human rights. or a clean chit to the feudal
residues. Nevertheless, the vast majority of the people and politreal analysts defend the Hindu state. For the rest, Who can say
what would have been the inter-ethnic and inter' communal situation in Nepal today if the strictly monotheistic and exclusivist
Islam or Christianity or rigidly c:hical Theravada Buddhism were
to be the dominant force instead of the all-inclusive. permissive.
shapeless and centre less Hinduism 7

lote Ind References
(I) See J. wach, Sociology 01 Religion. Univ, of Chicago, 1911
( 12th). pp. 54 .. f f, for the "Natua'" grouping.
(2) 'Tradition' in the Nepalese context is derived from the Sanskrit original term Parampa" which means "uninterrupted
series", 'due arrangement in succession".
(3) The cult of Garpake Saha among the Magars (a group in midwestern and western hills of Nepal. belonging to the
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Tibeto-Burmese linguistic family), the cult of Budo. Suhb.
among the Kil8tis (a larger ethnic group inhabiting eastern
hills, belonging to the Tibeto' Burmese linguistic family)
are two widely known examples, Even the people of other
ethniclcaste venerate these patron deities if they happen to
live in the same area.

(4) An Ishl. Dev.t. is "handpicked" by an individual at any
moment of hislher life under the influence of others or following hisl her Own "special" experience (dreams. events.
visions, etc,), The cult may coincide with the family or
group cults, but usually it is a separate and parallel cult, It
is not contrapposed to any other cult, i e. of the family,
group or locality. An individual may "choose" a cult of an
ethnic group or locality other than hislher own.
(5) In my "Il mondo della maschera : saggio .ntropologico Sui Simibolismo magino-religioso delia maschera, ECDP-HeLiopolis. 1988,
part II I, a detailed discussion on the cosmo-biological and
ethico-personalistic symbolisms has been attempted.
(6) Central Bureau of Statistics, Population Monograph,
Kathmandu, 1987 (according to the census 1981),

HMG.

(7) Most of the traditional Nepalese refer to Buddhism as
Bauddha m8fga ("Bauddha's way"). as one among many other
"ways" such as Saiv. M8fga (Sivaite '·Way"). Vaishnava M8fga
(following vishnu) and so on. Nobody in the past conceived
the religious tradition in terms of "religion", "Hinduism",
"Buddhism", '·Jainism", "ethnic" ect, Only the foreigners,
subseqently, the native moderns (the "educated" ones)
have started to use such terms and categories, in the last
few decades. This certainly has an adverse impact upQn the
socia-religious equillibrium. The protest by neo-Buddhist
and ethno political organizations, in the recent period.
against the Hindu state is closely linked with the insertion
and permanence of such "new" social terms and cetegories.
(8) The kingdoms of Kirati (900 B. C. - 200 A. D.) and of licchvi
(200 A. D. - 800 A. D,) were stretched well beyond the
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vailey of Kathmandu and Bagamat; river basin.
(9) The term Gorkhali (meaning "those of Gorkha") originally
denoted only the inhabitants of Gorkha, a small hill reign in
the central Nepal from where the Nepalese unification
campaign was launched. later all the peoples of centra I
midlands, who contributed in the campagin, were known as
Gorkh.li. They w~re BBbun-Cnnetri (orthodox Hindus and Indo'
Aryan ethnos); Gurung, Magh". Ghale. Ghafti etc. (TibetoBurmese ethno-.linguistic groups loosely connected with
the Hindu archipelago); and, Sarki (cobblers), Dam.i (tailors)
and K.mi (blacks~ithS) - all of. these occupational castes
are Indo-Aryan ethnos practicing Hinduism,
(10) B. Kolver,

Some Exampples 01 Syncretism in Nepal, paper for the

seminar "German Research in Nepal: Results and problems", Kathmandu, March 12-15, 1990.
(11) See, R. Burghart. The formsrion of the Conceptsof Nation-State
in N.psl, in: JOURANAl OF ASIAN STUDIES, vol.XllV.
no. I, 1984, pp. 191-125, for detailed discussion. Majority
of the citizens of the Repubiic of India are Hindu whose
support to any regime in Nepal is crucial The Hindu elites
of India have always cherished the Hindu state in Nepal
since India is a secular and "free' for-all" ccuntry while
Nepal ie the only Hindu country in the world.
(12) Despite a long debate among the protagonists of the rece,
ntly and successfully organized popular revolt against the
absolute monarchy, at the end. almost all agreed 10 maintain
the Hindu state, The Hindu state was declared by late King
Mehendra (father of the present monarch) in 1962, That
move served two political ~urposes; first, a tacit legitirr.ecy
was obtained from the India rulers who were not very happy
with the late king for his abrupt dissolution of the parliamentary multi-party system; second. the quiet ar.d ccnselVative people of Nepal were appeased by recognizing
explicitly their religious tradition even at the po'iticallevels.
Through the traditionalist move, the then king secured
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political vantage. The new democratic leadership, which
humiliated the monarchy recently (Spring 1990), however.
continued with Hindu state while curbing almost all the
political powers of the king See, Constitution 01 the Kingdom
01Ilepa12047. 1990, part I. art. 4: I.
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1. Community OBvelopmBni
After the rigorous analysis of all the available 44
definitions of community, George A. Hillery Jr. in his article
"Definitions of Community: Areas of Agreement" has attempted
to generalise the following:
i.

Community Development as a
strategy to Rural Development
Kailash Pyakuryal 1
Community Development can be viewed as an approach
to rural development. Community development focuses more on
interacting human beings within a geographical boundary whereas. rural development embraces more an ecological perspective.
Human settlements are found both in rural, as well as,
urban areas, but rural development programs are designed to
affe?t .rural people. Commonly addressed issues are rural pove
rty, ,Iliteracy, ill health, regional disparity, unequal power or
the other. Rural development aims to improve the standard of
living of rural people. Thus community
_
development can b e
~iew~d as a straregy to rural development. fhis paper is organIzed Into 3 seCtions. First section deals with the concept of
community development, second seCtion deats with the rise and
fall of community development and the last section ends with
the concluding remarks.

That there is no complete agreement among sociologists as
to the nature of community,

i i. That certain ecologists have been the most radical deviant
in formulating the concept of community,
iii. That with the ecological relations viewpoint excluded,
others agree on the social institutions,
iv. That in defining rural community they agreed mostly that
rural community has an area in which social interation and
one or more common bonds were found (Hillery pp. 111-

123).
The term community has very loosely been used else
where such as a "communily of sportsmen", "Buddhist
community", "International community", or"world community".
Such usage do not communicate the sociological meaning of
the term for discussion and analysis so for the purpose of
conceptual clarity, the following essential components could be
considered to the meaning of a rural community in Nepal:

i.

There must be a group of interecting people on the basis of
mutual dependence and concern,

i i. Who live in a well defined and limited geographical area,
iii. Who have a sense of belonging or identification or community consciousness,

iv. They have common social values, norms, and other aspects
of culture, and

1 Ptolessot 01 Rutal Sociology, CenltalOepettment 01 Sociology and Anthttipology, Ttibhuvan Univetsity, Kittiput, Kathmandu.
j8

v.

The community should have some necessary social insmutions i. e" schools, governing agency, credit agency etc.

Community development can be viewed as 'Self-Help,
Approach to Rural Development. Under the 'self-help' philosophy of developme~t there is an attempt made to enlist and inspire
the people in the determination of desirable change in goals
and in the implementation of program to bring about the change deemed desirable.
Other agency,s role (outside the traget system) are
e"pected to maintain neutrality in decision-making episodes yet
they play organizational and informational roles. This approach
is appealing because of its apparent compatibility with
democratic ideology.
The distinctive feature of community development is
the participation by the people themselves in efforts to impro\.\9
their levels of living with reliance as much as possible on their
own initiative; and the provision of technical and other services
in ways which encourage initiative. self-help and mutual help
and make them more effective. The principal advantage cited by
champions of the self-help type of program (C. D.) is the
involvement of the people therneslves in the decision and program
implementation processes. Such involvEment secures participation and greminates the feeling of being involved in ones
destiny. Another advantage. frequently cited. is that local
persons are. Knowledgeous about their problems and people and
this lessens the risk of objectives being jeopardized because of
the ignorance of local beliefs and customs which Characterize
outside agents.
The disadvantages of this approach can also be listed in
two droad headings: First is what may be called as the in-experience and inertia of localities. local people seldom have the
sophistication to comprehend problems in an over-all sense
that is think in the abstract about society-wide benefits.
There is also a difficulty in keeping them interested
over a period of time. A lack of progress quickly dissipates
their enthusiasm as volunteers any may even lead to more
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negative reactions. The secDnd broad disadvantage of the sellhelp approach is the complex nature of societal structures. Very
few problems can be solved with only local resources. communities seek and need governmental and non -governmental
assistance in varying degrees in Obtaining essential expert
advice, economic resources, and ,technological items· This
involvement tends to negate idea of self-help to a certain extent.
In summary then. the problems which tend to plag~e the planners of C. D. programs are a function of the long and risky
volunteer process and of the outsice hElp needed to get such
programs under way and to bring them to a successful conclusion. These disadvantages are recognised by the practitioners
of C. D. programs but are generally excused as a necessary
encumbrance of democratic process.
2. Rise and Fall of Community Development
Soon after the second world war. colonial empires
crumbled and foreign rulers departed, leaving the unfinished
task of rural development for their successors. The old problEms
remained unsolved. complicatEd and formidable. For the new
states. putting their topsy-turvy house in order proved even more
difficult than regaining independence (note that Nepal also
faced similar situation after the fall of Rana regime). The world
was now devided into two conflicting camps: Socialist Camp
and American Camp. They built on their colonial foundations
and retained. almost unchanged. their political. economic and
administrative heritage. They made gradual rEform not revolution and maintained intimate relations with their old masters.
From 1950 onwards. America was the undisputed
leader of the "free world" camp. The leader was determined to
restrain, by hot or cold war. the expansion of radicalism. and to
bOlster client nalions. The great leader started aid programs all
around the world. Apart from military aid. material aid was
given in the shape of loans. grants. capital and consumer goods.
Technical aid was provided in the form of experts. advisors and
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foreIgn trainin g. And ideolog ical aid flowed in throug h the disseminat ion of orthod ox economic and sociolo gical wisdom
. In
the dawn of the fifties, rulers of many penurious states hopefu
lly
regarded America as the good fairy and foreign aid as a magic
wand.
During this decade, Americans sponsored two great
rural programs. Comm unity Devl lopment and Agricu ltural Extension. The former was newly fashioned by American Sociolo~ists.
while the latter was an old produc t of the American land grant
colleges. G. D. promised politica l peace by includi ng everyo
ne
in a harmonious commu nity and outting an end to conflic ts.
It
promised econom ic prosperity by inculca ting the desile
for
development and by securing common particip ation. As a weapo
n
to the cold war. C, D. offered the quietis m of consensus as
a
superior alterna tive to turbule nt radicalism.
C. D, relied mainly on a government village level worker (VLW) as the agent of charge . In Nepal too. commu
nity
development approach was imported from India under the name
of Village Development Program in 1951; and first the VLWs
and
later the Junior Technical Assistants (JTA) were the agents
of
change. This change agent was advised to collabo rate closely
with local people !"natur a'" leader Eviden tly VLW/JTA came
to
help everybody, not by fightin g for the weak against the strong.
but by uniting all of them, weak or strong. into a fratern
al
commu nity. Surely all could join hands for the sake
of
development.
The VLW was a catalyt ic- agent who would unite villagers and help them find their felt and unfelt needs. He would
teach them to form comRlittees and counci ls for the comple
tion
of the projects. Now, and then a VLW would also encour
age
and stimula te the village rs by finding matchi ng grants
and
technical assi,tance. A VLW was a multipurpose agent. He
would combine the functio ns of a missionary. an organizer a technician anda patron.C.D.aspired tocoor dinate the activiti~s of other
departments and follow an integrated approach Its vision
of

development include d the improvement of everything: soctal
harmony. economic produc tion. health end. recreation. In
the
fifties C. D. became a world- wide movement. Nepal also did
not
remain untouched, But its decline was as.sudden as its rise
In
1964 USAID abolished its C D. divisio n. In India too. after
a
decade of greet faith and enormous investm ent in C D, as
lhe
best stralegy for rural development, suddenly the empha
sis
shilted from C. D. to moder nizing agriculture, buildin g rural
institu tions, percha yats. coo~eratives and land rerorm. Nepal
followe d the same path and since C. D. was quietly abando
ned
by both parents America and India, in Nepal too C. D. either
was modifie d to various other kinds of program such as area
development or integra led rural development program or it
got
limited to the project level in various externa lly funded develo
pment activiti es.
Traditi onal practice of self help had been in operation in
Nepal from the historic al past. Labour exchange i~ on.e of such
mutua lly benefit ing activiti es. Semi-f ormal organlz allons such
as Munici pality Cleaning office or the Chandra Weaving Extens
ion Society date back to around early 1920s. Simila rly Develo
pment Board. Agricu lture Counc il. welfare Society and Nation
al
Planning Committees were established during the period 1935
to
1950 (K. C, 1990). Almos t all of these Non-G overnm ental (NG)
and Governmental (G) organizations were basica lly meant
for
welfare activiti es.
Comm unity Development Approach was introdu ced in
Nepal only in 1951 under the name of village Development.
As
stated above. though welfare activiti es at the commu nity level
were not new to the Nepalese people. yet, externe lly introdu
ced
CD programs lacked the integra tion of local wisdom , values
and
espirations and thus were found unsuita ble and could
not
sustain the commu nity Supply of inputs such as improved seeds
and chemical fertilize rs in heavily subsidized rates or free distribution of medicines were some of the features of CD program.

Assumpllon that larmers would continue to edopt those
technologies after they knew and practised them came to be
futile. Rather heavy subsidizatj;n had a negative effect on
farmers; it made them more dependent on GOS and/or NGOS
which were responsible for it. Besides GOS, there were 13
Nepali NGOS at the nationTI level, 5 at the regional level and
154 at the 10c,1 level. Si,nilarly, t'lere were SO registered intErnational NGOs of which 14 were directly related to CO activities
in Nepal (K. C , 1990).
Program developed by tr,e community members themselves which sought supplemer.tary assistance from o"tside
agencies are
different from
Externally
thought
and
brought
prOlram which later sought participation from
the community members. In Nepal, most of the CD type
programs reflect outside agency's (GOs and NGOs) value
judgements on deciding and implementing thc program. Mostly
they tend to be different from people's needs and aspirations
and hence lack people's participation at the desirable level.
Thus CD type program appear to be of ad hoc in nlture and
after the figurative completion of the project, its impact usually
become invisible; it is not sustained and the project rarely gets
the status of an on· going people's program.
Khan (19771 mentions four

crucial

imperfection of

CO.

paternalist bias, a colonial heritage, and inhibited the
growth of true local initiative.

Iv. CD's role as a generalist captain and coordinator was not
acceptable to the specialist departments, Agricultural
experts especially complained about the inadequacy of a
multipurpose VLW as their agent.

3. Concluding Remlrks
It is generally held that economic development occurs
In a succession of capitalist stages and that today's underdeveloped countries are still in a stage. sometimes depicted as an
original stage, of history through which the now developed
countries passed long ago. It is also widelY believed that the
contemporary underdevelopment of a country can be understood
IS the product or reflection solely of its own economic, political,
Bocial and cultural characteristics or structure.
Yet historical research do not support these view
points, Research demonstrates that contemporary underdevelopment is in large part the historical product of past and
continuing economic and other relations between the satellite
underdeveloped and the noW developed metropolitan countries
(Frank, Andre G.• 1966).
When we examine this metropolis - satellite structure,

i. It promoted wellare activities more effectively than productive activities. Particularly. it seemed incapable of solving
the national food crisis.

We find that each of the satellites, (including underdeveloped
Nepal), serves as an instrument to suck capital or economic
surplus out of its own satellites and to channel part of this
surplus to the world metropolis of which all are satellites.

ii. CO did not succeed significantly in forming harmonious
communities It does not secure general participation. The
poorer classes remained as they were, apathetic and
sceptical.

The rural towns, which are themselves satellites of the
urban metropolis - - and through the' laller of the world
metropolis - - are in turn rural centres around which their
OWn local satellites orbit.

iii. CO's reli]nce on its own agents and total collaboratiQn
with estaolished leaders further confirmed the elitist and

That present underdevelopment of Nepal can be
expllined f[olT) this conceptual frameWOrk and is the result of its
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century old participation in the process of world capitalist
development. The rural-urban relationship makes a larger
satellite - metropolis orbit to its giant neighbour which further
becomes a satellite to the metropolis Europe.
The goal of development may never be achieved by
importing sterile stereotypes from the metropolis which do not
correspond to their economic reality and do not respond to their
liberating political needs. A more historical, hOlistic, and structural approach may help the people of the underdeveloped
countries to understand the causes and eliminate the reality of
their development of underdevelopment and their underdevelopment of development.
Development is built on human aspirations and it is
multifaceted: economic, social, political and intellectual. Since
CD has a democratic ideology, it deserves revitalized atlention
and promotion.
However, a theory which integrates micro-level ideals
(such as CD) with the macro-level needs (human aspirations)
have to be developed.
It is a challenge to the practitioners of rural development how a rural community, as a peripheral satellite, could be
protected from its central metropolis and yet be brought into
the mainstream of development.
At present, there appears to be more pronounced class
consciousness in Nepal than before. Class conflict between
'haves' and 'have nots' is sharpening. Nepal is a country with
predominently rural or rather peasant population with a low
level of industrialization, a high level of unemployment rate,
poverty, low level of education, and ill health. In countries of
such social structure, the main social conflict arise between
peasantry and landed aristocracy.
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In such a situation, program of development, such as
Improved agricultural technologies, belter transportation and
COmmunication, education and medical health and so on would
rather sharpen social conflicts.
The majority of the peasants are too poor to benefit

from such technologies. New opportunities created by such
purely technical progress of development will be mostly utitized
bY the upper and middle strata. Since progress of development
would further sharpen social conflicts, it indicates that such
progress may lead to unanticipated results.
It has been observed that progress of development
could be more effective if they are applied by new political
power (Galeski. n, d.) which emerged during the process of
change in the general socia-economic situation. the new power
would be temporarily free of basic social conflicts and program
01 development could be more flexible in creating a new socioeconomic system and new social structure, Since Nepal is
pessing through similar situations at present, there is every
reason we believe change which leads to prosperity.
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National Inte gra tion ' In
Nepal
D,.. GanlJh Gurung*
- Dr. Bishnu Bhandari
1. Conc.pt .nd D.flnit i.n:
Nation al integra tion is an emotio nal attachment to
t
nation (Etzim i. 1965): a proces s as well as an end produc
and
(Aberle
nation
a
(Angel. 1941); a condit ion achiev,able by
Fordon as quoted in Doshi. 1978,' and 1989); a conditi on and
in
process (Ghurye, 1968; and Cohan . & Middle ton as quoted
elemetwo
of
s
consist
Doshi, 1978). Ghurye emphasizes that it
nts: politica l integra tion and social integra tion. All these above
r of
definiti ons suggest that integra tion is a drawin g togethe
those elements into somet hing more cohesive with the parts
linked more closely togeth er co-existence, It is throug h this
process that people develo p a deep sense of we' feeling and
.
belonging ness and thereb y a feeling of nationa l loyality
and
ious
harmon
a
in
Through this process, it is possib le to mainta
of
lively relation ship betwee n the various structural components

°lecrurer and Reader respeclives al Tribhuvan University would like to
th'nk their colleagues lor Iheir commenls and suggeslions.
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society, where so that people feel themselves to be part 01 a
comprehensive and harmonious social life.
Cohen and Middleton (Doshi. 1978) have substituted
the term integration by term incorporation. They have explained
it in terms of condition and process. As a process they mean
continuous interaction of diversed groUps, ethnic groups or
individuals in a congenial situation. And as a condition, they
have used the notion of pluralism. in which they have explicitly
explained lhat the degree of incorporation would be higher (or
greater) in a place where fhe boundary (socio-cullural, political,
economic or sociological) would be at a minimum.
Gardon, who views 'it as a process has attempted to
look at it at two levels: the community integration level and the
pluralistic integration level. Integration, in reality, is the
conglomeration of people from different walks of life, where
they can share and interact with each other Continuously
without any obstacles. regardless of their stratified position in
the society. In an integreted situation, they develop the sense of
"we-feeling" and disown possibilities of conflict and tension.
About the importance of integration. Roy (1989: 19) states.
integration presupposes the elimination of barriers
in the primary group relations and community life of
the various ethnic groups of the nation. It involves easy
and fluid mixture of people of different social,
religious and nationality backgrounds in various walks
of life. like social cliques, famiiies, organizations and
intimate friendship".
Integration prevails in those societies, Where tensions
and conflicts do not prevail. It is both a process as well as an
end product. Thus it can be said that integration is the main
point in the society to reduce both tension and conflict. The
question arises around what the societies should be integrated.
In this Angel asserts that the "Common Values and Welfare" is
the key thing to achieve integration in the society,
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Ghurya. an Indian scholar, has classified the concept of
integration. Etzione (1965) stresses that national integration
means an emotional condition, which includes the concept of
nation as well. It is a self-sufficient integrative mechanism
(the maintenance of its existeroce and form is provided for by its
own processes and is not dependent upon those of external
systems or member units and the notion of integration of the
nation-unit is its ability "to maintain itself in the face of
internal arid external challenges". He has used the term
unification to mean the process aspect of integration.
Nihan Ranjan Roy (as quoted in Doshi, 1978: 53)
advocates that integration means a kind of participation by all
group in the mainstream, namely.
(I)

Integration into a common whole, where all diverse
culture, population. geographical regions would be
brought together,

(lj)

integration into a common productive organization; and

(iii)

integration into a secular and democratic set up provided
by the constitution".

Lewis has said that "a single common language" is the
primary force of integrating the heterogeneous societies into a
single whole. He takes it as a process.
As regards the integration process of an individual,
Roy (1989:2) states;
"Inteyration, as a subjective and individual process.
involves attitudinal changes and the removal of fears, hatreds.
suspicions, sterotypes and superstitions. Intergration involves
problems of personal choice, personal readiness, and personal
stability. Its achievement necessarily requires a longer period of
time. It can't come about over night. it requires education and
deals poignantly with the problems of changing men's hearts
and minds".
Hark Gurung in his article Socia-economic Dimension of

N,tion,llnregrerion asserts:
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"National integration is a political idea and an ideaL
It implies a national state where citizens have full right without
any form of segregation". He further makes distinction of two
kind of integration socia-cultural dimension and economic
dimension.
Some argue that national integration comprises of
,tate building and nation building. The former occurs at the
time the political elite create new structures and organizations
aimed at penetrating the society in order to regulate behaviour
in it and draw a larger volume of resources from it, whereas the
laller focuses on the cultural aspects of political development.
It refers to the process whereby people transfer their
commillments and loyality from .smaller tribes, village, smell
communities to the larger central political system.
2.

Theoretical Framework:

A nation can't survive, even a trivial CrlS'S without
some degree of integration. Auguste Comte, the father of
sociology, expresses his opinion

that

consensus univofsslis is

the foundation of solidarity or cohesion, which is used to
analyze social order of coexistence (social statis) and social
progress (social dynamics) in any society.
Durkheim employs the concept of social solidarity to
analyze the society namely (1) mechanical solidarity and (2)
')'gal ic solidarity It is through these concepts the different
comoonents of society are bound together to maintain social
unity and cohesion.
Talcoll Persons suggests two theories 01 social
integration. One is the theory of normative integration and the
other is the theory of functional integration. Normative integ,ation is based on common values shared by a population. In
order to preserve these values and allain COmmon goals,
organizations are infused with these values and operate in
accordance with accepted norms.
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Functional integration Is based on division 0/ laboul
among a number of social actors.
Employing the concept of "The Norms of Reciprocity".
Gouldner opines that social actors are obliged to return benefits
to those from whom they have previously received benelits.
The exchange relationship provides minimal ground for confidence and promote a willingness to initiate action. It is
universal; it provides a potential foundation for complementary
elationship; and it is a process of creating unified social
rganization.
According to Merton, manifest functions contribute to
he adjustment of the system which are intended or recognized
participants In the system".
Landeckar argues that integration is not unidimensional
co cept. It is rather a multi· dimensional one. Because of its
mu i-dimensionality, it has been divided into four types of
int ration cultural integration (consistency among cultural
stan ards), normative integration (the society's values are
insti tionalized in sttuctural elements of the social system),
com nicative integration (use of mass media in achieving
conse us) and functional integration (mutual interdependence
among he units of a system of division of labour).
n sum, national integration is the process whereby
people a particular nation are linked together by a force- -be
that valu or func!ion- 'so that resources are made available or
accessibl a all the people, regardless of their status in the
social hier chy. It is a constellation of social values, norms,
socialorga sations and institutions. It is a conditiOn. a state
01 affair to b achieved by the process of unification.
No ciety can be completely homogeneous in nature.
Its parts and mponent. are never similiar. In other words, a
heterogeneous party make up the society. A process called
integration is n ded to bind them together. The process is a
Inter-group and ter-ethnic activity.
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t

Statement of the Problem:

Naturally, Nepal known as the abode of tranquility and
serenity situated at the southern fOOlhilis of the snow,tipped
mountains is wedged between India in South and China in
North. Because of its undulated terrain spreading toward the
South from the Himalayas, it has housed several zones ecologically different from each other and people culturally
heterogeneous and ethnically diversified. In the ocean 0
diversification lies the dearth of resources. where one grou
comm3nds more of it than others resulting in an unequ
distribution of power, prestige and wealth, consequently, 0
group supPresses the other for the sake of controlling the e
resources. Thus there are always conflicts and tensions in t e
society Because the group is enjoying the privilege at the c st
of others. The dissati.sfaction of the under' privileged group as
been heightened by many factors II) the general aware ss
brought about by education among the people, (2) mobilit due
to regular and systematic development of transportation sy em,
and (3) incidence of ethnic violence, war and crisis in outh
Asian countries, where a number of ethnic wars hav been
taking place simultaneously for the identity of their ow ethnic
groups. This situation has further been aggravated by ternationa I incidence on ethnic problems. The above facto coupled
with effective mass communication has played an
portant
role in stimulating ethnic crisis in the region. Becau of these
circumstances happening at the global level, Ne I has not
remained unaffecled in this regard as it is a countr of heterogeneous ethnic group of individuals,
In order to find out the ways of new
the country it is necessary to understand
integration as perceived by the people both at
as well as macro-level and document the proc
integration prevailing in the country,
following questions.
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What is the socio'historical situation at whish national
integration process has been taking place in Nepal
especially after the unification campaign initiated by

I,

Th'

st ngthening in
t e meaning of
he micro-level
ses of national
addresses the

Ptithvi Narayan Shah?
How is national integration perceived by Nepali
people? And what are its political, social, economIc

2,

and psychological dimensions?

3.

What kind of problems are related to national integra·
tion and how can we create a conflict free situation in

4.

Nepal 7
What is a Nepali culture around which heterogeneous
groups of people can be integrated into a single whole

s.

Nepali culture 7
How can we assimilate them into a wholeness both
normatively (culture, values and norms) and functionally
(interdependence) ?

Methods
4.

Sources of Information:
Primarily, data and information used in the study were

collected from three different sources:
(I)

Key informants at the micro level.

(ij)

Individual respondents at two dillerent villages
- representing Terai and Hill regions, and

(iiI)

Case studies of two internal organizations (Nepal
Langhali Sangh of the Magars and Tamu Baudha Sewa
Samiti of the Gurungs).

5.

findinge:

A. Socio - historicsl conlexl ollnlegrslion in Nepsl
The territorial unification of Nepal had started some
two hundred years ago at the time King Prithvi Narayan Shah,
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was the ruling monarch of the mini-kingdom of Gorkha. He
conquered and unified various small scattered mini-kingdoms
into one big kingdom now called the kingdom of Nepal. His
greatness lies in the fact that even after conquering all these
Icingdoms, he never named the new country after his home
country, Gorkha. Rather, he chose to name it Nepal and he
made the valley of Kathmandu as the capital city of his new
kingdom. His quotation on Nepal such as "thl Garden of four
varnas ,nd thirty six castes" was his pious and far'sighted intention
/ to keep all the people within the umbrella of larger Nepali
nalion-state.
It is said that Nepali culture is not an unique culture.
Rather. it is the mixture or blending of Arya and Hindu cultures.
Because of the fear of Muslim invasion even in Nepal. the
different cultures got united or acculturated in Nepal and
emanated as Nepali culture. This culture is the conglomeration
of mountainous. Himali. Hilly and Terai cultures.
The periodic war with the British in India had sown a
seed of patriotism in Nepali people to feel emotionally attached
with Nepal and Nepali culture. The Rana regime. despite its
tight control over the ru Ie of Nepali people to keep them away
from modernization. has been able to maintain the feeling of
national integrity on Nepali people. The recruitment of Nepali
people, especially from hill region of Nepal. to the Gurkha army
in India and the Great Britain has also instilled in these people
the feeling of "Nepal is our country and we are Nepali".
As a result. the movement of Jaystom Sanskrit,m initiated
by a major party did bring out some programs for Nepali people
to eradicate Untouchability, eating in a place by the people of
all caste·groupings. ploughing the land by the Brahmines. etc_
The psychological feeling "country is the common
shelter for survival and co-existence" has red the Nepali people
to work together in harmony and maintain unity in diversity in
the country.
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Ths notion of "one nation and one nationality" has
also equally penetrated deep into minds and souls of Nepali
paople which in turn has helped revive the already diminisning
feeling of national integration in Nepal.
Nepali language as the national language and Hindu
religion as the state religion have been adopted. to a great
extent towards the integration of various societies into a whole
society. called Nepali society. However the higways and
airservices. the establishment of communication networks. and
Nepalization on school curriculum have no less been important
in the integration of its mutifarious culture into a one whole
culture called Nepali culture. The division of the whole country
into five different development regions and fourt.een zon.es has
helped integtate the people of different ec?loglc~1 regions as
well a9 cultures into a single culture. natIonal lIfe culture of
Nepal.
Last but not the least. the feeling that Nepal is e one
nation and Nepali a one J,ti. conglomeration of various varnas.
castes (occupational group and cultures) has prevailed ~n o~r
society for quite sometime. As long as this feeling pers~sts In
the hearts, minds and souls of Nepali people, the feeh~g of
nationalism. and the strong desire to achieve the goal of natIonal
integration will always be in Nepali people. cUlt~re and .then
society. Our observation suggests to the fact th~t natIonal
integration is the lOyality of Nepali people to the natIon. where
people of different social characteristics can ~:ve toget.her. In
harmony with a stong feeling of • togetherness and so"~ant~.
In it theY do develop the feeling of "oneness" and yet maintain
th .' own cultural identity among various caste. language.
re~~ion and ethniC groupings. This is a condition. ",:,here they
develop the feeling of brotherhood among vanous caste
groupings.
National integration is the emotional unity of different
enthnic groups. irrespective of religion. language, dress, place of
.
h
d't'
where the
residence. communities. etc. 1\ IS also t e con I Ion
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feeling of "security" prevails among them and extends mutual
respect to each other's language, culture, religion, tradition and
way of life and has rendered equal status in the society, Some
key- informants even suggested the point that the national
integration in Nepal implies the rejuvination of the notion of
"Sabai Jatko PllUlba,;" and stren'ghthen this idea in the country,
1,

Politicil Dimension

Politically, national integration is the condition ofsharing
power by people of different strata at the state affairs, where
the state attempts to create a congenial atmosphere in order to
secure people's genuine participation and their involvement
voluntarily and spontaneously. People from different walks of
life have their fair representation attM House where decision
that affects the people are made jointly; parliamentary debates
are carried out in a democratic manner; voices of minorit'y are

heard and the minority is given due respect so as to secure their
full participation in the state affairs and policies are formulated
to maat their demsnds, interests and needs. Policies are formulated to secure the p'rticipation of the depressed and downtrodden segment of the society in administration, civil service,
army and police so that people's significant participation can be
secured to mobilize national resources wiselyforpeople'sbenefits
in the country. The state should provide a forum where people
of different ideological backgrounds can be accomodated in the
process-of decision making activities through mutual interaction
and sharing Of experiences on a regular basis. It was also
suggested that the state should have a uniform system to provide
opportunities to the people, and recruit people in the state
system in such a way that the people from backward caste and
ethnic groups can also enjoy the benefits of the state-run
welfare programs.
2.

Socii 1Dimension

Nepal is a mosaic of different caste and ethnic groupings
scattered all over the country vyhere cultural difference~
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that prevail widely are primarily emanated 01 Hindu caste
hierarchy adopted in the country. Their cultural differences can
be minimized when their functional interdependency can be
enhanced in the social system. This can be accomplished only
upon the implementation and coordination of relationships
among the people of different social backgrounds such as caste,
religion, language, ethnic group, occupation, class, etc. and
this coordination should be based on the principles of equality
and non-descriminated policy, practice and behaviours. In a
straight sense, there should be no descrimination against any
individual on the basis of caste, sex, religion, ethnic groups,
etc. The untouchability that is deeply rooted in Nepali society
be eradicated socially. Its elimination by legal provision has
been p'roved quite ineffective and inefficient in our culture a.nd
identity of all caste, ethnic grpups and religion should be maintained as charted out in the Malaki Ain of the country. In this way
only harmony among people can be brought out and uniformity
accomplished. In order to achieve all these points mentioned
above, it is necessary to create an environment of judiciary
equity where everybody will be equal to law.
3.

Economic Dimension
The distribution of wealth and income is one indicator
of meesuring economic equality in the country. The indicator
such as minimum basic income (MBI) indicetes that 42.5 percent
of the total population is below poverty line. Without eradicating
this povertY, it is difficult to raise the living standard of thepeople in the country. There still lacks.the coordinated plan to
use the local resources. skills and sources. And people have not
been able to tap the opportunities that are available around them
due to reasons such as ignorance, lack of skills, primitive
technology, etc. The specialized skills of the terai people, coupled
with hard work and bravity and enterprising capability of the
mountain residents should be merged skillfully to bring in economic integration in the country so that a self-reliant development
can be achieved to distribute benefits and fruits of develoment
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to people - regardless of their economic and social status. A
provision of uniform economic conditions and opportunities
should be made available and a congenial environment should
be created so as to have access to these opportunities on the
basis of achieved qualities such as educational qualifications,
skills, including, backwardness and remoteness,
4.

nationalism.

c,

Monopoly of Nepali l.ngu.ge and Hindu Religion: The philosophy
of "one language, one country" has posed a serious threat
to the survival of other languages spoken in various parts
of the country,

d.

The high proportion of illite,acy: The extent of poverty, difficulty
of transportation and unreliability of communication
have exacerbeated the problem of exploitation in the
country, mainly the supression of lower caste and class
groups
by the privileged ones. Because of these
constraints, the ex lent of exploitation and the pocket of
poverty has distributed all country,

e.

Underrepresent.tion: The main problem lying before us is that
their is no representation in army, civil service, police and
other semi-government sectors. It is said that Nepal is a
multi-ethnic country but it does not have a multi-ethnic
army. Ecologically, there is no representation from Terai
region in the army, Those who are at the Royal Army are
at constable level only and virtually there are no officers
from these regions. Similarly, there are many caste
groupings who have not had an access t<;> the Royal Army.
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problem faced by the nation is the question of untouchability deeply rooted in our society from the time immemorial,
Among the caste grouping, the touchable or higher caste
people are more priVileged than the touchable ones It was
reported that the lower caste people who have been
exploited by higher caste people is the main causes of
social problems in Nepal.

Problems of Integretion as percBived by r..pondBnts in Nepsl

The authors wanted to know the areas which have
potential problems as perceived by them. It was our observation
that majority of their opinions were basically zeroed on the'
questions of caste. religion, language and tradition, Some of
the important problems reported by them are described below
in a nutshell.
a.

!l, Descrimination Ag.inst C.ste: The biggest and most serious

Psychological Dimanslon

National integration, from phychological perspective,
is the feeling of unity developed in people and their emotional
attachment to nation, In fact. it is the feeling of people, who
feel and develop the sense of unity and botherhood without any
interference and imposition from outside. This feeling is strengthened by the people especially at the time of crisis, when
sovereignty of a nation is endangered by external influence or
cultural or political invasion. At this time, we need to develop
a feeling of "we are one". This feeling can not be raised
without any massive program geared to enhance the feeling of
2.

The similar sltuetlon pievails in police too. However 8
slightly improved situation can be seen in civil servi'ce,
Thus there is a great under-representation of many ethnic
groups in these areas.

Intern.tional domin.tion end ideology have also been the
important variable th~t have played an important role in the
integration of the country.

Some of the areas suggested by key-informants to
reduce the problems related to ethnicity, language, caste,
religion, etc. are as follows:
a.

B.lance !tgional development: Economic prosperity of different
ecological regions could solve the majority of the problems
faced by the country especially the problems of exploitation
through the utilization of local resources, skill and
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manpower and distribution or national resources wisely
and proportionately.

b.

c.

The harmony betwaen religions could mlOlmlze the
discrimination caused by the domination of one religion
by the other.
Because of Nepali language as a national language. other
languages spoken by minorities as their mother tongues
have been paid either no attention or least attention and
thus totally overlooked by the majority. These languages
can't be overlooked bec.use they are also the national
languages spoken by other segments of Nepali people All
the langu.ges should be equally treated even though Nepali
Is the official language adopted by the state as a national
language.

d.

Geographical constrains has played a prominent role to
create an inequality among the people as far the distribu'
tion of resources are concerned in the country. The prioritY
should be accorded to these backward tribes and
downtrodden castes so that their fate. living standard can
be raised without bringing any struclliral changes in status
quo. The process of distribution could be further expedited
by the application of decentralization principles and not the

I. Cllatlon of. Conflict-fill SfluaUln
~s has bee~ reported else where in the peper that
the conflict and tension have arisen very recently in Nepal and
ere the functions of domination of one languag e. re I"Iglon an d
culture
. by• another. Their exploitation end suppress .Ion h ave
h d th
prevailed 10 the society to the extent that it has
'1'
.
reac e
e
'
b 01 109 POlOt after which it may take different co urse a f
action.

Not only the domination of one caste by anothe b t l
'd
I
.
r u a so th e
rap,
acce
erat,on
of
modernization
process"h
•
.
as cause d some
,nevltable
conflict and tension in the society Th e srtuatlon
.
.
.
of
conflict and tension can be uprooted by (il equaI t
"
reatment
0f
all caste, language,
ethnic
groups.
and
religion
(")
d
I
.
'
,II
eve oping
se If -confidence, mutual trust good will a d
'f
.
T,psi (the use of Timi should be
.,nn funl'lormflnf,g. of
..
.
ami y a ailS,
only). elomlOat",g
.
.
. ego-feeling of higher caste peop I e an d
upgrad,ng ,nferoor complexity of down-trodde n peop Ie. A"
nd ,t
was also suggested that some kind of conscious strug 1 h Id
. d
.
d'
g e s QU
out 10 or er to raise awareness of peo peso
I
th at t hey
be carne
.
ca~ .\Ive in harmony regardless of caste. sex, languages,
religion, etc. Also, it was observed that people should be
brought to gether not by compulsion but by persuation and
voluntarily. For that sake, the informants were asked about the
mechanism of solving the conflict and tension in the society.

confjn~d

The responses as recorded by the author are presented below:

centralized principles.

e.

The notion of. "one language. one religion, one culture" has
deaccelerated the process of integration in Nepal due to Its
supression of other culture and languages, religion. etc.
This notion should be removed from the mind of decision
makers and policy maker in order to strengthen the nation
of Unity in Diversity in Nepal as it is a fertile garden for

,If.
f.

The principle of equality should be practiced to ensure an
equal and active p3lticipation of the people to achieve the
goal of reaching the beneficiaries.

e.

The establishment a! a fully democralic political system
where the minority should not be major beneficiary of th~
plans and programs. The target should always be the
majority of the people from the middle and lower class, who
are the silent majority of any society.

b. The formulation of a long term plans and programs should
be developed right from the grass root level so as to avoid
the gap between the rich and the poor end to enswre a
wider participation of people from all social backgrounds
from the very beginning of a planning procedure. .
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c.

The establi shmen t 01 a democratically constru cted
constit ution and its strengthening by the people throug h
politica l awareness program and continu ously conscious
strugg le.

d.

The constit utiona l restrict ion 01 commu nally motlva tedethnic organizations should be brough t into ellect.
However they should not be restricted il they would like to
preserve and upgrade their culture and traditio n. Once they
go beyond this boundary. they should be bound to closure.

e,

A congenial environ ment should be created where people
can develop good-I aith, good will and mutua lity. For any
problem, party should be given an opport unity to tackle it
promptly.
Massive awareness program should be carried out lor'
people on minimi zing the emergence of ethnic problems,
And the princip le of "get educated and get organi zed"
should be applied to accomplish the mission.

f.

g.

A rationa l policy and guidsli nes should be developed to
explain the people the role of sovereignty, religiou s torture,
class coordin ation, exploit ation-f ree society, raising the
living standard of the people below poverty line. etc.

h.

The notion of "one religion , language and culture " should
be abolished by provid ing equal status to all those
concerned and emphasizing decentralized programming
with a balanced regional development.

\.

The coalitio n of crown. congress and leftist could be made
a strong force of accelerating nationa l integra tion process
in Neoal by preventing conflic t and tension both at local
as well as nationa l levels and allowin g to grow more
domocratic forces.

4,

Equality and Homogeneity:

The melting point as regard the process of integra tion
of differe nt culture into one, it appears to be easy to say

theore tically but is diificu lt to materialize it practically. Points
to
raised hele appears to be politic ally acceptable but difficu lt
as
implem ent sociall y. And some of the import ant points
rized
summa
briefly
are
ts
perceived by our key-inf orman
below :
a.

Some key-inf orman ts suggested that religion is an effective
formula that binds up the whole nation into one single
nation . Hindu ".rion, The notion of one-la nguag e. one
religio n and a Hindu nation should be continu ed to bring
the whole Nepali society into a homogeneous one in future.
However majori ty of the respondents inform ed that the
government should not favour a particular religion due to
existence of other religion s such as Buddism. Christi anity
and Muslim s in the country.

b.

The equalit y of opport unity should be provided to all people
regardless of the caste, sex, ethnic group, language,
religion . class, occupation, etc.

c,

Provision should be made to allow mothe r tongue end other
languages to be include d in the curricu lum upto high school
level. This will be a good incenti ve to the speaker of other
mother tongues.
Recognize Nepali as an officia l language but provide equal
status to other mother tongues too by provid ing equitable
representation in all institu tions such as Royal Nepal
Academy, Nepal TV, educational institu tions. Radio Nepal

d.

etc,
e.

A coordi nating body should be established at the central
level in order to coordinate various ethnic organizations
dedicated to upgrade and improve the t,aditio nal norms and
values of that particu lar ethnic groups and caste.

f,

Parliamentary democracy is the fundamental force of unity
that sustain the process of integra tion in the country. In
the absence of d~mocracy, the integra tion of the nation ,
Nep.l, rs not pOSSible at all in Nepal.
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II·

h.

5.

Allow politica l particip ation of the people according to
their propor tion of the total caste popula tion in the nationa l
house.
Allow and encourage inter-c aste, inter-c ommun al marriage
especially between the terai peopla and hill people to
accelerate the process of accultu ration in Nepal.
Envision of a
Integra tiln :

Nepeli

CUlture:

A Vitel

NeceSiity

fOf

Nepali culture and nationa l life culture have been used
and
here in this paper interchangeably. They are considered one
g,
the same thing. Nepali culture reflects the Nepali thinkin
.
implies
it
words,
other
In
s.
custom
and
n
doing, art, traditio
culture
Nepali
So
.
culture
both material as well as non-m aterial
is considered to be the pillar of nationa l integra tion in Nepal,
where diversed culture and ethnic groups make up of the whole
l
nation, a Nepali. (j) People's perception (ii) Consti tutiona
.
Provis ion, (iii) Nation al norms and values
Nepali culture is a mixed culture, where conglo merati on
of various nationa l cultures have taken place to make a single
ical
culture called Nepali culture representing all three ecolog
is
which
,
diversity
in
culture s- Himali , Hill and Terai. It is an unity
and
an uniqueness of Nepal, where over 40 dialects are spoken
0
over five dozen ethnic groups people in an area of 1,46,00
AM
SANG
a
is
It
od.
square kilometers live and support liveliho
of all culture s (tibet-m ongloi d, mixed and Indo-A ryan).
traditio ns, customs, dresses, arts, " etc, where they have
the
developed their own cultural networ k for commu nicatio n in
the
where
,
culture
Nepali
the
countr y. It is the nature of
,
Muslim
followe rs of several religion s (Hindu , Buddhism,
as
Christian, Sikh, Jain. etc.) live togethe r in harmony. And
d
recorde
been
have
war
and
riots
such no evidences of religiou s
uniqua
an
is
to .ave occured in the countr y. Thus Nepali culture
eX!'P'ple of a religiou s harmony in Nepal.
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Nepal is an abode of a multi ethnic, multi, lingual and
for
multi-c ultural groups of people, who have lived here
and
s
custom
belief,
centuries and developed their own
traditio n.
Their conglo meratio n. blendin g and accultu ration is
popula rly known by the name of Nepali culture. In other words,
tho culture of antire ethnic groups is the name of Nepali culture
,
which is what is called Nepal's nationallile cultur.. Reciprocality
of
ition
recogn
others;
feeling of nationa lism, respect to each
nal
constit utiona l monarchy as a source of unifyin g force, functio
ce
interdependence of differe nt caste groupin gs, religiou s toleran
of
way
eous
indigen
law,
Nepali
and harmony, ascriptive status,
,
people
Nepali
of
dresses
ste",
hospita lity by offerin g "Nama
etc.
Politic ally, the pillars of nation al integra tion process
of
has been provided by the constit ution of the kingdo m
Its
nation.
the
of
Nepal (1990) which is the fundam ental law
primary goal is to provide social, econom ic and politica l justice
to the people of the kingdo m of Nepal. In order to aChieve
these goals, the constit ution provides the means of "adult
l
franchise, parliamentary form of government, constit utiona
monarchy and multi party system ".
The Consti tution (1990) explain ing the term "nation "
explici ty in th-e article 2 of the Part I states.
"The people of Nepal being united by bond of common
the
aspirations and faith in the independence and integri ty of
ely
colletiv
Nation , irrespective of religion , race, caste or tribe,
constit ute the Nation ".
The constit ution has guaranteed the fundamental rights
of the people in Nepal. These rights to equality, freedom, press
and publica tion, inform ation, and religion and cultura l and
educat ional rights. Thus the basic norms of the nation has been
in
the democratic practices to be adopted by the state to mainta
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law and order in the country and provide basic human rights
and welfare to the people of Nepal.
last but not the least, the Constitution (1990:17)
asserts "His Majesty is the symbol of the N~palese nation and
the unity of the Nepalese people ... His Majesty is to nourish
and protect Nepal".
Emergence of Ethnic Organizations
The political awareness of Nepali people is reflected
in the formation of new ethnic group organizations, that have
grown like anything during the last one and a half decades
especially after the holding of referendum in Nepal in 1980.
Since then more than two dozen ethnic organizations have
been reported to have been established mostly by people of
caste groups other than Brahmin and Kshetry. Some are purely
based to promote and preserve their cultural heritage, whereas
other are primarily organization to advance the communal
feeling in the country. The former types of organizations are
complement to national integration, whereas the latter are
dangerous to the stability of the country: the emergence of these
organizations has caused many people raise their eye-brow as
far as national integrity is concerned. Here, the researcher has
attempted to collect some information about merits and demerits
of these organization, their threat to national integrity and
means and ways to encougrage / discourage them in the present
context.
It was reported to us that the formation of ethnic group
organization raises the ethnic consciousness but their cast
tell us about their rights (and less likely about their duties)
and develops the feeling that their society should be developed.
It will be helpful and positive for the particular caste groups
provided they are free from politicization and have no support
from foreign powers. However, some informants suggested that
they are dangerous to the integration of the country as they
always divide the ethnic groups. politicize them and are
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eommunally oriented to achieve their goal. ~ome even arllU6
that they are ethnocentric, too.
To the response of our question, "are they dangerouS
to national integration ?" informants suggested that it is
dangerous and threatening because they are always communally
oriented in their goals and bring the feeling of communalism
and regionalism. If allowed to grow, it will be like the cases of
Sri lanka and India. It will be positive if it is established on
the spirit of "Garden of all".
To the question on "Ways to eliminate them", it was
reported that only full-fledged democracy, multi-party and
strong constitution could put ban on communal slogan and
publicity. communal feelings, etc. The party could help
neutralize this feeling. Some opined that ethnic organizations
should be discouraged as party can help voice their concerns
and grievances at the parliament. But parliament is no substitute
for non-governmental organizations and private volunteer
organizations in any country.
Conclusion and Discussion
Some of the problems that our nation has faced are
brieflY summarizad below.
(I)

Many ethnic organizations have emerged over the last
decades theSe organizations are primarily based on the
principle of casteism and are intended to create communal
conflict and tensions, Which are branded as communal
organizations. The emergence of such organizations is
very unfortunate to any country for its solidarilY.
integration, stability and survival spacifically to a country
like Nepal. It is estimated that there are presently as many
as fifteen different ethnic organizations in Nepal. Some
have the purpose of preserving their culture and upgrade
their present lingual and ethnic status where as others
are purely formed on communal basis so as to raise their
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lNill help mix the population with each other. theIr
offspring wi II be both socially as well as biologically
adoptive to the heterogeneous conditio" of the country.
This could be an one stage ahead towards the process of
Nepalization in the country.

(el

The gap between the rich and the pOOl. Inequitable
distribution of resources among these ecological zones
should be removed by allowing balanced regional
development as well as providing equal access to t~e
people
regardless of their heterogeneous social
backgrounds and status.

(c)

(d)

The migration of hill people to the South has occurred in
the country for some time even upto the extent of
transmigration due to action of pull factors (economic
opportunities) in Terai end push factors (hardships.
natural calamities etc). in the hills and mountains. The
continuation of the trend may cause similar problems by
people in hills and mountains. even in Terai. This is just
one way of human traffic among three ecological zones.
This trend needs to be reversed back by developing
pilgrimages tourisms, industries and uses of water
resources. establishment of universities and technical
institutes in the hills and mountains so that two-way
traffic of people take place from these ecological zones.
This will allow blending of people. cultures. customs.
etc and save the fertile land of Terai from heavy pressures
on agricultural land.
The constitution laws and texts books
published in other national languages.

should be

3.

At thl Economic level

(a)

The living standard of the people who are below absolute
poverty
line
should be raised by raising their
percapita income and providing productive employment
opportunities to them.

(b)
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The programs such as income generation activities
providing opportunity etc should be developed so as to
eradicate poverly, both absolute as well as relative, from
the society.

At the f'sYchologicell evel
The state should create a situation where people are
free from exploitation. feel secured and have faith in the system
designed for them and create an environment where pe,ople can
trust each other and reciprocality can prevail in the socIety.

4.

5.

In order to ac'1ieve all these points mentioned above , it i~
necessary for the state (government) to develop a b,roa
and comprehensive plan covering all aspects of national
integration in the country. It should be both ~ong as well
as short' term in nature. specifically fOCUSSing on the
areas which include;
(

j) Provision of research on all mother tongues by the
Royal Academy for their preservation and

promotion
( Ii) News and cultural programs of all mother tongues
from Radio and TV.
( iii) Constitution. Acts
languages.

a~d

Laws should be written in all

(iv) Use of major language's in the court / legislative
and offices
( v) Inclusion of

mother

tongues as an optional

language.
(vi) Quota system of opportunities to all
groups,

ethnic

(vii) Equality in political participation by all caste and
class,
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(viii) Exact record of
distribution,

languages.

caste. and

thllt

( ix) Making awareness programs across the country.
Lastlv, the feeling of Nepalism can not be allained
simply by wearing Nepali Oaura and Surwal and a C,p. Nor can it
be allained just by having a state religion and national
language in the country. Nepal is the country of heterogeneous
groups of people, where unity prevails in diversity. The
mandatory use of "one language, one nation ...... " is a biased
policy which can't blend the traditional and cultural difference
of the people. And a condition of mutual trust, hate and love
can't be allained until the total culture of Nepali people can be
amal-gamated into one called the national life culture of Nepal.
We believe that effolts should be geared toward that direction.
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The Failure of Confidence
Mechanisln:
Reflections
on the
. J Ch ange
M
. 1990's S OCla
ovement In the light of Policy
Measures Affecting Farming
System in Nepal
- Tulsi R, Pandey

Introduction
A low level of income 'ead'
t
'
food, cloths and sheller is the fact nf~ a lOa~eq,uate access to
households in Nepal Th's t
r a maJOrJty of farming
•
I
S ate of people's (f
"
case) poverty is generally intar r '
armer s 10 our
to adoPt new agrarian technol~ ete~ ~n terms of their ignorance
chemical fertilizers impro d gy
such as farm mechanics.
•
•
ve
seeds and the I'k
IOcrease in agriCUltural prod r
I e - - for an
well'being. This .
uc ran to enhance their economic
Importance on t h I
growth cannot be denied B
h
ee no ogy for production
.
. ut t e blame On P
I
I
their poverty ignores the eft t f
eop e a one for
.
ec a structural arrangemenls,

As Ellioll (1975) observes. poverty of people in thO
'hlrd World countries Is a result of the structural process
arranged for the enrichment of the elites The elites. by virtue
of their political and economic power. gear most of the resource
of society towards their own benefit. However. to avoid the
risk of possible question about legitimacy of such an askewed
distribution, they regulate distributive channels in forms of new
development interventions or reform measures to provide an
image of competitive success for enrichment. but maintaining
a selective biase in competition. Through this strategy, they
neutralize revolutionary forces of society and increase their own
confidence to rule. This is what Elliott calls the "confidence
mechanism" of the elites to keep continuity of their interest in
society.
But sometimes the confidence mechanism fails. The
revolution terminating Panchayat rule in favour of multi-party
system of government in Nepal, with new group of elites in
formal power structure, can be taken es an example. This event
raises three issues for an academic discussion: i) through what
confidence mechanism had the Panchayat political elites ruled
over the country amidst poverty of the peasants? Why did
that confidence mechanism fail to get legitimacy of public support
resulting to a change of the system through revolution? What
challenge will the n",w group of elites have to face to fulfill the
promise of revolution? This paper attempts to delve on these
issues. Before this needs however, one clarification.
The 49 days long revolution (from Feb. J 8, 1990 to
April 9, 1990) headed by Nepali Congress with support of the
United Left Front and backed by professionals, students and
peasants forced the king to dismiss Panchayat rule in April 9,
1990. These verious groups involved in the movement might
have their own particular interests for such an involvement.
They all were however, common to charge the previous system
to hava plunged the country into socia-economic damage
creating haldships in the survival of the people. In a country
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with above 90 percent of the population emsnatitlg agrarian
livelihoods, the landless, marginal and small farm households
accounting about 78 percent (NPC 1983; 3, 7) of the total farm
population must be the ones to be highly affected from the
systemic defects. It is also the support of this population to
give legitimacy of the movement. The focus of this paper will
be therefore, on examining the policies and programmes
affecting farming systems in the country. Where the first
section presents the anatomy of those policies and their effects,
the second section will identify their structural roots. The third
section noras some ch2:lIenges ahead to fulfill the promise of
revolution. Secondary materials are the basic sources of
information,

then to ~e hslvesled, stoied, proMssed, traltSPOIMd and
consumed or marketed to complete one farming sYStem cycle.

Anatomy of Farm Related Policies

While the operation of the second categOry of policies
and programmes determine the extent of pressure ~pon farmers'
resources and opportunities, that of the first category of
programmes determine the extent to which those lesources and
opportunities are preserved and promoted. Given the pressure
upon those resources and opportunities, the degree of positive
contribution from the first category of policies and programmes
conditions the quality of living of the farmers. Therefore, this
section firstly describes the first group of policies and
programmes under Pane hay at ruie with few notes about their
background situation. Then, it dwells On the effect Of the second
category of programmes on the basis of which Will be judged
against the achievements of thosa of the first to observe the
conditions of the peasants.

and Their Effects
Discussions on policies and programmes effecting a
system of farming require to define the concept "farming
system" itself at the beginning. Farming system denotes to
that total process in which a farm household with a set of
inputs for agricultural production works to produce and use
that product within a social selting. Farm inputs can be of three
categories - - natura!. technological and institutional. Natural
inputs are the land, water and forest resources used for the
purpose 01 production. Technological inputs include the types
of farm tools. human skills, seeds, nutriants and power used for
that purpose Institutional inputs are the conditions of market.
credit facilities and related policies which affect the use and
distribution of inPuts. labour and products.
These input
elements are set into motion through such activities: preparation
of farm fields, planting of seeds, irrigating. weeding. protecting
the crops and maintaining tools. implements SOurces of power
such as animals, machines and the like. The final product needs
98

This wider coverage of farming system components
suggests therefore, the same for policies affecting them. For the
purpose of simplicity, those policies and prograll1mes can be
classified into two broader categories in terms of the nature of
their effects. One category includes those whir.h affect the
productive base of farming households. Program Illes related to
land reform, resettlement, institutional credit anU marketing,
forest managAment, etc. fall under this category. Another
category. of policies I programmes operate thro~gh affecting
farmers' needs and obligations. 'Those related to populatioll
change, health and education, market extention etc. can be
taken in this type.

Policies Ind Prognmmes Afflcting
Productivi 8811 of Farming Households

It would give no justice to consider all farmer's
problams to have originated only in Panchayat rUle. In fact, the
governments of pre-19S0 Nepal, by assigning land'to a handful
of elites - - such as the priests, royal family men~ers, nobles,
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absolute power under his controL the king introduced therelore.
the partyless Panchayat system to operate for the next 29 years
officials. tax collectors. etc. - - had forced the mass 'Of
cultivators to work as their tenants (Regmi 1971· 1976· 1978)
Thi'
•
,
.
s tenant mal0rlty was not secure of its tenure nor was there
a standard rate about the rent. Tenants could be evicted in
favour of higher bids (HMG 1955: 38); land rents could be
appropriated in cash or in kind at any seasons (Regml 1971;
80-8.1); tax collection was made under contractual arrangements
providing contractors a right to charge any amount they could
c~lIect from the peasants. (Regmi 1976: 80-81); tenants were
forced to pay unpaid labour to the government. its officials and
local headman (Regmi 1971: Chap. vi). land concentration was
a probl.em also in state land in the lack of its ceiling. These
COnditions had forced many cultivators to bond themselves to
money lenders' usury for raising money to meet their needs and
obligations. (Regmi 1971: 98-100). Alternatively, they had
started to mIgrate towards India since the beginning of 19th
century. Also the government endorsed this labor movement
allowing the British to recruit the Gorkha force since 1885
(Rathaur 1987: 67).
In this chain of peasants' miseries had been able the
1951 revolution to raise public support for terminating the Rana
rule· The multi party governments of the post- revolution decade
had introduced therefore. some reform measures (e. g.. land
reform. programmes) aiming at improving their agrarian
conditions. But the political. instability of this decade with
hequ~nt changes
of governments did not help towards
slgn,flcant progre.. for their implementation. Except converting
taX free lands of individuals to taxable form, no other changes
appeared from those measures· At the mean time. the king in
1960. dissolved parliamentary rule banning the operation of
political parties throughout the nation. Some of his charges
for taking thIS action were the lack of economic discipline
and "directionle:;sness" in . planning based on crude economic

theories" devoid of concern of people's problem in the multiparty system 01 government (Devkota 1980: 645-46). Resuming
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(before the 1990's revolutifln).
Also this system had
introduced policies and
programmes addressed to affect productive base of farming
households. Those related to land reform. resettlement,
institutional credit and marketing were some of the important.
By principle. land reform and resettlement programmes had
their avowed objectives for improving farmers' access to land
and their labour relations; irrigation development and forest
management programmes were to facilitate their access to
water and forest products. Similarly. institutional credit and
marketing were supposed to improve falmers' technology by
providing them means and materials All these programmes had
a direct bearing on input-related compol,ents of a farming
system. They might also have indirect effect on the s~stem's
output and production activities through a change in cropping.
In this discussion. policies and activities related to
irrigation have been deliberately excluded. Such an exclusion
is not to lessen the importance of irrigation. But since only
13 percent of the cultivated land of the country is affected by
government-operated programmes (NPC 1985: 442), and they are
site-specific in their design. irrigation projects affect people
only of certain localities They. therefore, need no further
analysis in terms Qf equity of distribution. Moreover. other
irrigation facilities. wherever they are available, are based on
former-managed systems where government assistance is
limited to the issuance of credit on co.lsrruction materials.
This conversation leads accordingly wilh the description of the
characteristics of remaining programmes.
Land Reform
The immediate gain of the Panchayat rule was the
abolition of unpaid labour obligation by a law in 1963 (HMG
1963: 119).
In 1964. it also introduced the land reform
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,rogramme again with the followlRg provisions (Zaman 1913:
Part I).

I.

Redistribution of Land Above the Required Ceiling. The
Lands Act 1964, fixed a ceiling on agricultural landholdings
for both the owner and tenant families on a regional basis.
The size for an owner family in the Terai (plain land
bordering to India). hills and Kathmandu Valley was not to
exceed 18.4,4.9 and 3. I hectares respectively, while that
for a tenant family was 2.7, 1.0 and 0.5 hectares,
respectively. Any land above the ceiling was to be resumed
for redistribution to landless families.

2.

Security of Tenancy Right and

Fixation of Rent Rate.

Peasants cultivating lands belonging to others were
considered tenants and were protected by law to have
their tenancy right secured and inheritable. Rent was fixed
to a maximum of 50 percent of the main crop.

3.

4

Interception 01 Debt and Compulsory Saving Scheme.
Agricultural loans to the farmers during the time of its
enforcement were to be assessed in terms of an interest rate
or other Obligations of the fermers and were to be stopped
by the governmant. Tenants and landowners were to make
inkind saving on compulsory basis from the main crops
grown on the land owned or cultivated, in order to raise
funds for agricultural projects. Such savings were to be
refunded at an annual interest of 5 percent after five
years.
Abolition of Jimidar system of tax collection. By this
provision land tax was to be collected directly by the
government agencies rather than by local tax collecting
functionaries.

~Islllllmint

Resettlement programfT,e had its objective to improve
Productive base of landless households by providing them land.
Started witn the introduction of Rapti Valley Development
IU~

project in 1956 and accentuated by Malaria Eradication in the
Terai (1958), Panchayat government further established
Riselliement Company (1964) and Reselliement Department
(19~8) as formal bodies to arrange resettlements in wider
national scale Besides these, a number of ad hoc resettlement
committee and commissions - - such as Zonal Commission, the
One Man Commission, the Jhora Commission, the Tikapur
Development Committee, the High Powered Forest Conservation
Committees and Committees of Conservators and Exservicemen
had been established over years to resolve reseltlement
problems in particular areas (K. C. 1986).
Forest Management
Forest management policies refer to the extent to which
farmers use forest products for productive purposes (e g,
livestock raising. cultivation, etc). Until 1957 there were no
specific government policies on forest management activities.
People used it according to their needs without any local
restriction except in certain areas which wele under the control
of communities (Furer- Haimendort 1964: 105-112), In 1957, via a
Private Forest Nationalization Act. the government claimed
ownership over all forest areas except orchards and small plots
of planted trees All officials efforts until mid :970$ were geared
towards this type of forest use and protection.
After the mid-1970s, the nationalization of forest
resource in the lack of effective administrative machine tor
its control were believed to spur people to consume forest
products without bearing any responsibili'y fDr its protection.
It was thus, deemed necessary in 19/6 to place some forest
under community control for their approp';ate use and protection
(NNFP 1979: I~). Accordingly, since 197d, community fDrestry
became Dne Df Nepal's majDr forest m,nagement programmes
(Manandhar 1982)- Dne believed to encDurage peDple for its
management for fulfilling their needs of daily life such as
timber, fuel wood, leaves and grasses. Under this programme,
communities were to be entrusted with three ca:egories of
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there were exeplic it policie s and programmes
e.,
addressed to affect produc tive base of farming househ olds (i.
es
the condit ion of farmers' access to resource and their activiti
s
and oiJport unities ), there were related policie s toward
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popula tion change, social
develo pment and market networ k expansion, Which also affect
the
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As

possib le effects of these related policie s on farmers' needs
and obligat ions.
PDpuletion Chongl
The popula tion of Nepal has increased rapidly in the
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past few decades. The 5.6 million popula tion recorded in
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the
census operations. The slow but positiv e rate of growth for
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1930s was thus interpreied as 11 result of under enumeration of
~revious population census. S«nilarll', that of 1940s is
Interpreted as a result of repatriation of Nepalis engaged in
World War " and improvements in the methods of 1952/54
census operation (Kensakar 1980: 12-14).

Repatriation was a case also for the 19505. Other than
t~is are, however, some other explanation fOr population growth
sInce the 1950s. One was a gradual decline of mortality rate.
The crude death rate for the early 1950s was estimated to be
36.7: it has decreased to 11.9 in the mid-1980s (compiled in CBS
1987: 2'.8). This decline can be altributed to the improvements
of medical facilities during this period. Together with Malaria
Eradication Programme, there was also the spread of other
immunization facilities,
using OPT, BCG
and
cholera
vaccinations. Attempts were also made to increase the number
of hospitals, health posts and medical centres through a series
of development plans (NPC 1985: 781-82).
But mortality decline do not constitute the sale
explain at ion of population growth in Nepal. In 1958, at the same
year the Malaria Eradication Programme started its operation,
the Nepal Family Planning Association began to provide binh
control service in cenain areas. Since the mid-1960s, the
dissemination of family p/a"ning services has become one of
the avowed "ational policies of periodic development plans.
Several agencies and institutions have also been affiliated with
the national programme (CBS 1987: 312-28). Despite these
efforts, however, growth rates steadily rise. Why is this so ?
One of several explanations may be the low level of
education of the COUntry's population. In 1987, the literacy rale
was estimated at 33 percent of the total population (CBS 1988:
6). No estimate was given, however. by sex. But if the 1981
figures can provide a guide, the literacy rate for females is only
1/3 the size for males (Cas 1986: 128). As most of the family
plannmg campaigns are addressed to femeles, this situation may
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",suit in a iow understanding 01 contraceptive use. Similarly,
,migration can affect the absolute population size of the Terai
.nd urban areas which are the major destination of immigrants.
But the absolute decline in the immigrant population from
1971 to 1981 (CBS 1987: 155) suggest no ground to estimate
its contribution on overall growth rate unless it is empirically
verified. Cultural factors may also De explanatory. For example,
the cultural practice for prefering male childran to parform the
mortuary rites of parents in a Hindu society may prompt parents
to hava more children fOI tha sake of having males.
More important than the cultural factor however. is the
farmar's naed to hava more children for tha saka of income
for subsistence. The pre-1950s policies of exporting Napal's
unemployed labor force for incraased state revenue continued
aller this period. Consequently, the tempo of extra-agricultural
employmant generation within the country remained almost
stagnant; above 90 percent of population has always to depend
on agriculture. For this reason emigration remained an effeclive
source of income among rural households (Oahal. Rai and
Manzardo 1977: 65-69; OcOaugal 1968: 46, Caplan 1970: 1013-21;
Hitchock 1966: 17). Given the stagnation in the internal
employment structure, the incraased population through
mortality control has made emigration for subsistence an
attractive alternative. It involved 2.4 percant of the totai
population in 1952/i+ and increased to 3 5 percent in 1961 and
5.2 percent in 1961 (Rana and Thapa 1975: 45). This increasing
need to emigrate inevilab1y rEquired abla bodied male child,en,
thus promoting more births.

Saciol Service Cevelopment
(Haalth and Education)
The development of haalth facilities helped to decreasa
mortality and by contributing 10 population increase exerted
edded pressure on farmers' resources. More specifically, thase
health facilities required farming households to spare more
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mOney io avail themselves 01 health services. fhe sam.
applies to education. The increase in the number of students
at all school levels rose from a total of 10.4H in 1950 (Stiller
and Yadav 1979: 225) to 2.434,188 in 1986 (CGS 1988. TaDles
92.3,4.8). Since 1975, students from grades I to 5 were freeel
from school fees and reading materials (CBS 1988: 142). If they

1111 ailanci Efflct: AchilvllDenti of thl Policill/_clivitl.. Affectilfg
Productivi Base.f Filming Houllholds
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wanted to pursue their studies further. however, parents had
to bear these school expenditures.

These three policies and programmes- -land reform.
resettlement and forest management- -though different in

Extension of Merket Network.

terms of the time and context of their origin. aHect the use
and distribution of land They complement each other so much
that a failure in one leads to 8 negative effect in the others.
For this reason their performance is analyzed together.

Until the middle of the 19th century, Nepalese villages
were virtually shut off from external market forces. This closure
was partly an offshoot of the problem of transportation in a
mountainous topography, and largely. the result of the rulers'
intolerance to the entry of foreign merchants (Naraharinath and
Acharya 1953: 18). Gradually "a growing taste of European
luxuries among Nepal's rulers opened the door" for Indian
traders, and since 1923, also for the import of goods from Japan
through India (Blaikie et al. 1980: Part I. Mihali 1965: II).
This exposure to external goods intensified after 1950s
with the opening of rural interiors through transportation
development. In 1951, Nepal only had a total of 376 kilometers
of motorable roads of any kind. This increased to 6,306
kilometers in 1986 (CBS 1988: 119). This increase might not
a;lpear significant in terms of its coverage. What is important is
that roads contributed to bring growing number of farmers near
the market places. It also added new items such as spices,
cigarettes. watches and the like in the farmers' homes (Caplan
1970: 91).
These types of increased expenditures of farming
household could be termed as development only if they have
been supported by 8 healthy growth in farmers' income through
an improvement in their productive resources and opportunities.
Let us explore. then, whether the policies and programmeS
affecting productive base of farming households have been able
to sustain those expenditures.

lOS

Available information suggests a gloomy picture of
land distribution resulting from the Lands .Act of 1964. During
1961/62,74.9 percent of the landholdings in Nepal had a si,e
smaller than I hectare and covered only a total of 24.0 percent
of all cultivated land Another 19.9 percent of the total holdings
had a size in between 1 to 4 hectares with their share of the
total cultivated land at 35.7 percent. The remaining 5 2 percent
of the total holdings covered 40.3 percent of the cultivated land
which Were above 4 hectares in size.
The Landa .Act of 1964 was supposed to improve this
level of disparity and concentration in landholding. But the
performance did not fulfill this expectalion. Nearly 77 perce~t
of the landholdings in 1971/72 and 66.6 percent of those 10
1981/82 had a size les's than 1 hectare. Altogether. their share
over the cultivated land was not more than 25.9 percent in
1971/72 and a lower 17.3 percent in 198t/82. In contrast, 4 5
percent of the total landhOldings in t971/72 and a larger S.4
percent of those in 1981/82 were above 5 hectares in size and
covered 34 8 percent and 36.4 percent of the cultivated land
during those respective periods (calculated from CBS 1986
Table 3.42).
This failure stemmed from both the programme
provisions and the process of their implementations. Given a
10?

situation where the average size of landholding per family was
0.54 hectares in the mountain, 0 74 hectare in the hill region and
less than 2 hectares in the Terai (DhitaI1975; 99), the act approved
a size of 18 heclares per owner-family in the Terai where lived
1/3 of the country's population (CBS 1987; 18) owning more
than 2/3 of all cultivated land. Every son over 16 years of age
and every unmarried daughter above 35 (effective from 1975)
could constitute its own separate family for this purpose. Where
there Was no system of vital registration, one coul~ imagine the
loopholes engendered by these operations.
With these inadequacies, the programme was
imPlemented on a phase-wise basis with much publicity and
propaganda. This "provided a good opportunity to the landlord
cless to dispose land, divide it among sons and relativas or
make false transfers and other arrangements for retaining
control over the land in access to the prescribed ceiling"
(Poudyal 1982: 30-31). Consequently, of the estimated 600,000
hectares of land made available for redistribution. only 66,380
hectares (or the II percent of the estimate) were classified
above the ceiling after the implementation of the programme. Of
those only about 34,000 hectares have been appropriated for
redistribution (K. C. 1986: 6),
With regard to land rent, Zaman's (1973) evaluation of
land reform revealed that even before the 1964 programme, most
of the farmers had not paid the rent for more than 50 percent of
the produce. The Act simply provided a legal sanction to this
rate to threaten the position of tenants in areas where they were
paying lesS than this amount. Moreover, security of tenancy
right is not obtained for two reasons. First the sanction for a
tenancy relation between an individual owner and his
cultivator is itself an endorsement of feudalism. Second, by
fixing the tenant's access to a maxim~m of only 2.7 hectares of
land to cultivate in exchange for half of its produce. the Act
created a large gap between tenant and owner cultivator with
the lalter to appropriate all produce from up to 18 hectares of
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land. In this case, certificates of lenutial security did nol serve
to improve the tenants' access to productive resources.
Indeed the resettlement programme could be viewed as
a measure devised to enable farmers to escape Irom
marginalization and landlessness As has been noted above,
emigration had already been a traditional source of subsistence
for farming households to meet their increased expenditure.
Despite this increasing trerd. emigration alone could not relieve
the total burden brought about by a degraded agrarian structure.
It was also unlikely that larger number of emigrants could be
ebsorbed in a foreign destination. There were already
indications that Nepalis were being expelled from Burma in the
1950s and later. from some parts of India as well (Pandey 198 7a:
14). Given this condition, the Nepalese government felt it
earlier to allow landless or marginal peasants to .tay in the
virtually ownerless forests of the Terai. Until 198~. the
Resettlement Company and the Resettlement Department - - the
two major institutions handling resettlEment in Nepal - - had
relocated 49,819 families in 58.599 hectares of land (wallace
1981: 143) - - a process which continued until the end of the
Panchayat system,
But the downpour of hill people in search of land in
the Terai was to outweigh the number of people that
resettlement programmes could handle. According to a World
Bank estimate (1979: 21), an average of 7,000 families each year
between 1966 to I\>75 migrated to Terai for lan~. The regional
growth pattern of the population, with the Terai having an
annual growth of more than 4 percent in comparision to less
than 2 percent for the hill and mountain regions and the Terai
serving as destination of 78 percent of Nepal's internal migrants
during the 1970s (CBS 1987: 155) odd convincing support to
that estimate.
The incapacity of resettlement programme to absorb
peasants was reflected in the number "f families it had resettled
ar,d in the decrease in the land sizes that had been distributed
III

to ieselliers over time. The Rapti Valley Development
Programme (1958) was too generous in allotting a size upto 33
hectares for each resellier family. This was brought down to a
reesonable size of 2.7 hectares under a 1964 company
programme. It was rendered to 2 hectares in 1974 and dwindled
to \ hectare in 1978 (Paudel \980: IS). During mid-1980s, there
Were also some places (based on the author"s observation
in Nawalparasi district) where resatllers were only given O.OJ
hectare of land.
The decrease in land size issued to resealer families
had casted a bleak light on the future of resattlement
programmes to provide peasants with sufticient land resources.
Moreover, there still existed the question of fairness in the
amount of land distributed under the programmes Some studies
(Ojha 1983: 34) have shown that some resettlement programmes
were influenced by individual political motives disregarding the
economic standing of resettled households. Other programmes - such as those in Nawalparasi district around the time of the
national referendum
(i979) - - were instigated by the
government to mobilize the voles and meet the survival crisis of
the Panchayat Political System (Pandey 1984: Chap. ~). After
the problem was resolved, resettlers from such areas were again
evicted by official means to make their economic life constantly
unstable.
This lack of sincerity and fairness in land distribution
and the incapacity 01 the resettlement programmes to absorb
land hungry peasants lorced people to search for more resources.
Indeed Terai forest areas have already witnessed the growth of
unofficial settlements (Pandey 1987b) alld the Hills have
experienced constant clearing of marginal lands (Eckholm 1976;
77 -78) As a result, the size of cultivated land in the country
has increased through years - - such as from about 1.700
thousand hectares in 1964 to 3,127 thousand hectares in the next
sixteen years (compiled in Wallace 1987; 3). Together, the use
Qf forest for fuel wood, fodder and grazing -and for 10ggfRg by
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goveinment agencies or their contractors have contributed \0
decrease the forest size from 6.4 million hectares around 1963 to
about 43 million hectarers in 1978 (NPC 1985; 476), a do crease
01 over one-third the size in justover a decade. Community
approach towards forest management was a thin hope to
improve this situation.
As programme in itself, afforestation by the government
or its drive to urge local communities to regenerate, maintain
and use their resources was a humble measure. But like in other
programmes, the problem appeared to translate this ideology
into effective operation_ Reviewing the achievements of the
past two periodic plans (a ten years period) the seventh plan
had noted;
...... thought top priority was given in these two
plans, only 57,000 hectares could be covered by
afforestation. Thus, in two plans or in 10 years if
47,000 hectares have been afforested on the one
hand, on the other side the destruction of the
forest in one yeer is more than two times that of
afforestation in 10 years (NPC 1985: 477).
There was still another disincentive for community
forestry wherever it was planned to implement. Semply stated,
communities under Panchayat protected forest provisions could
not directly use the income from the forest under their
management Rather the income was to be forwarded to the
central government which was supposed to return the income in
the form of a grant. Whether communities retained their trust in
this financial arrangement is itself a question heitherto
unexplored.
b.

Institutional Cr.dlt and Markoting

Despite the grim performance of policies and
programmes related to land use and distribution, an effective
performance of the institutional credit and marketing
prollrammes Qo~ld offer some hope to improve the farmers'

economic standing by helping, at least, to improve the
productivity of their meager resources under their control,
Unfortunately. the performance of these programmes remained
equally dismal.
With regard to institutional credit, the. CompulsorY
Saving Scheme of the 1964 Lands Act was able to raise an
equivalent of USdoliar 15 million within four years of its
implementation (Baskota and Lohani 1985: 101). Unfortunately
the administrative machinary assigned to dispense credit was
inelfecient in recording the collection and use of the savings.
As a result. the funds were used for the personal benefits of
those in charge of the scheme and led to the clos.ure of the
whole Programme in 1969 (Poudyal 1933: 36).
From then onward, the government's bank loan
programme appeared the only source of institutional credit for
agricultural activities. However, available evidences show that
the programme was inadequate in coverage and inequitable in
distribution to meet the credit needs of farming households.
According to an Asian Development Bank estimate, institutional
credit could cover only 24 per cent of the totel agricultural
credit in the country (adopted in ·Adhikari 1987: 14). In terms
of its distribution, the Nepal Rastra Bank's study in 1977
(adopted in Hamal. Bhattarai and Niraula 1987: 4) has shown
that of the total' credit given to different categories of farm
households - - 67 per cent for the large. 36 per cent for the
medium, 20 per cent for the small and a smaller 13 per cent for
the marginal form households - - was covered by institutional
Sources. Where above 70 per cent of farming households in the
country are small and marginal farm households (NPC 1983: 37)
above 80 per cent of their credit was granted by indigenous
sources. i. e. local money lenders.
This pattern of loan distribution is expected given the
provisions of the credit programmes. Under the programmes.
farmers needed to deposit a collateral against the loan they
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bOllowed. Such provisions Inevitably blocked the access of
tenant cultivators to the programme es they were not owners
Who could deposit land as collateral. Also the small and
marginal farmers only had limited sourcas in comparision to
enlarge farm households

As expected. benefits went more to

latter than the former.
In like manner. the distribution of chemical fertilizei
favoured specific regions over time. During the 5th five-year
plan (1975-80), for example, the sale of fertili,er in the country
totaled 210.000 tons. Of this total 16 per cent went to the hills,
36 per cent went to the Kathmandu Vallfy and 48 per cent went
to the Terai (Singh and Shrestha 1081: 93). A slight change
appeared in this distribution pattern in the late 19&Os. For
instance, of the total 376 thousand metric tors of chemical
fertilizer distributed during t~e first 9 months of the fiscal year
1988/89.72 per cent went to the Terai. 9 per cent went to the
Kathmandu Valley and 19 per cent went to the mountain and
hill areas (HMG 1989: 31). This change in favour of the Terai
against Kathmandu Valley is justified since the Terai shares
about 2/3 of all cultivated land But the share given to mountain
and hill appaars negligible in comparision to its share of
population which is above 50 per cent of the total. Even in terms
of agricultural land. the less than 20 per cent share of the
chemical fertilizer allotted for mountain and hill areas was not
favourable in comparision to the Terai; and it is the Terai Where
the land reform programme had permitted large landholdings.
In turn. the marketing of agricultural products was
left coompletely to individual hands (Shivakoti and Pokharel
1989). Coperative societies theoretically supposed to handle
this business engaged, in practice, only on the supply of certain
input such as fertilizer and on the sale of consumption goods.
(Mishra and Satyal 1981: 87).
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Structural Roots of Programmes
Performances
The previous discussion shows three interconnected
features of the performance pallerns of pol icies and activities
affecting the productive base of farming households, under
Panchayat rule. These are.

I. The policies and programmes aimed towards
distributive equity among households with different levels of
access to agricultural resources were provisionally as well as
operationally biased in favour of hOuseholds with higher access
to resources (such as land). Thus, they had little redistributive
effect to improve tha resource base of peasant majority.
2. Consequently, programmes related to distribute
common resources in reserve (such as reselliement in the Teral
forest) were under heavy pressure to reduce the size of the
resource itself (1. e., forest land for the next generation)
without being able to improve the resource needs of the peasant
majority.
3. Seeing less and less prospects to improve farming
opporfunities under existing conditions, paasants were forced
to find axtra-Iocal means of support (emigration) for their
5ubsis!ence.

These features that wenf against the interest of farming
households prompt us to dwell on the nature of structural
arrangements for the formulation and implementation of those
programmes. Policy planning and implamentation can give due
recognition to the interest of farming households only at
conditions where they are represented in the formal bodies
discharging those duties. As national policies and programmas
they are decided by a national legislature and implemented by a
bureaucracy designed for that purpose suggest therefore, the
need of their representation in those structures.

Jl6

Popular representation (in this case tepre.entation 01
peasant majority) in the legislative body requires two basic
conditions. The first is a commilled leadership to an ideology
backed by the people who form the membership of that body.
The second is an opportunity for the people to exert pressure on
the body of membership through organizational means in case
this legal body violates its commitlments.
The first condition includes two components. One is a
pool of candidates for leadership or membership to the
legislative body; another is the election process to select that
memllership The formation of Panchayat legislature (Rastriya
Panchayat). as seen below, involved the second of these two
components but lacked the other ccanditions.
Before the third amendment of Panchayat constitution
(19&0) eleclion process was indirect. People had right only
to elect members of local Panchayat bodies (village/town
panchayats), where those of the national legislature were to
be filtered from among these members through different stages
of upward selection. There were also few nominees of the
King.
The third amendment of the constitution made the
election process rather direct, providing all adults the right to
elect members for this legislative body. Whether before or alter
the amendment, however, what is similar was the condition
which determined the character of candidates and/or elected
members.
By banning the operation of political parties and
interest groups with any ideological backing. panchayal system
eliminated the possibilities for both the emergence and selection
of an organized leadership to represent a group at any level of
decision' making organization. On the other hand. the system
bore and ideology of "class coordination" (HMG. 1987: Part 4),
theoretically allowing all nationals at any level of socioeconomic strata to play the political games equally as
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ture
observed above, the elected members of Nepalese legisla
lacked group liabilit y and were comple tely unorganizEd to amass
bureau cratic
the necessary group strengt h and thwart
indiffer ence.
The.e structu ral barriers were reflecte d even in the
the
Decentralization Act of 1982 (HMG 1988). The premble of
of
Act sought to enlist people 's particip ation in the distrib ution
by
s
benefit
its
of
share
the
development resources and in
encouraging them to frame and implem ent their develo pment
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pians For this purpose. the Ward Comm ittaes' of each viliage
and town panchayat were to prepare their wards pecific
their
develo pment plans which were to be integra ted in
yat
respective panchayat plans. Those village and town pancha
yat
plans were then to be sent to their respective district pancha
were
plans
pment
upward, on the basis of which distric t develo
the
to be determined. They would come into effect after
approval of the Nation al Planni ng Commission - - the central
planni ng body of the countr y.
The plans and programmes so approved were to be
implem anted by district . town and village panchayats or their
wards based on the cOVerage of the programmes. Sucli
ion
implem entatio n would have to be made throug h the format
by
shed
establi
centers
service
of users' groups with the help of
mes
the gevernment. Issues under these plans and program
and
include d education. health, popula tion, techno logy
and
market ing of agricul tural activiti es as well as preser vation
e.
use of forest resourc
Althou ght the Act was still to be implemented in full
m.
vigour. there were some provisi ons to discourage optimis
cracy
bureau
central
of
right
the
was
on
First amo 19 such provisi
to determine what was to ba incorpo rated in local development
plans (J\rticle 6) Seclnd the government had retained full right
d by
to reduce or contro l any taxes. fees. and contracts impose
28).
the Panchayats to raise their econom ic resource (Article
mes
program
pment
Third. govern ment's donatio ns to local develo
the
would not always come in open 'grants ; in many cases.
government also would determine the sectors of expenditure
over which Panchayals would retain no right to change (Article
the
24), Fourth, given the structu ral contex t of determ ining

• Wards Were the constituencies of vif/age and/or town p.nch.yat members.
E.ch ward h.d an executive committee of .fected members Ihe Chairm.n
of which would be Ihe exofficio member of the concerned viffege .nd/of
town pench.yat.
12U

(a§
iiabiiilY and commi tment oi Panchayai membership
a
with
body
yat
Pancha
the
only
was
it
.
discussed above)
ent
implem
and
frame
could
that
govern ment office at any level
local plans and programmes. The users' groups at any level were
yat
to be chaired only by any member of related Pancha
organiz ations (Article 19).
In the attact on these structu ral arrang ement geared to
favour the elites that to opposi tional leaders had been able
thia
to amass public support to bring down the system. At
the
momen t deems import ant to identif y some challanges for
post revolut ionary govern ment(s ).

Chal lang es for the Post -Rev oluti onar y
Gov ernm ent(s )
Public support to the 1990's social change movement
the
can be observed into three basic compo nents: (I) support to
t
agains
voting
(ii)
ent,
direct process of anti-Pa nchaya t movem
n,
electio
to Panchayat elites in the subsequent parliam entary
and (iii) provid ing right to Nepali congress party to frame new
government with the United Marxis t and leninis t party in strong
twa
opposi lion A contin uity of this type of support to these
parties is to depend. howev er, upon the degree of their
fulfillm ent to their promise with the mass of popula tion.
As noted in their respective electio n manifestos, Nepali
and
Congress has its promise to eastab lish politica l freedom
economic equity throug h a process of what it calls "demo cratic
has
sociali sm", Simila rly. the United Marxis t and leninis t party
maans
the
of
l
contro
nal
promised to pave a way toward s commu
of produc tion for economic equi1y and for fraedom to people
from economic exploit ation. A transla tion of either of these
the
promises into concrete reality is. howev er. to depend upon
ral
structu
ways of their dealing s with the follow ing two
challenges:
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Development and
1982.

t.

Challange in Policy Formation: After the demolition
of Panchayat rule, its elites were, though, oustee from formal
power structure are, however, working as opposition group also
in the system after the revolution- One of the challanges for the
new group of elites in the government to frame progressive
policies benefiting the masses will come. therefore, from the
opposition of this sections of society. The people supporting the
system-change movement ane helping to sweep away the
Panchayat elites in the process of election may be able to
support the governmenl'from this type of a challange. But'more
important is whether the new group of elites will feel them selves
be threatened of their interest from this type of policies will
determine the structure of future development and the level
of public support towards their activities,
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consequences of destitution, and an itinerant IHesty Ie for the
individuals involved. It is this discussion, and the accompaeying
descriptions, which give Down Ind Out in Peris Ind London both
great sOciological and literary value.

Building A New American
Academic Anthropology
Tom Cox*
Opening Up aod Reemphasizing Fieldwork
In 1843 Sir Richard Burton, the famous British scholar,
explorer and linguist, disguised himself as a Pathan from Afghanistan. and went on a pilgrim.ge to Medina and Mecca. Pilgrimlgl to EL-Medineh an. Mecca, the book which Burton wrote
about his adventure, is an ethnographic classic It gives a
moving, richly detailed portrayal of the ritual activities. participants, and atmosphere of the pilgrimage; and, further, contains
insightful descriptions of Islam and Arabian society.
In 1933, George Orwell wrote Down and Out in Paris Ind
Londo., an account of life with tramps and hobos. Just as
Burton had lived as an Arab, during his pilgrimage to Medina
and Mecca. so too did Orwell live as a hobo; spending nights
in shelters for the homeless, working the most menial of jobs
(when he could find t hem) and forming close relationships with
othar tramps. In Dawn Ind Out in Pari. Ind London Orwell vividly
describes his tramping experiences and. at the end of tho book.
gives a remarkably objective and insightfyl discussion On Ihe

In 1973 Clifford Geertz, a well-known anthropologist,
wrote an article entitled From tho Nativa'. Point of view: On the
Natura 01 A,thropologlc.1 Understending, in which he argued that
good ethnography was a matter of a rather detached, analytical
understanding of the symbolic structures through which natives
interpret the world, rather than intense immersion into their
lives. I agree with Geertz that good ethnography is not just
a matter of going native. However. I also think that intense
immersion into native life is not necessarily incompatible with
social scientific objectivity. and, Indeed, as the work of both
Burian and Orwell show, may even facilitate the collection of
ethnographic data.
Geertz's approach to ethnography has had the unfortunate consequence of deepmhasizing the importance of fieldwork
and, more specifically, participant observation, to anthropology.
As a result, in many ethnographies that were written in the
1970's and early 1980's, the ethnographic deta is fairly thin; and
theoretically fancy language is used to fill in the resulting holes.
There "ethnographies" stand in sharp contrast to some earlier
accounts, Like Evans - Pritchards Dre.les, Wit.hereft and Mlgi.
Among the AlInde, where theoretically important conclusions
never move very far from the ethnographic data.
The mid-1980's saw a minor resurgence of accounts
Where theoretically important conculsions come right out of a
rich ethnographic data base. Pintupi Country, Pintupi Self by Fred
Myers and Fluid Signs by Valentine Daniels are especially impor
tant books in this regard. Another quality which these books
share, is that they- like the earlier classics written by EvansPritchard, Burian and Orwell.-also show the processes through
""hich beliefs and values are interpreted and negotiated.
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Despite this minor resurgence, however. many Americ,n academic anthropologists have continued to deemphasize
the importance of fieldwork and participant observation, and,
consequently, COntinue to write narrow, ethnographically
impoverished accounts, where the native's culture is chopped
aparr. stuffed under artificial headings and depicted in esoteric,
reified, academic language.
Many of these accounts do not have nearlY the same
anthropological value as the ethnograp~rcally authoritative ones
written by Burton, Orwell and other non'academic figures. And
this raises a serious problem, that beiog that Burton. Orwell
and other non-academic "ethnographers", are largely ignored
by most American academic anthropologists. One major reason
for this is that m'ny American academic anthropologists
seek to Create a mystique, which dictates that the only people
who can do "professional" anthropology are Ph.D.-holding
academics.
To formally recognize the ethnographic contributions
of largely "untrained" scholars, like Burton and Orwell, would
be to break down this mystique. Indeed, advancement li. e.
receiving tenure
and recog.,ition) in American academic
anthropology, depends upon (among many other things) supporting the mystique, on writing articles in esoteriC academic
language; publishing them in academic journals and only
recognizing those scholars who do the same. The system,
and accompanying attitudes, are self-perpetuating.
This perpetuation of the "academic mystique" needs
to be done away with. American academic anthropologists
need to open up. recognize. and be willing to learn from, people
working outside academia.
This opening UP must be complemented by a greater
emphasis on participant observation. linguistic skills and more
extended fieldwork. For only through these three things can
a more genuine, ethnographically sound anthropolo\lY be deve-
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loped. The time has long since passed for the Geertzian spell to
be broken If there is not an "opening up," and a new emphasis
on fieldwork, academic anthropology will continue to stagnate.
and the future of anthropology, the really important work.
will be done by people outside academia.

The Need to Publicize Anthropology
Academics in many disciplines have gone out of their
way to publicize their findings to a public. non-academic audience. In biology. for example. Stephen J. Gould and George
Schaller. both very prominent scientists, have published many
popular accounts of their work, specifically for the non-academic
public. These accounts have done much to generate interest
in biology. and thus attract more money and talent to the
field.
American academic anthropologists, on the other hand,
have made absolutely no effort to publicize the contributions
that their discipline has made (to our understanding of
humanity) to a non-academic audience. WhY? One major
reason is that American academic anthropologists are overly
sensitive about bei ng labelled as di lettantes. They are worried
that if they wrote for the public they would not be regarded as
serious, professional scholars. And, once again, advancement in
the academic system depenes on upholding this view.
Biologists and academics from other fields, do not
seem to have this problem. Georg.e Schaller and Stephen J.
Gould, have not had their reputations tarnished by writing
popular accounts of their work.
These days many American academic anthropologists
are complainiog about the lack of money in their lield. and an
inability 10 attract talEnted greduate students. And yet the
academics re"lIy have nobody but thEmselVEs to blame. Until
they start taking a more active role in promotirg their discipline
to the public. the dearth of money arod lalent is likely to
continu~.
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Afro-American Sociologists
And Nepali Ethnography
Stephen L Mikesell
Here COmes the penalty which a land pays when it
stifles free speech and free discussion and turns itself
OVer entirely to propaganda. It does not make any
difference if at the time the things abvocatcd are
absolutely right, the nation, nevertheless, becomes
morally amasculated and mentally hogtied,

and

cannot evolve that healthy difference of opinion
which leads to the discovery of truth under changing
conditions.- W. E. Burghardt Du Bois
Introducti on
Dna nead only look at the previous volumes of this
journal to note that the development of the sociology and
anthropology department in Nepal has been strongly influencedby
Euro- American scho lars a nd scho lars hip. Closerexami nationshow~
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that this iniluence over the department and the social sciences
in Nepal has furthermore been white and, moreover, mostly
male. From the perspective of Nepali social scientists, who ~Ie
somewhat removed from the manner thaI problems are represented and experienced in the west, this observation may seem to
be meaningless. However, even when knowledge presents itself
as objective and detached, it has never been a passive observer
or disinterested tool in the development of human society. 2
The acceptance of the disciplines of anthropology and sociology
from the United States and western Europe according to the selfunderstandings of tt,ese disciplines as they are practic, d there,
also implies acceptance of their appraisal of the conditions
which gave them birth. For social scientists and the people
they study these conditions have been ones of colonialism,
industriali2ation imperialism. the deveropment of monopoly
capitalism and transnational co,,:orations, embourgeoisiement
etc;- processes in Nepal which are represented and legitimi2ed
by the word "development" or bibs In the U. S. and parts of
Europe, the representation of these global processes has been
interrelated with categories and representations of race and
gender. Furthermore, in the United States, the dominant viewpoint is identified with white skin and the male gender-the
race and gender catagories with which the dominant group
identifies itself, even though many of the people who call
themselves white male are not in the dominant class and not
all of the dominant clase is white or male. 3
Within the United States the categories of skin color
and gender have underlain and permeated the development of
the social sciences from their inc,ption in the 191h Century.
both in the manner that these categories have been addressed
by the social sciences and in the manner that the individuals
signified by them have been permitted to participate in inteilactual intercourse. Thus, in borrowing from the United States
and Western Europe, entire traditions of sociological thought
are easily omittad from entering into the discourse of the social
sciences in Vepal. Included among these omitted traditiors ale
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those which have been developed by the oppressed populations
of the United Stated-especially the progressive, critical and
outspoken voices among them. 4 These include view of AfroAmedcans, Native and Hispanic Americans, and women of color.
The later category includes women from all these other categories who taken together as the most repressed group, have found
that their own problems in large part are not being addressed
even within their own "minority" traditions.

In the U. S., these traditions are always prefixed with
their minority stalus, such as black sociology or "women's"
anthropology. This serves to denigrate the work and make it
appear to be less worthy of consideration.
One device evolved by the whites was to
tab whatever the blacks did with the prefix
"Negro." We had Negro literature, Negro athletes,
Negro politicians, Negro workars. The malignant
ingeniousness of this device is that although
it accurately described an objective bioloical fact-or
at least a sociological fact in America-it concealed
the paramount paychological fact; that to the white
mind,
prafixing
anything
with
"Nagro"
automatically consigned it to inferior category.
A well- known example of the white necessity to
deny due credit to blacks is in the realm of music.
White musicians were famous for going to Harlem
and other Negro cultural centers literally to steal
the black man's music, carrying it back across the
color line into the Great while world and passing
off the watered' down loot as their own original
creations. Blacks, meanwhile, were ridiculed as
Negro musicians playing inferior coon music
(Cleaver 1968; 79-80)
Inded one of my academic advisors (male of course)
even directly told me that women's anthropology was not Worth
considering; few other professors, except a Marxist Africanist
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man and a Marxist woman, sugg€sied thaI I even siudy 'ither
black or women's viewpornts; and only the lalter suggested
both.
"courses to the various "minority studies" are at all
avilable to students within sociology and antpropology departments, they Bre generally presented as electives- subjects
that students Bre free to study but do not necessarily have to
master or take too seriously. Furthermore, minority students
experience frequent indirect or even direct hazing and harassment. For example, Wilmen students and faculty report that
the f,culty in male dominated departments pay much more
frequent complement to their clothes than to their work (which
is minor compared to other problems). All minority students
and faculty are subject to verbal and physical abuse. Finally,
when certain black leaders have become too threatening then
the machines of the media and state are mobilized to silence
them. I give a rather lengthy quote by Eldridge Cleaver [one of
the more militant spokespersons of Afro-Americans, I will
abmit] not only to illustrate my point, but because the SEme
methods are used by Euro-American interests to passivate
people in the Third world.
One tactic by which the rulers of America
have kept the bemused millions of Negroes in
optimum subjugation has been a conscious
systematic emasculation of Negro leadership.
Through an elaborate system of sanctions, rewards,
penalties, and persecutions' with, more often than
not members of the black bourgeoisie acting as
hatchet men-any Negro who sought leadership
over the black masses and refused to become a tool
of the white power structure was either cast into
prison, killed, hounded out of the country, or
blasted into obscurity and isolation in his own
land and among his own people. His ,solaticn was
assured by the publicity boycotts alternated with
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character assassination in the mass media, and
by the fratricidal power plays of Uncle Toms 5
who control the Negro community on behalf of
the white power structure. The classic illustrations
of this quash the-black-Militant policy are the
careers or Marcus Garvey, W.E.B. DuBois [sicl,
and Paul Robeson.
Garvey who in the first quarter of this
century sparked a black mass movement based in
America but international in scope and potential,
was caste into federal prison and then exiled
to England. (The sociologist) W. E. B. DuBois,
one of the intellectual giants of the modern world,
was silenced and isolated in America as viciously
and effectively as the racist regime in South
Africa has silenced and isolated sULh leaders of
the black masses as Chief Albert Luthuli, or as the
British, in Kenya, once silenced and isolated Jomo
Kenyalla. After allempts to caste him into prison on
trumped-up charges had failed, DuBois went into
exile in Ghana and later renounced the biller
citizenship of the land of his birth.
Paul Robeson

was

at the apex of an

illustrious career as a signer and actor earning over

SlOO,OOO a year. when he began speaking out
passionately in behalf of his people, unable to
balance the luxury of his own life with the squalor
of the black masses from which he sprang and of
which he was proud The response of the black
masses to his charisma alarmed both the Uncle
Toms and the white power structure, and Paul
Robeson was marked for destruction. Through a
coordinated effort, Robeson became the object of
economic boycott and character assassination.
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Broken financially, and heartbroken to see black
Uncle Toms working assiduously to defeat him and
keep their own people down, Robeson's spilt was
crushed, his health subverted, and his career
destroyed.
By ctushing black leaders, while inflating
the images of UnCle Toms and celebrities from the
apolitical world of sport and play, the mass media
were able to channel and control the aspirations
and goals of the black masses [Cleaver 1968:88l.
In academia, a method that these alternative voice
have been silenced is that the "minority" vi€\I\poiots are
addressed from within their own separate disciplines such as
of American, Women's, Native American or Hispanic studies
departments. While having separate departments provides a
refuge from a white male' dominated world, it also means that
it is even more difficult for the minority ideas to challenge,
transform and merge with the dominant ideas. Consequently,
in regard to Black Sociology in particular, mo,t students in
sociology and anthropology pass through their entire course
of study without ever being introduced to the work of great
names such as W. E. B. Du Bois, Franklin Frazier, Charles
Johnson, St. Clair Drake or Oliver C. Cox They nevar come to
know that in his study, The Philadelphia Neg/D, for example,
Du Bois (l899d) pioneered ethnographic participant observation
and the survey method. They are never introduced to the rich,
unanswered, one-sided dialogue in which these and subsquent
scholars engaged ;""ith the mainstream white sociological
tradition.
Although this dialogue- a dialogue in which one of
the voice is suppressed- is called "black" sociology. it is much
more encompassing than the white male dominated social
sciences which present themselves as the entire disciplines of
anthropology or sociology. Always for the Afro-American,
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Woman, Hispanic and Native American in the LJnited States, an
aspect of their scholarship has necessarily been the working
out their relationship to the society and scholarly discipline
with which they are part yet which does not recognize or
accept them or their viewpoint as legitimate. For the mainstream
white male on the other hand his problem has just been one
of formulating and presenting his ViEW of society according
to scientific principles and terms,

while

begrudginglY

and

selectively allowing black and other minority voices to emerge
only at times when pressures coursing through the society
became too strong to resist. And even when these voices are
allowed to emerge, they are generally tempered to make them
acceptable to ruling class viewpoints or co-opted to serve
these ruling class interests against the very people who created
them.
Regarding ethnography In particular, not only have
minority voices been silenced in scholarship, but minority
positions within the societies studied are ignored or silenced.
Ethnography generally presents generalized pictures of societies
from the viewpoint of high status, high class, high caste and
high stotus males. The problams which have been framed as
legitimate subjects of study further direct people Rway from
the problems of the lower classes and the oppressed. For
example, among foreign women doing work in Nepal, the
scholarship is very often as nearly regressive and patronizing
towards women as that of men. Class inlerest thus asserts
itself over a gender one. Regarding Afro-American or low'class

sociologists were combining theroy and practice lorg belate
the word praxis become fashionable in mair,strEam social
science. Simply in trying to do their schoiarship, the AfroAmerican sociologists were forced to confront their own personal
and group conditions and status within the society, This forced
them (and other minorities) from the outset to combine theory
ane practice, and objectivity and advocacy.
.. for
the
social sciences and the
humanities, race "the problem" penetrates the very
work itself, and there is no wey out of the dilemma
save to fuse into the work itself one's commitment
to one's people and one's commitment to the
"objective truth" of scholarship and the "obiective
standards" of enduring art.
Given the depth and pervasiveness of
racism in the United States, if a man or a women
is a historian and black, than he or she is
compelled to work out a distinctive role balance
between scholarship and advocacy, between
creativity and commitment.
... Whatever the gross unfairness of the

few of them, and those individuals are forced to confront their
problems right at home.

raciai pressures on the black play wright or
essayist, the work itself must slill come first and
stand on its own; it is almost inevitably (though
not necessarily) "about race" yet it cannot be
exclusively assessed "according to race" .... 'when
his work is recognized it is usually pointed to as
the work of a Negro.
He is a competent
Negro sociologist, an able Negro economist, an
outstanding Negro historian. Such rEcognition is
as much the product of the racist 'mentality as
the Negro rest rooms in the Montgomery airport" 6

Due to their disadvantaged position and low status
within both their profession and the sociaty. Afro-American

Judgement of the work itself- implied
in such phrases as "a competent sociologist," "an

anthropologists and sociologists - male or female' I know of
none who are working in Nepal. This in part because there are
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able economist" -wouid constitute the essential
standard if other things were equal that is. if the
society in general had been guaranteeing a
rough equality of access to scholars and writers
irrespective of skin color. Since that has not been
the cass, and still is not. despite rapid changes in
the direction of equality of opportunity. the
racial designations are going to be applied by the
dominant group in any case. whether from motives
of di.;crimination, condescension
palronage,
mechanical liberalism. or whatever. Therefore. the
black social scientist owe it to himself and
tho black community to fashion his Own sense of
balance inside the work itself - objective. scholarly
analysis of the racial situation. its history and
its structure, and passionate advocacy of freedom.
justice, and group identity

The consequence of the need to combine scholarship
and advocacy is that Afro - American work from its inception
pioneered in a very personal way the same reflexive trend that
the dominant tradition of sociologists and anthropologists are
now discovering and developing as their own in a detached
academic sort of way (primarily through often watered down
reinterpretations of the works of Marx. Engels, Gramsci and
their epigones). The consEquence of having to combine theory
and practice has meant that many Afro-American sociologists
have left sOCiology and engaged in more direct and practical
kinds of work. while at the same time publishing a rich corpus
of material from their experience.
Typically. even now. only a few at the "radical" end
of. the spectrum of the social sciences are entering into dialogue
with the Afro-American sociological tradition. Yet. AfroAmerican reflexivity has long had the mainstream tradition in
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its purview. Thus whereas the mainstream social sciences offer
just a partial view of the human experience in the U. S. and the
world. Afro'American sociology must include both sides. AfroAmerican sociology has not meant just a study of racs. it has
meant a study of the relationship of black to whites, of
oppressed to oppressor. of the ralation of the various oppressed
among themselves. of the peoples of the world to European
and American expansion, and of the conditions generally which
have given rise to relationships in which people are oppressed
according to the color of their skin and other social categories.
Indeed, due to its partial viewpoint. mainstream sociology
should be the one prefixed
with
"white maie" - the
oppressor's representation of the world.
Better yet, however. is that the significant voices of
Afro-Americans assert themselves and be acknowledged in
theoretical discourse. allowing real. radidel alternatives to be
brought to the fore in scholarship and society For scholars in
Nepal; it is essential not to accept sociology and anthropology
according to the dominant self-definitions as handed from
western countries, especially since the most powerful voices
most easily transfer themselves to Nepal. however inappropriate
may be their grafts7 The experiences of Afro' Americans and
other colonized peoples of the world (including women) have
been suppressed or devalued. Yet these voices will provide a
multidimensional understardirg of sociology and the world
which they take as their subject.
Generally the minority western scholars have much
more in common with the great majority of the people of Nepal
since they are in an analogous position towards wester" power
interest as the great mass of the people in Nepal and the rest
of the Third world. Their studies prOVide an alternative model
from that of the mainstream bikas (development) ideology
which has had such disastrous consequences in the bankrupted
continents of Asia, Africa. Latin America and Eastern Europe.
~s wei! as for the poor of the United States and Western
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Europe (and, needless to say, for the people of Nepal during the

pa~chayat period in Nepal). And as Du Bois (1985 a: 2H-2)
POints out. initiative for transformation of the world will come
from those belonging "to the disinherited of modern culture"
and not from "from those who now so largely own and rule
the world"

W. E. B. Du Bois
.
. Of the most prominent early Afro-American sociologists,
inclUding Charles Johnson. Frazier, St Clair Dreak Horace
Cayton and Oliver C Cox, Dr W, E, B. Du B~is stands out as
o~e of the greatest sociologists who ever lived. Throughout his
nrnety' frve' year life. until he died in 1963 in Ghana, he
analyzed American society and world events in acute detail,
li~ing his words in the last sentence of the quote at the top of
thrs pa~er, he cantinued to change his role and analytic
perspective as the situation of the world changed arcur,d him
and his Own experience grew.
In the decade prior to 1895, he studied at Fisk Harvard
and Berlin "under the tutelage of an array of scholar~ whose
combin~d distinction touched few, if any other young Americans".
(Broderick 1974.3) In 1896. re engaged in his more than a yearlong participant observation study of Philadelphia AfroAmericans (mentioned above).
"Using a lengthy questionnaire, he did a
house-to hou,e survey of all the black families in
the ward, He compiled voluminous data on patterns
of migration into and within the city, family
structure. income. occupations, property holdings,
social Slratification. black Community institutions
polilics, pauperism The data gave a dismal portrai;
of unemployment. job discrimination by both
employer< and trade unions. wretched housing,
family breakdowns, substantial criminality, and
wrdespread health and hygianic problems. On th'l

other hand, Du Bois's monograph was a brilliant
description of the contours and functioning of the
black community, its
institutions, and its
mechanism for social survival and advancement"
(Rudwick 1974 28),
He addressed the color bar, by which Afro-Americans
were prevented from entering mainstream laboring occupations;
even the quarter of the population engaged in business were
being pushed out by White immigration and large-scale
capital. He showed how the social problems, which characterized
blacks. reflected economic problems. He directly tied together
economic status and family structure. And he identified three
factors responsible for the "pressing series of social problems"
of blacks in Philadelphia: the legacy of slavery, influxe of new
migrants from a changing rural economy in tha Southern states,
and "the environment in which a Negro finds - the world of
custom and thought in which he must live and work, the
physical surroundings of house and home and ward the moral
encouragements and discouragements which he encounters".
This latter statement was made more than a half
century before the anthropologist Oscar Lawis coined the term
"culture of poverty". Similarly. his emphasis on "the impact of
discrimination of the personalities and aspirations of black
men and women" (Rudwick 1974:32) foreshadowed studies
in culture and personality. And "in stressing the importance of
migration, Du Bois also prefigured a subject that would interest
later sociologists studying black urban communtities" (I bid: 32)
Unlike Oscar Lewis or the culture and p9lsonality school, Du
Bois placed his analysis in a broad social, econonical, political
ideological and historiacl context.
He approached his subject in terms of a class analysis,
which included four social "grades" or classes: upper class or
"aristocracy" (one-tenth) "respectable working cia's" (a half)
"the poor" (a third). and the group with criminal records (6%).
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His identification of great socia I variability knocked down the
do,ninanl racist stereotype which conceived of all black in lerms
of the last smallest group. It also differed very much from the
generalizing. normative tendency that characterizes much of
cultural anthropology even today. Compare the following
statement to such characterizations of peop'e describ.d in terms
of Magar. Gurung. Newar. Nepali or Japanese and American
-culture. which slips so easily from the lips of so many anthropologists.
"There is always a strong tendency ... to
consider the Negroes as composing one practically
homogeneous rnaES. This view has of course a
certain justification: the people of Negro descent in
this land have had a common history. suffer to-day
common disabilities. and contribute to one general
set of social problems. Yet. if the numerous statistics supplied in the volume 'have emphasized any
one fact it is that wide variations in antecedents
weallh. intelligence. and qeneral efficiency hav~
already been differentia led within this group (Du
Bois 1999: 309)" [Rudwick 1974: 34]
In addition to writing "a con~cienticus and perceptive

sociological study Du Bois. in his combination of theory and
practice. took the role of social reformer. On the one hand. he
called for "a radical change in public opinion" from the whiles.
On the other. he saw that the greatest responsibility for Change
lay with the black people themselves: in protest in. economic
and social cooperation in unity of all classes of blacks.
From 1897 to 1914 he attempted to begin a major series
of sociological studiES of blacks frc>m a position at Atlanta
University. Despite extremely poor funding of less than S500
a year.. he was able to produce a large series of monographs,
prOVidIng a storehouse of information from the period and
initiating for the first time serious sociological research jntq
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Afro.Americans. Again, his work combined an emphasis on social
reform along with scholarly description. However. there was
little ir,terest in his work. and saw that the pressing problems
demanded that he leave academia. Nevertheless. thrOugh the rest
of his life he continued to pUblish a major book every five years.
along with an immenese number of articles addressing events
and conditions in the world.
An example of the impressive depth and breadth of his
analysis. with the Afro-American perspective expressed in all its
breadth and intricacy is Du Bois' 729 page work. Black
Reconstruction in America 1860-1880 published in 1935. I n this work
he analyzes the mostly unsuccessful struggle ~f. the b.lack~ ~~
free themselves from slavery and gain full CitIZenship IIg
during and after the American Civil War. He destroys the myth
of American history that Abraham Lincoln freed the slaves.
showing rather that the black slaves themselves went on a ~ass
strike on the plantations during the Civil War (1860-.65). el~her
refusing to work or f1aeing to the initially unreceptive United
States armies. Lincoln's proclamation of freedom for the slaves
was merely a recognition of what the blacks had already taken
into their own hands. and it was forced upon him by the need
for 200000 black Americans to man the U. S. armies in the face
of the ~rowing resistance of white workers tO'a fight which they
increasingly saw to be a war benefitting capitalists.
In the aftermath of the Civil War. the northern capitalists
(still represented by the Republican Party) combined with t~e
large southern landowners (repsesented by the Democratic
Party) who they had just defeated, in order to destroy the labor
movement in the United States by dividing white from black.
The recently freed blacks in the Southern United States were
thrown back into new kind of slavery based on share-cropping •.
insuring the renewed supply of cheap raw materials for northern
United States factories. The great masses of while poor in the
south. who agian were unemployed because thEY could not
compete against the blaCk laborers. were rec,uited into the Klu
1~~

Klux klan terrorist organization to immobilize the Afro-American
and suppress their freedom movement. This of course made the
white laborer's position all the worse vis-a-vis the large
landholders and capitalists. In the western states of the United
Slates. large capitalists destroyed the small free holding peasant
farmer. In the industrial north. the large cepitalists co-opted the
labor movement. by making the white workers become obsessed
with protecting their high-paid jobs from Afro-Americans and
women. rather than directing their demeads at the capitalists.
The result was to deeply effect not only the future development
of the United States. but the trajectory of develoment
throughout the world to this very day.
America thus stepped forward in the first
blossoming 01 the modern age and added to the Art
of Beauty. gift of the Renaissance. and to the
Freedom of Belief. gift of Martin Luther and Leo X. a
vision of democratic self-government: the domination of political life by the Intelligent decision of free
and sell-sustaining men. What an idea and what
an area for its realization-endless land of richest
fertility. natural resources such as Earth seldom
exhibited before. a population infinite in variety of
universal gift. burned in the fires of poverty and
ceste. yearning toward the Unknown God, and
sell-reliant pioneers. unafraid of man or devil. It
was the Supreme Adventure, in the last Great
Bailie of the West. for that human freedom which
would release the human spirit from the lower lust
lor mere meat. and set it free to dream and sing.
And then some unjust God leaned.
laughing over the remparts of heaven and dropped
a black man in the midst.
It transformed the world. It turned
democracy back to Roman Imperialism and Fascism.
it restored caste and oligarchy. it replaced freedom
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with slavery and withdraw the name of humanity
from the vast majority of human beings.
But not without a struggle. Not without
writhing and rending of spirit and pitiable wall of
lost souls. They said: slavery was wrong b~t not
all wrong; slavery must perish and not Simply
move; God made black men; God made slavery, the
will of God be done; slavery to the glory of God
and black men as his servants and ours; slavery as
a way to freedom- the freedom of blacks. the
freedom of whites; white freedom as the goal of
the world and black slavery as the path there to.
Up with the white world. down with the black.
Then came this battle called Civil War.
beginning Kansas in 1854. and ending the
presidential election of 1876- t~enty awful ~ears.
The slave went free, stood a bllef moment In the
sun; then moved back again toward slavery. The
whole weight of America was thrown to color caste.
The colored world went down bafore England
France. Germany. Russa. Italy and Ameri~a. Anew
slavery arose. The upward moving of white labor
was betrayed into wars for profit based on color
caste. oemocrah died save in the hearts of black
folk.
Indeed the plight of the white working
class thrOugh~ut the world today is directly
traceable to Negro slavery in America, on which
odern commerce and industry was founded. and
:hiCh persisted to threaten free labor until it waS
tially overthrown in 1863. The resulting color
~::te founded retained by capitalism was adopted.
forwarded and approved by white labor a~d
resulted in subordination of colored labor .to whit:
profits the world over. Thus the malolltY of th

world's laborers. by the insistence of white labor
be.came the basis of a system of industry which
rUined democracy and showed its perfect fruit in
World War and Depression. And this book seeks to
tell that story [Du Bois 1935-301.
While addressing the history of the United States in
.
this bookI
W..
E '
B Du Bois add resse dsigm
' 'f'Icance of what was
o

happe~lng In the United States and Europe for the countries of
the Thrrd World in an immense body of subsequent works.
Allover the world. the organized economic
~ower of Europe driven by the new capitalism and
tmplemented by the new science and technique.
fell upon ancient static cultures. ripped them apart.
left them
In helpless ruin and built a ma 55 0 f
.
po~erty, Ignorance and disease. that contrasted so
painfully wIth what Europe was accomplishing. that
Europe not unnaturally corcluded that everything
European
wa:. right and progressive,
and
everything ASIatiC
and
African
was
d
d
.
eca ent
and barba~lc
Then it was that gradually
Europe, despite her bitter struggle not to admit it.
began to realize that much she had ruined or
distorted was necessary to real civilization' a d
that while Asia and Africa were at
t:o
prone and helpless to reform an ailing world,
nevertheless Europe was likely to commit suicide
after. all her magnificent effort, unless she proceeded
to .rrd herself of the worst of the consequnces
whrch she had herself evoked.

prese~t

Europe today with an accumulation of
knowle~ge of this universe, built up laboriously
and trrumphantly over five long centuries is
unable to redeem mankind because most ';'en
bound mind and body in the shackles of Europea~
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proht, are too ignorant to appreciate and help
preserve and extend this priceless treasure. Rolling
in unprecedented wealth and
capable by her
miraculous technique, of indefinitely extending and
multiplying this wealth, Europe finds herself
bankrupt because of wars waged to defend
this wealth and make more; and weighed down
in every part of the world by an array of sheer
sordid poveny on the part of the very people.
whose work rihgtly directed, would give every
human being a decent living. With a knowledge of
the human brain and body capable of prolonging life
twenty years beyond the biblical three' score-and
ten, Europe faces a world swept by preventable
disease among colonial MillionS, her own birthrate
declining because of luxury and indulgence.
followed by the deliberate murder of ten million of
her most promising young men in desperate effort
to save that world which she has created [Du Bois
1985a ;239-240].
Du Bois sees the solution to the great ills that have
been brought onto the world as laying in bringing the broad
participation of the great masses of people into running the
world. In this regard he has much to say for the present
endeavor to develop democracy in Nepal
\

..When it comes to democracy, the placing
of political power in the hands of the mass of
intelligent people there are many who regard this
step as philar.thropy
and
withal
dangerous
philanthropy. They think of the right to vote as a
from the cultured
elite to the
concession
inexperienced and irresponsible mass, with the
threat of slowing UP or even attacking civilization.
Such retrogression has occurred and may occur in
the ptogress

of democracy;

but the

vaster
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possibility and the real promise
democracy Is
edding to human capacities end culture from
hitherto untapped sources of cultural variety and
power. Democracy i~ tapping the great possibilities
of makind from unused and unsuspected reservoirs
of human greatness. Instead of envying and
seeking desperately outer and foregin sources of
civilization, you may find in these magnifice"t
mountains a genius and verietyof human culture,
which once released from poverty. ignorance and
disease. will help guide the world. Once the
human soul is thus freed; then and only then is
peace posible There will be no need to fight for
food, for healthy homes, for free speech; for these
will not depend on force, but incresingly on
knowledge, reason and art [Ibid 242-3].
This discussion is a timely today for Nepal and the world
as it was when it was wrillen when Europe was emerging from
the midst of a terrible war. This war had cams to Europe because
democracy had been suppressed as the large corporation which
had emerged in the last part of the 1 9th and beginning of the
20th centuries were threatened by mass worker movements
ecross Europe and the United States in the 1920 and 1930s.
These busineses preferred to put state power into the hands of
facists who directed the economics of European countries
towards their needs than give power over to the people Immense
profits were made in the gigantic war which was than needed
to destroy the facist regimes which had been slipped into power
by these corporations. Subsequent to the War, Du Bois's plea
was ignored. and the world again is on the edoe of an immense
crisis being precipitated by immense international debt,
environmental destruction, a continue I preparation for war,
cOlporate greed. and the continued disenfranchisement of the
great maSses of people.
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'See particularly the articles discussing the development of the
department and discipline of anthropology. In volume I, see
Dor Bahadur Bista, "Nepal School of Sociology/Anthropology,"
pp.6-11, Krishna B. Bhattachan, "Sociology and Anthropology
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Nepal", pp. 13-23. The editorship of the two journals are also
cases in point.
"Jurgen Habermas, Knowledge and Human Interests, london
(197J),
"This is comparable to the domination of Nepali Society by
Brahmanic ideas, which for the molt part represent the
interests of the ruling class, although not all high caste
individuals belong to the ruling class. Unlike in Europe, caste
categaries originally developed in combination with the
development domination of landed property over the society
in its various slages. In India especially it has been taken up
by the capitalists- both foreign and domestic- to secure the
hold of capital over the society, and thus continues with a
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somewhat different content. The categOrY of race, however,
developed with capitalism, entirely replacing the concept of
"estates", which had characterized the rule of landed property
in Europe in preceding ages. Given quite historicoltrajectories
of the development of landed property and the state in Western
Europe and South Asia, neither the terms "estate", "gUild",
nor "race" are interchangeable with caste. even if each shares
certain common features with caste.
From a functional perspective (I. e., in terms of
imposing the rule of a certain class. dividing the labor force,
enforcing e certain division of labor according descent.
controlling marriage) though not developmental one. caste is
more a subset of race being a manifestation of caste. Tt,e
so-called "caste school of race", which presented race as
caste, attempted to give race and objective existence in the
United States by equating it with caste. The flaw was that
caste also lacks an objective existence. and can just as well
be the object of the criticism which was directed at this theorY
by sociologists such as Oliver C Cox.
In an articla in preparation, I am showing
developmentally and functionally that caste and citizenship
originally addressed the same problem of establishing a class
rule of a small group of people over the vast majority of people
by extension of kinship categories. The.ir di"er~nces are tied
up with the particular historical conditions which framed the
expansion of the city state from Mesopotamia into South Asia
and Greece respactively.
-'For example. the one Afro-American introduced .'0 Nep~1i
students in the course of study for their SLC examinations In
Nepali as Booker T. Washington. Yet he is widely criticized
by Afro -Americans for compromising the movement for human
. ht to the big business Interests which controlled the postIIg s
.
1Civil War United States. As this quote demonstrate hiS po ICy
is basically the same as the supplied to third world countdes
generally. and thus it is no surprise that an American designed
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educatIon system should eulogize Carver in young people s text
books, while remaining silent about other more critical AfroAmerican viewpoints.
Above all. Mr. Washington had not the slightest doubt
that the current organization of industry in the Uniled State
was normal and right; that capital was accumulated by thrift;
that labor was rightfully bought and fed and that profits were
rightly the result of buying the product of lebor. He therelore
proposed that the Negro take this path toward eventual equality
working hard and skillfully to earn a living, and beyond that to
accumulate in the hand of more thlifty and gifted individuals,
enough capital to hire employees and make money.
He
expecled that the black owners of property would thus gain
recognition from other property holders and gradually rise in
the scale of society. As a first step toward this new capitalism,
Washington especially stressed landholding, wide-spread
peasant proprietorship and even large-scale farming among
Negroes.
',As a practical

path

toward

these thingS,

Mr.

Washington's program included giving up of political rights,
at least temporarily; the giving up of agitation for civil rights;
and the insistence upon training young Negroes for farming
and industry through industrial schools and a vocational
program of education. This plan launched in 1895, and
triumphant from that date until about 1910, was in reality an
alliance with white capilal and was rewarded
by large
contributions toward Negro education. especially to such

"John Hope Franklin, "The Dilemma of the Negro American
Scholar", in Herbart Hill, ed., Soon One Morning; New Writing by
American Negroes (New Y()rk: Alfred A. Knopf, 1966), p. 61
7The white-male view poin1: dominates the major journals and
books, reflecting both the dominance of this viewpoint ove~
the discipline and the publishing houses. Furthermore, Nepal,
exchange
students almost invariably go to departments
dominated by white males, particularly those which are defIned
as prestigious I know of no Nepali slUdents who have studied
in the great Black oollage s such as Howard. Fisk, or Atlante.
1 know of one person stue yiog at the Graduate Center of the
City University of New Yo rk, which has a much more eth~i~aIlY
mix faculty and studen t body than more
prestIgIous
univerEities. A major reason. certainly, is that these universities
have much lower operating budgets and may not be able to
offer financing Another reason, however, may be that these
have been attributed lower stalUs than white universities (by
while scholars) and lack their prominence. Finally, a large
portion of students from Nepal. like elsewhere, see their
education as establishing them in privileged class positions
and prestigious occupations in Nepal and the global political
economy. From this standppint. schools built for the oppressed
rather than the oppressor are mUCh less desirable. If I seem
critical here, I am sorry to say that it is just as much self
criticism.

schools as conformed to the Hampton and Tuskegee type. It
was rightly regarded as a clever and far-sighted compromise
which, if it would not solve, would at least peacefully postpone
the solutioll of a baffling internal problem of race conflict"
(Du Bois 1985b: 114).
5"A bleck eager to win the approval of white and willing to
cooperate with them".
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The work is divided into six units. The brief introduction
will be followed by a discussion of the methodology employed
for the study. The third chapter seeks to portray a picture of
rural peasant poverty in Nepal with the use of existing statistical
indicators That is followed bY three selected case studies. The
last unit draws conclusions from the case studies and makes
tentative inferences on the causes and implications of poverty
for the domestic servants.

Case Studies On DOlnestic
Servants: Reflections On

Rural

Pover~i
- Saubhagya Shah'

,. Introduction
This is a descriptive paper that attempts to explore It e
working and living conditions of child (under 15 years of age)
K..mgarnes (domestic servants) in a lower middle class
neighborhood in the city of Kathmandu Since the condition of
being a child servant is not generally of one's volition but rather
a desperate survival mechanism, this paper will also link the
chronic rural poverty wilh the continuous and growing use of
child labour, particularly among Nepal's urban middle class
households.

1.

A PJrt 01 this paper w3s presenled at Iha first Nalional Congress
, Structure snd Trsnsition: Sociel)', Povartyand Politics in Napal"
organized by the Sociological/Anthropological Sociely 01 Nepal
(SASONj, Kathmsndu, Sept. 4-6, 1992.

2 Assistant lecturer at In. Central Depsrtment 01 Sociology/AnthropologY,
T. U. Kirtipur.
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2. Methodology
This study utilizes the case study method in order \0
gain a more qualitative insight into the daily life and labour of
K8Imgsrne children. Without in any way undermining the
significance of the quantitative method, the primary focus on
the case study method for this particular study lies in the
author's desire to escape from some of the obvious limitations
of statistics and portray the human side of poverty that is often
lost in an over-relience on numbers. As Oscar lewis stated in
his book Five Flmilill, "Not all aspects of the human being can
be studied statistically". The case study method, with its focus
on everyday events and interactions, is a very appropriate
technique that can complement quantitative findings. This
method explores the unique experiences of individuals, in
this case the Ksamglfs, children, and providies qualitative insight
into the actual working and liVing condition of the servants.
Such understanding. it is hoped, can lead to a better
appreciation of the poverty scenario as opposed to those that
rely solely upon quantitative indicators that may miss the
"trees for the forest".
The present case studies are the product of the author's
six months of residence in Ward No. 22 of Kathmandu
Municipality during 1991-92. The author lived in a rented room
in the same house as the subject of case study no. 3 and the
other two case study subjects worked in adjoining houses. Tha

lS9

first-ha nd
case studies are basica lly constru cted from
were
(who
me
K••mga
observ ation, inform al discus sions with the
who
rs
quite shy in the beginn ing). their S.hus or Maliks (maste
were outrigh t suspic ious at first) and the guardians and parents
of the child worker s themselves.
During the stay in the locality , the author became
to
acquai nted with several residents in that area and was able
observe the Kaamgames in those familie s during social visits.
Althou gh twelve Kaamga'ne Childre n became quite well known
to the author , only three are represented here due to space
s
constra ints and also because the three particu lar master
h
researc
the
rirg
answo
in
were relative ly open and helpful
first
questio ns. On the express request of these masters, the
in
mainta
name of the K••mg.rne childre n has been altered to
anonym ity.
3. Overview on Nepelese Rura' Poverty
As an overwh elming ly agrarian countr y with over 93
tion
parcent (Unice f, 1992; XII) of the econom ically active popula
is
Nepal
in
land
tions,
occupa
engaged in agricul ture related
socioand
necessarily the major form of econom ic wealth
politica l power and prestige. Curren tly 26 percen t of Nepal's
43
total landmass of 147,000 km' is under cultiva tion and
t
percen
48
percent of the agricul tural land lies in the Terai while
A
falls in the Midhill s, the rest lying in the Mount ain zone·
there
and
d
irrigate
is
land
ble
mere 21 percent of the total cultiva
f
is very little mecha nizatio n in agricul tural produc tion (Unice
per
1987: 27). All of these factoss ensure one on the lowest
lly
genera
tivity
Produc
Asia.
unit area produc tivity in South
for
yield
exists at a subsistence level and the actual per hectare
the
rice, maize, barley and millet has been gradua lly declini ng in
f
(Unice
81
1971-19
period
the
Nepalese midhill s during
1987: 31).
Not only are there great techno logical and ecolog ical
s
constra ints but th~ socia 'econo mic structu re aloo I]ind~r
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the
greater produc tivity in agricul ture. The top 6 percent of
ble
CUltiva
all
of
land holding familie s still contro l 44 percent
the
Own
lands while the bottom 94 percent of the househ olds
remain ing 56 percent (Sainju , 1988;83) despite various efforts
The
undertaken by the state for a more equitab le distrib ution.
by
d
atteste
extreme nature of econom ic inequa lity is similar ly
per
the fact that the wealth iest 10 percent of the people earn 47
receive
t
percen
40
t
poores
the
cent of the total income while
only nine percent (Unice f, 1987: 16)
There are nearly 2 million farm households in the
countr y and an average househ old owns 1.13 ha. (CBS, 1991:
than
61) of land. Nearly 50 percent of all the holding s are less
of
needs
food
the
0.5 ha. in size which is insuffi cient to cover
an average family of five to six Membe rs (Unice f, 1087: 28),
Accord ing to govern ment figures , 42.5 percent of all
d
Nepalese fall below the officia lly defined povert y line assesse
the
where
at Rs, 10,667 (US dollar 500) per family per year
nationa l per capita income is US S 170 per year (Unicef, 1987:
16). However, a recent World Bank report estimates that more
than 70 percent may fall below this poverty line (Unice f, 1992:
to
1). A signific ant propor tion of peasant familie s are uneble
,
grow suftieie nt food to feed their lamilie s for all twelve months
five
As a result nearly 50 percent of all childre n under age
Women
all
of
t
percen
group sufter Irom malnu trition and 78
sufter iron deficie ncy anaemia (Unice f. 1991: 19), The poverty
per
situatio n is further aggravated by the fact that more than 60
Of
2),
9:
2048-4
(CBS,
te
cent of the rural popula tion is illitera
per
27
the 64 percent who enroll in primar y school , a mere
of
cent are able to comple te the level due to complex set
13).
socia- cultura l factors (Unice f, 1991:
Out of necessity a majori ty of peasant families are
forced to supple ment their meager yield from their landho ldings
labourer,
by eithQr porteri nl/, workin g as agricul tural
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and
constru ction workers or in a variety of other manual
large
a
y,
strateg
l
surviva
unskill ed labour. Likewise, as a
in
number also migrate both within and outside the countr y
search of econom ic opport unities (UniCEf, 1987: 9). The 1981
(but
census recorded 187,795 people absent from households
for
left
had
them
of
most
and
remained within the countr y)
l
manua
other
and
finding work as agricul tural labourer,
gone
had
employment. However, a even larger number, 402,977,
outside the country. mostly India. to find labour ing and other
service work (CBS, 1991: 16)
Abject poverty, gradua lly shrinki ng landho ldings,
ic
declini ng produc tivity and a general lack of socia-e conom
people
of
lakhs
opport unities in the mid hills has been forcing
,
to immigrate into relative ly unpopulated areas of Assam
Sikkim
and
Nagaland, Mizoram in India and also into Bhutan
of
since the 18th century. Simila rly, hundreds of thousands
.
coolies
as
work
labour
l
people go to India for seasonal manua
for
there
constru ction worker . and labourers. Others may stay
ous
longer periods and work in factorie s or as the ubiquit
a./wan (watch men) .
Foreign armed forces is another avenue for hill people
seeking belter opport unities . Made notorio us by the name
nd
Gurkha, curren tly there are estimated to be at least 150 thousa
Nepali men in the Indian Army, policy and param ilitary forces
such as the Border Securi ty Force. Indo Tibetan Border Police.
in
AS1;am Rifles etc. However. the exact number of Nepali
ity
foreign armies is usually not disclos ed due to "secur
the
in
ed
reason s." Anothe r couple of thousands are employ
ing
British Army and Singapure Police. Recently, the expand
ction
constru
the
and
economies of South Korea, Taiwan, Japan
r of
boom in the Gulf countri es is also attract ing a large numbe
Nepali manual labourers.
The women and the girls have also been forced to
the
followe d their menfol k abroad in an attempt to escape

vicious cycle of poverty, but with a difference. While their men
.
sell their labour, the women are compelled to sell their bodies
Curren lly. it is estimated that there are no less than 153,000
16).
Nepali girls forced into prostit ution in India. (CWIN, 1992:
hills
Annua lly 5-7 thousand girls aged 10-14 from the Nepali
ta
are sold to brothe ls in cities like Bombay Delhi and Calcut
18.000
have
to
ted
estima
<Unicef, 1991: 21). Delhi alone is
16
Nepali child labourers and 30,000 girls under the age of
workin g in brothels (Banskota. 1992: 10). The poverty at homes
compels young childre n to move from village s to urban centres
t
and from the hills to the Terai The number of such migran
in
1988
in
Kaamgame childre n was estimated to be around 45.000
it is
Kathmandu alone (Sainju . 1988: 83). In overall terms.
t of
estimated that over 4.5 Million Childre n or nearly 60 percen
work
typical
a
with
the under Jj age group contrib utes labour
it is
day of upto 15 workin g hours (CWIN, 1988: 160). Invaria bly
The
these childre n who will miss out school or other training s.
on
toll
heavy
ally
especi
an
takes
harsh realily of povelty
among
ble
vulnera
childre n, the poorest of the poor and the most
or
the weak From around age five their labour is used, sold
of
exploit ed depending upon their condit ion and the nature
the contrac t.
4. Casa Studies

Ca.a Study - On.
As one enters the brown three storied house throug h
the metal door. one invaria bly sees a little girl crouch ing over
the
a pile of dirty dishes - deligen tly scrubb ing and rinsing
landing
t
pressure cookers, riots. pans and plates. The cemen
,
with a water tap under the stair case is where Rupa Sharma
g
the family Kumga me Ketee (girl) does most of her work, cleanin
to
jars
water
g
dishes, washin g clothes end filling and ferryin
the kitchen on the top floor.
The dimple cheeked Rupa has been workin g for this
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middle class family in ward 22 for the past one year, although
it is not the first family she has worked for. Earlier she worked
for a foreign merchant lamily for some fifteen days, but quit
after they made her "sleep on the cold floor". She was brought
to work in Kathmandu from her home in Kavre district by her
maternal grandmother. Grandmother herself has bEen working
for some years at the house of Rupa's Malik's (mester's) Salee
(Sister-in-law). Asked why she had to come to Kathmandu,
"Gharma Khana Pugena" (there wasn't enough to eat at home)
Rupa says shyly. After separating from his father and two
brothe,s, Rupas father ended up with 8 Ropani~ of Pakho
(unirrigated/dry land) and I Ropani of Khet (irrigated paddy field)
from the ancestral property. The 28 year old man and his wife,
25, till the land but the yield is insufficient to feed the four
daughters and one son. "Muskil I. s.., mBhina ehalebba" (hardly
lasts seven months), Ram Prasad says. During the agriculture
off season, he tries to supplement his income by working as a
cook. contruction labourer or porter in Kathmandu; Rupe's other
D.hini (younger sister) Sita works as a servant in Rupe's
employer's younger salea's house in Butwal. The other two
younger sisters help their parents and tend the few heads of
cattle and goats, the youngest son is too small to help yet.
For her age, Rupa has a busy schedule. She must get
up around six in the morning, otherwise she will be late for the
morning milk queue. She then makes 'bed tea and wakes her
master's family of three with steaming cups of tea. Soon it's
time 10 clean and carry waler lrom the tap on the landing. On
most mornings, Rupa then makes a second trip to the bazaar to
purchase vegetables, rice or other items. Upon return,
She cuts vegetables, picks out chafl and rocks from the rice and
starts cooking for the master who has to leave by 9;30 for work.
She also has to ensure that a continuous supply of boiled water
is available. She now turns into a efficient waitress, serving the

-G-Approxima/ely 20 Ropanis'o a hectare.

-

Ineal energitically to the family. When the family fnishes
eating their meal, another long bout with dishes commences
for Rupa at the scullery. Between numerous errands for her
master and mistresses, she quickly gobbles her Oal Dh.., (soup
and rice) and puts on her coarse blue faded frock. She grabs
her bag and rushes off to school around II A.M. which is 10
minutes walk away.
Attending school is the payment for her labour. When
the 'negotiations' were made, Rupa's mother had insisted that
she wanted no 'wage' for her daughter's service,-onlY that
Rupa be sent to school as long as she wants to. Indeed, Rupe's
parents get no money. Her two meals a day and may be some
snack, two sets of clothing a year, some medicine V\hen she is
ill and the schooling is what Rupa earns of her labour.
Rupa is enrolled In class one and arthough primary
education is officially sUpposed to be free, the school still
charges Rs. 3'0 annually as registration fee. Additionally her
mastar's spend about Rs. 30 monthly on her books, copies and
pencils. The primary reason why her palents decided to send
her to work in Kathmandu was simple economics - it would
mean one less month to feed and secondly. because they
couldn't afford her schaal expense in their Own village school.
Rupa, who looks rather small for her 11 years is quite
intelligent. Her teacher says she works hard, but she failed her
maths in the quarterly exams. She tries to fit in her homework
and study sessions when there is a relative lull in her
numerOUS errands and tasks placed on her and when she can
find a quite corner in the house. But her study often is cut short
when any of the family members ask her to bring a glass of
water. make tea. rush to the market or do errands in the
neighbourhood. The school ends at 3:30 P. M. and Rupa gets
back home. often tired and hungry. She may get some Khaja and
tea, but she is taught not to ask many things and express her
needs There may be a brief rest for her now depending on
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to be
whethe r there are any guests at home or many errands
ncy
freque
and
r
numbe
the
to
es
done. Rupa's work load increas
start
then
and
tea
make
of guest arrivals . Soon she has to
well,
cleanin g dishes again. Some days she does laundry as
carry
Occas ionally when there is no waler in the tap, she must
the
down
blocks
ten
tap
the
10 litre pitcher s of water from
street.
Then the evenin g round commences for Rupa with a
0••1,
trip to the market again. She returns and starts with the
to
has
She
bles.
vegeta
the
Bh.ar; her mistress usua lIy cooks
have
to
serve the food in the living room if someo ne deciees
ne
dinner with the TV. When everyo ne has eaten (not everyo
Rupa
of.
care
taken
are
eats at the same time) and the dishes
.
eats quietly alone. She then sweeps and scrubs the kitchen
often
By now it is nearly 10 ·10.30 P. M. Though she is
if
bed
to
go
to
exhausted by this hour, she may not be able
the
When
the family is watchi ng late night lV programme.
from
family retires to their beds, Rupa pulls out the beddin g
fast
soon
is
and
floor
the
On
it
beneath the sofa and spreads
long
the
by
led
exhaus
asleep beneath the big TV cabine t, totally
day's labours.
And she gets no leave; seven days a week, four weeks
for a
a month Rupa works. She goes home with her parents
mother
or
father
few days during O.shain, Tihal or Teej and Her
is
come every) or 4 month s to visit her. The mother especi ally
she
why
is
that
,
school
miss
particu lar that Rupa should not
does not insist on taking Rupa home often. Very infrequ ently,
Rupa shows sings of home sickness, but if asked, she quickly
says nothin g is wrong,
She has to address her masters with the honori fic
sit on
'h.lO" and never talk back. She is also discipl ined never to
in an
up
curls
the beds. chairs or sofa in the house- she usually
work
obscure corner of the house 'when there is no immed iate
the
in
do
to
hoped
she
to be done. Asked one day alone what

luture 'I don't know what it will be' she said d' murely adding
- her
'buf I must study haro'. It is to be seen how far her study
go.
can
mother 's wish
Casa Study - Two
The thin boy with ill filling clothes ca" be often seen
the
absorbed with the GD,kh.patr. or other vernac ular weeklie s at
boy,
school
a
neighb ourhoo d newspaper stand. He couldn 't be
the
his over sized clothes and his odd reading hours - during
this
mid day - betray that. Upon inquiry , it was found that
r
anothe
was
old),
years
voracio us reader, Gorae Giri (\4
is
Gorae
Kumglfne in a nearby middle class joint family.
and
origina lly from Jumla, His father died some five years ago
the
s,
sibling
three
his
Of
his mother passed away the next year.
lding
lan<ho
a
for
labour
O.i (elder brothe r). a deaf mute, is a farm
family in Bajura district and his Didi (elder sister) is married
was
and has childre n in Jumla Gorae' s Bhai (young er brother )
who
t
servan
civil
a
by
rne
Ka.mga
brough t to Kath",a ndu as a
in
had been posted in Jumla. Even after Workin g
r
younge
his
met
not
Kathmandu for some three years, Gorae has
er
howev
brothe r who came to ~athmandu a year earlier. He has,
.
heard that his Bhai is well taken ca'e of and even sent to school
Gorae's sibling s had started workin g as K••mgarnes and
hired helps in their native village when their parents were alive;
usually washin g dishes, fetchin g firewoo d. or tending callie.
g,
Gorae' s father had drifted to Jumla from Palpa with nothin
district
the
in
d
firewoo
he made his living by selling
the father to make ends
for
hard
ally
especi
got
It
arter,
headqu
he
meet withou t any landed properlY or kinship support when
Gorae
died,
father
the
After
started a family with a local girl.
his
worked for the local Pradhan Pancha for a year but when
who
mother died next year. he moved to a teacher's house
fifth
the
after
er.
Howev
ing.
encouraged him to continu e school
ed
"asham
was
he
says
he
,
grade, Gorae decide d to quite school
of his servant status among his class mates" ,
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SomG three years ago, the teach~r lor whom Gorae
worked, decided to send Gorae to her sister who was married
and lived in Kathmandu. As a domestic servant in Kathmandu,
Gorae has a long day. He is usually up by 5.30 A. M., making
and serving the "bed tea". Gorae's master, who works as a
junior officer in a large hotel and the wife works for a bank,
also have a older Kaamg.,ne boy. Between the two of them,
Gorae and his colleague sweep the floor. fetch water from the
community tap, and purchase groceries. As both the master and
his wife work in offices, the morning meals have to be ready
early. When everybody in the family has eaten. the two boys get
to eat. After the meals, the kitchen has to be cleaned and the
pile of dishes washed. Later, there are usually some clothes to
be washed and ironed.
Around noon the boys are done with their morning
chores. Gorae's partner goes out for a few hours to a carpenter's
shop to do apprenticeship. It is during this time that Gorae runs
off to the nearby news stall where he can read a paper for 15
paisa each He doesn't get any salary or wages for his labour,
but he does get some spending money every now and then
(not more than Rs, 40 a month). He spends most of this money
at the newspaper stand. He reads on almost any topic, his recent
craze is the Thai Airbus accident. He was particularly worried
that they hadn't found the blaCK box.
Besides the small pocket money, Gorae gets clothing,
some medicine when he is sick, and of course, meals and some
snacks However. he has been promised that when he gets
"thulo" (older), he will be provided with a salaried employment
somewhere (Nep Jagi, Milaideene). His master offered to have
him enrolled in a school, but supposedly Gorae refused
that For Gorae, the future consists of the day when he will
have his 'Jagi,'. Recently, he has been talking about joining the
ar y He somedays goes to watch the parades at the army
grounds at Tundikher.
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. '. -the traumas 01 his family tragedy has given him a sad
looking appearance. Moreover, a childhood spent as a domestic
servant has made him shy and reclusive boy. Unless required, he
avoids other people and makes minimum conversation. His
masters 'train' him not to express emotions or feelings and he is
encouraged to be obedient and detaChed. Gorae is constantly
made aware of his inferior position in the household; he mest
not sit with his masters, he must address them with honorific
'HIlU", and be spoken in turn to with the lowly 'T,h'. Asked how
he felt about his work in Kathmandu, "Jlhan g.yepani k.,m, lOa
dukh' I,*hdo eM," (Where ever I go, I'm destined to suffer) he
said in a pained voice.
Around 4 '0' clock its time to make tea and 'khaja' for
the familY, The people from the offices return, Alter cleaning
the dishes, Gorae usually goes to the market for vegetables and
other supplies, The evening meal is readied by 8 PM, the family
womenfolk may also help with some of the cooking. The family
eats by 8.30 PM, and the two KBlmgarne boys start doing the
dirty diseas and cleaning the kitchen, Gorae is lucky there is
another person to share the drudgery. When the evening round
is completed, Gorae usually goes to watch the TV, The world
news interests him and so does sports, The two 'Kaamga,ne' then
go to sleep on the floor on the 'M,tan' (space outside the
kitchen) .
Case Study - Three
For her tender 10 years Kamala Thapa Magar has
undergone a lot. When she was only 7 years old Kamala's
mother ran away from the first husband and settled vdth a
new man, her fufu's (father's sister) son, Kamala and two
younger brothers also came with the mother. However' the step
father wasn't as kind as he could be and made life difficult for
the three children, especially Kamala,
Kamala has now been employed as a K.amg"ne in a
middle-level travel officer's house. Earlier, it had been arranged
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to pay her Rs. 60 per month, but 5 months ago her empioyed
hired another Tharu girl from Bardiya. Subsequently her salary
was reduced to Rs. 50 a month reasoning that her work load
w~uld be reduced with another servant sharing the work, The
two girls work together from early morning sweeping the house,
washing dishes. purchasing groceries end cooking. Alter the
family has eaten and the master has gone for work, the girls
usually have to do some laundry. Alterwarvs they have a few
hours of rest during the alternoon. The girls usually spend the
afternoon break either resting or talking with the other
neighbourhood Kumgafnes,
The evening work shilt begins around 3.30. Kamala
has to go to the nearby school bus stop to receive the family's
c~i1dren returning from school. The children usually dump the
oversized bag, a1d lunch boxes on to Kamala on the way back
as they do when she walks them to the bus stop in the morning.
One of the school boy is aged III and his 5-year old sister is in
nursery classe. Kamala had also gone to school for 3 years in
Tistung, but she was unable to continue. Now it is most ironic
to observe her lugging two heavy bags of books to and from
the school bus when she probably will never have an
opportunity to study herself,

This is not Kamala's first job. Before coming as a
servent here she worked for 19 months weaving carpets in a
factory in Jawalakhel. The inadequate nutrition, unhealthy workinJ condition and the dUSI made her very sick with respiratory
problems, She W3S forced to quit that work and stay with her
fufu who has baen working as a servant for Kamala's master's
Jerban (brother-in-law) for 14 years, The fufu promotlyarranged
for K3mala to w~rk in the present place thihking that the work
in a house w·ould n~t be neerly as streneous as carpet
weaving.
Kamala's mother tends the three younger sons and
looks after the m,ager land holding in Tistung, Makawanpur

district. The produce irom the land is insufficient to feed the
family, much less pay the Rs. 8.000 debt. the family incurred
when the mother got sick two years ago during the birth of her
last son from her now husband. Now Kamala's father works in
Kathmandu as a porter, truck loader or a pushcart walla
depending upon which job is available On an average day he
makes anywhere between Rs 35t070, provided he can find work.
He goes back to Tistung during planting and harvesting season to
help his wife manage the agricultural Walk. "Even with so much
sweat and labour, I still can't properly feed the children" said
31 year old Kamala's father while taking a break from cement
loading job at Kalimat;' Last week, Kamala went to her home
for a few days' visit. Her maslers have now learnt that she
won't be coming back to work for them anymore. Her parents
have decided, now that Kamala feels a little bettor, She
should work again at the carpet faclory because it brings more
money than a domestic servant, The masters feel betrayed by
an ungrateful street bum to whom they hod bean vary "kind
and generous". After all, hadn't they fed her, clolhed her and
most of all - bought her a golden Fuli (ornament worn on the
nose) from Kamala's six months' savings?
5. Discussions
One way or the other these three case studies can be
linked with the pervasive poverty in the midhills of Nepal.
The two children in the case studies, Rupa and Kamala were
from families that owned less than average sized land holdings,
Gorae's parents were landless, never owning a house, muc~ !ess
land Rupa and Kamala's families are able to produce suffICient
food for about six months, while Gorae's parents, when they
were alive, had to meet all their costs of living through the sale
of firewood and their OWn labouring. Low yield from
agriculture. insulficient earnings make day to day survival
difficult for these families. Like Rupa's father Ram Prasad says
"Aik Cbb8k ramfO s8nga khana pani garo perchb'" (it's hard to eat one
meal regularly). Tha extremely small land holdings coupled
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with decllninO soil fertility and accelerating soli erosion is'
making it increasingly difficult for peasants like Rupa and
Kamala's families to make ends meet even at the bare
subsistence level. To eke out an existence for themselves, they
are compelled to seek seasonal and temporary labour service
elsewhere, even the chi Idren.
For example take the case of Rupe's father, while the
mother takes care of the children and home, the father comes
to Kathmandu when there is no agricultural works at home and
works as either a construction labourer carrying bricks and
cement or as a cook at an orphanage near Pashupati.
Obviously. this alone does not provide enough food and
schooling for this Brahmin family. Admittedly, education is a
strong values for Rupa's parents. especially the mother even
through both of them are illiterate themselves.
As a
consequence the parents have sent their two eldest daughters
to work as domestic servants, so that they may get some
schooling which they cen't afford to give themselves. Kamala's
case is more or less similar. coming from a step father's house
who is heavely in debt and unable to feed the fam; Iy most of
the year, she had to first work as a carpet weaver at age eight
and when her health failed. she worked as a KIBmgarne for a
family.
Gorae's Case is the most extreme. Never owning eny
fixed assets like land or house. his perents lived practically on
the toil of their day to day wages, there never was any saving
to fall back on. Once they got ill and unable to work, the food
also began to dry up. Not only did Gorae's parents not receive
any medicine but they got insufficient food during their illness which hastened their premature death Once they died, the.
children were one by one picked up by people looking for

'K.amg"ne' .
The economics of K.amgarne ket. and keti looks
exploitative. For two meals a day (which is often the left over
from the master's eating) two or three pairs of clothes (which
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can often be the hand-me-downs of the master's children) and
occasionally. a monthly salary of Rs. 60 or less, the children
are made to labour long hours. A CWIN survey conducted on
child labour in Kathmandu has also come up with similar
findings regarding the pay and renumeration (CWIN, 1992: 11).
Of course this doesn't apply to Rupa and Gorae, the former
gets schooling and latter gets some pocket money instead of
regular wage. In return. the children usually put in at least 8-10
hours of labour from 5-6 in the morning till late at night, seven
days a week. Considering that the minimum starting salary for
government peons has been set at Rs. 1,100 for 7 hours a
day 6 -days a week work. what the children get or the masters
make out of the arrangement does seem unjust. In this case
acute poverty creates conditions where the bargaining position
of the children or their parents is practically non existent. When
this point is mentioned, the sahojeBl or m,liks usually retort that
the Kaamg.rnes are gelling a much beller deal than had they been
with their families in the villages. As one master with two
child nokers (servant) said. "here they 8t least don't have to
worry about gelling two regular meals a day and some money
on the side". Others argue that the Kaamgarne child doesn't have
do the same amount of strenuous physical labour like in the
village. such as firewood and fodder collection, agriculturel
work, etc.
As for the parents of the Kaamgarne children, they are
resigned to their children working out of necessity. As far as
immediate household necds go, it's one less mouth to feed and
if it is a beller deal the child would bring in some cash,
however small. and education in the case of people like Rupa
It is a bare survival strategy for the poor. "At least the childrer
get to eat and go to school" says Rupa's mother sadly wher
inquired how she felt ailout both her daughter workings far froO'
home.
But there is more to it than the stark economics 0'
Child labour. A host of socio-cultural issues are involved. FroO'
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his/her early formative age, the child Kaemga'ne is strictly trainad
to be deferential and subservient to the master's familY, The
socialization is achieved through various ways; the servant has
to addre.s his masters with the honorific terms 'Hllu,' and
'Tapei"; he/she must never sit on the bed/sofa/chair or rugs of
his masters and in turn the 'Keamgerne' will be addressed by
the lowly term "eh',
The attitude of superiority and inferiority are also
reinforced by other processes For example, the Kaamgerne
children almost invariably eat last when all the family has eaten,
The children were also conditioned to be impersonal in the
master's house, they are discouraged from showing any love,
effection or sentiment. When Kamala's mother visits her
daughter. Kamala looks ackwardly at her mother and doesn't
know what to do - almost filled with guilt while the masters
are present. But one day I spied her sitting on her mother's lap
alone in the kitchen. Whilo the mother combed and tended her
hair, Kamala was whining and hugging her mother, being a real
child. but when she saw me watching she stood up with a
guilty expression. In extreme cases, the Kaamgerne child may be
depersonalized, viewed more as a functional work unit than a
person. A few masters even frankly admitted that a servant in
the home enhances the social standing, rather like a status
symbol giving the image of wealth. Among middle class
families who can keep K88mgarnes, young children, especially
girls are preferred for a number of obvious reasons; a study
carried out by Rupa Dhital for CWIN on child workers in
Kathmandu gives the boy 'girl ratio as 1:9 and sexual abuses are
also reported against female child .ervants. (VO~ W, 1991: 21).
First, th. young child can be physically contrOlled more
thoroughly there is no fear of insubordination to threeten the
master's power. Secondly. small child servants occupy less
space to sleep. need less amount of clothing and eat much
less. Of COurse they need to be paid vary little as well. And
when they can be had "for the price Of twq star beers" ~s one
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me/ik of a girl servant said, they definitely are within the
eflordability range for many.
The condition of being a child Kaamgerna in most cases
not only mentally subjugates and expropriates the chi Idhood
of the kids, but It also effectively precludes other better
opportunities and growth for the future. Because a ser~ant
develops nO marketable skills, he/she will probably remain a
servant for life thus perpetuating the cycles of poverty. As
attested by the case studies, a network of servitude and client
relationships evolve. Not only does a person remain a ser~ant
all hiS/her life, but will probably also induct their near relat:v~s
into the domestic servant network like Rupa's and Kamala s
grandmother and fufu di:l. In many cases, it is Iiso likely for
servants from the ssme family or area to work for the some
master or his kin group for generations. Therefore, the problem
of poverty seems to be not only intragenerational but .also
intergenerational for lack of viable opportunity at soclalmoblhty.
It is indeed few fortuMte Kaamgarnes who can find
time. encouragement and the will to get education or acquire
skills after their long work hours. Since the pay is paltry, there
is no question either of saving enough and starting. one's
own business' or farm. Even if the child, like Kamala, qUits one
master he/she will probably continue with similar menial works;
restaurant dish washer, porter, construction worker or carpet
weaver. For those without the minimum education or other
skills it is hard to break out fro,n the cycle of hard labour and
poverty. This constriction of opportunities naturally breeds
fatalistic outlooks, Even at suc!) imaginative age, Rupa and
Gorae have begun expressing such outlooks as "1 don't know
what will happen", "it's in God hands" or Kamala saying with
e bit of sarcasm "Iile will pass scrubbing dishes" about her
future. They are already "submerged in the culture of silence",
to quote Paulo Freire (Freire 1982: 11).

6. Rlflectilna
Though limited in scope, these three case studies show
several important lessons about developments in Nepal today,
particularly with respect to children. Foremost, increasing the
overall life chances of children as well as many other valnerable
sectors of Nepali society may entail substantial restructuring of
current
Nepali
socia-economic
relations. • Egalitarian
relatiOnships that secure and protect the intrests of all - inatead
of only tho most powerful - will lead to a more equitable
distribution of Nepals's limited resources; this. in turn, will
lessen the pervasive poverty that forces children into labour,
prostitution, etc., or at the very least, into i "iteracy, disease
and the like. Anything Short of such socia economic
trasformation will only gave the appearance of development
instead of attacking the roots of the problem.
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